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INTRODUCTION

Zuni is the language of the so-called Zuni Indians, *a tribe occu-

pying a single pueblo with outlying villages in Valencia Country,

western New Mexico. The population in 1928 was 1,920 having

increased somewhat since the federal census of 1910 in which the

tribe was numbered at 1,640. The village of Zuni is situated on the

north bank of the Zuni River, 38 miles south of Gallup, division

point of the Santa Fe Railway and the nearest town and trading

center. The reservation extends some miles west of Zuni along the

river, and northeast along the river valley to the continental divide.

In addition to the town of Zuni, which has grown greatly in exten-

sion in recent years, are four farming villages occupied for the most

part in summer only, although a few families remain in their country

houses all year round. These villages are situated at distances of

from four to twenty miles from the town.

The Zunis call themselves a-'ciwi; the word may possibly be

derived from ci-, "flesh", (a-- plural prefix; -wi unkno\\Ti signi-

ficance. Cf. ciHe, a piece of meat; plural ciioe. Note difference in

final vowel.) Mrs. Stevenson erroneously connects this word directly

with the stem word ciwe despite the significant difference of the

final vowel.

The word may also be related to the Keresan word ciwan-a storm

cloud, which finds its way into the Zuni language in the word
ciwan-i "priest," and in songs, as ciwan-a, "rain cloud;" also the

ciwana-kwe, a curing society.

The popular name for the town is ckvina-kwi (ciwi -j- na, "at,"

common affix for place names, -|- kwi "place"). The term ciwona

given by Cushing, Bandelier and others quoting them, has never

been heard by the writer during years of residence in the village.

The proper name of the village is i'tiwan-a, "the middle," a term

of mythological significance. The word Zuni was first applied to the

village by Antonio de Espejo, and is the Keresan term s'ini, which,

according to Boas, is an obsolete and sacred Keresan word for

"middle".

The language contains many Spanish and fewer English loan

words. The Spanish words for the most part are names of objects of

foreign provenience, and were taken over along with the objects,

during the early period of Spanish contact, e. g. ka'ne-lu sheep (Sp.

carnero), olo, gold (Sp. oro), wa-'kdci, cattle (Sp. vaca -f- ci Zuni
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termination for animal names). ma')i6ana apple (Sp. manzana).

ifia'kina se-^-ing machine (Sp. mdquina). The present tendency is

to use a Zmii descriptive phrase for borrowed objects, e. g. he'crnan-e

railroad (he- '"metal"" + onmi-e "road"); he^kakicen-e, TRilway tra.m

(he- '"metar* + k^okwen-e "house"); k'd'bicenla'tap^a (k^d'kicen-e

"house"" + hitap^a "winged"); ci'wayan fa'tepoJolon-e automobile

(ciwayan-e derivation unknown + tatebolohn-e "wagon"", a

descriptive term, literally "wood roller""); but ci'porea (Chevrolet)

any automobile that is not a Ford.

Almost all Zuni proper names are of foreign origm. There are

a great many Spanish names frequently not recognized as being of

Spanish origin, but given as "Zuni""^ names. There are also many
names of Navajo and Keresan origin. It is probable that all names
ending in -tiiva (m.) and -titsa (f .) are of Keresan origin, since these

are the obligatorv masculine and feminine endmgs in that languasre.

The ending -tiica for masculme personal names is also common
among the Hopi.

Zuni's nearest neighbors at present are the Navajo (Athapaskan),

who practically surround their reservation. Their nearest neighbors

among the settled peoples are the Acoma and Laguna (Keresan)

about 60 miles northeast, and the Hopi (Shoshonean) 150 miles

to the northwest. Theii' most frequent contacts seem to have been

with the Hopi and Navajo. There is a tradition of tribal warfare

with both of these tribes. They have extensive tradmg relations

with both.

The published material on the Zuni language comprises a few

short ritual texts included by P. H. Gushing in Zuni Fetishes

(RBAE 2) and by Stevenson in Zuni Indians (RBAE 23). These

texts are not analyzed. A series of ritual texts collected by the

writer has been published in the 47th Annual Report of the Bureau
of American Ethnology, and a collection of ethnological texts and
folk tales in the Publications of the American Ethnological Society,

Vol. 15. The references marked (Z) in the following pages are to

this publication.

The material upon which the grammar is based was collected in

1926—1928 in the course of two trips mider the auspices of the

Department of Anthropology of Columbia University and the

Social Science Research Council of the Laura Spellman Rockefeller

Memorial Foundation. Texts were dictated by the following in-

formants :

1. Flora Suni, F., age 40, (daughter of 4), English.

2. Clarence, M., age 28, English.

3. Margaret Suni, P., age 42, daughter of 4, no English.

^ SeeE.C. Parsons, ZuniNames and,Naming Practises, J.A.F.L. 36:171—176.
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4. Lina Suni, F., age 70 (wife of 8.), no English.

5. Walelio, M., age 55, no English.

6. Lio Suni, M., age 45, son of 4, no English.

7. Nick, M., age 65, Spanish, English.

8. Suni, M., age 85, no English; father of 1, 3, 11.

9. Andelesi, M., age 60, no English.

10. Dick, M., age 65, a little English.

11. Josie Suni, F., age 25, daughter of 4, no English.

Warren Andelesi interpreted for his father; Flora Suni for the

members of her family. Nick was his own interpreter. Flora proved

to be not only a first rate interpreter but an excellent linguist as

'

well, and much of the analysis is on the basis of her information.

Informants 1—9 dictated texts published in the Ethnological Society

Publication.

Ruth L. Bunzel.

New York, September 1934.



ZUNI

BY RUTH L. BUNZEL

1. Naming

ho'^na'ivan{l) ivi'hatsa'na{2) tem{3) hic{4:) e"Ze(5) i''yaiyu*ya-'-

Our baby still very girl getting to Icnow

¥dp^a{Q) ci'Hk^dn-a{l). Q'tsi{S) te'kdnuivap^a{9) an{10) na'na{ll)

something will have a name. Man if it had been his grandfather

yam{\2) d"w(13) u'tsin-a{\4). ta'htcic{15) tcim{lQ) an(17)

his own name would give. Meanwhile first his

(1) Possessive pronoun, 3rd person, plural. See ^ 138 of Grammar.

(2) wiha, stem, "baby"; tsana, stem, "small",

(3) adverb, "still, yet".

(4) adverb, "very".

(5) e-, stem, "girl", 'Ze, nominal suffix with monosyllabic stems,

inanimate class, singular; here an exception. See % 128.

(6) i- reflexive, special usage with causative -k^- If 25; -y-, glide;

between i and a; ai = an, direct object; yu'ya-- transitive stem,

"to know", possibly compounded of yu\ frozen stem, 1[ 23a "to

feel", and ya--, active stem "to become complete"; -Tc*- causative,

special usage with i-; -a- active, completive; -p" (a), present parti-

ciple, new subject following. ^ 105. Literally, "causing herself to

know something".

(7) ct'- neutralstem, "name" ; -i-, reduplicated vowel between ' and

k; -k^dn-a, present subjunctive, static, singular by inference, since

there is no plural prefix. Literally, "there may be a naming." SeeU 70.

(8) nominal stem, "male".

(9) te- neutral stem, "to be, to do"; -kdnuap'a, subjunctive

participle, based on present subjunctive, "had it been". See H 111.

(10) an, possessive pronoun, 3rd person, singular.

(11) stem, "grandfather," (father's father or mother's father),

"grandchild", man speaking. Reciprocal.

(12) reflexive possessive pronoun, "his own".

(13) ci^in, syntactic form of ciHn-e, ci*- neutral stem, "name";
n-e, nominalizing suffix, singular, inanimate (cf. ciHe, [pi. cnve\

based on stem ci- "meat"). The duplication of the vowel is due to

the glottal stop which is part of the stem, followed by the long

consonant n-. H 130.
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ci"m(13) a'can-a{lS). tcims{lQ) ci''unan{19) hom{'20) na'na{ll)

name would make. So first naming my grandchild

Vo'{2l) tsa'wak{22) yo-'t'u'{23). fo'(21) la'cit'u'{24). fo'(25)

you youth niay become. You may grow you old. You

o'na-ya-'t'u'{2Q). fo'(21) te'hyat'u' (27) hom{20) pH"nan{28)
road may become finished. You may be valuable my breath

(14) present subjunctive, singular of the irregular verb utsi, to

give it to him. See H 104 for complete conjugation.

(15) adverb, "meanwhile", "on the other hand".

(16) adverb, "then", "first".

(17) independent pronoun, 3rd person, singular, obhque. "For

him." H 137.

(18) ac- transitive stem, "to make"; -a-, completive aspect;

n-a, present subjunctive, singular. ^ 70, 90.

(19) ci'-, neutral stem, "name"; -u-, conjugating vowel, transitive

conjugation; completive; -nan, present participle; "naming her".

See U 80.

(20) possessive pronoun, 1st person, singular.

(21) independent personal pronoun, 2nd person, singular, sub-

jective.

(22) -ki, nominal suffix used with names of classes of human
beings. The stem tsawa- is probably related to tsana, "small, young".

(23) yo-, active intransitive stem, "to become"; f^u, optative,

singular. See II 77.

(24) lad-, stem, "old", also, "to be old, to grow old"; f^u,

optative.

(25) fd*, see note 21. Not strictly grammatical. Strictly speaking,

the subject of the following verb is ona. See below.

(26) ona- neutral stem, "road"; ya--, active intransitive stem,

"to become complete"; f^u, optative. Literally, "may (your) road

become complete", ona, being the incorporated subject. However,
it is used as a fixed compound, ona being regarded as part of the

stem, and is used with the subjective pronoun, f o', freely trans-

lated, "may you finish your road". The transitive verb "to finish"

is ya-k^d, ya-- and causative k\ See U 36.

(27) tehya, neutral stem, "valuable", fu, optative, singular,

"may you be valuable", or "may you be saved".

(28) pH^'nan syntactic form of pH^nan-e. pH'na-, stem, "breath";

-n-e, nominalizing suffix, inanimate, singular.

(29) tehya- stem, "valuable"; -p^(a), present participle, new
subject following. ^ 105.

(30) le\ stem, "this", an- indirect object, "to him", ikw- transitive

stem, singular "to say"; -a- active, completive; -tmn, present

participle; -s, connective particle, "so". If 40.
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te'hyap^a{2d) le'^anikwanansiSO) ci'^un-a{3l). o'kd{S2) te'-

being valuable thus to him saying he will name him. Woman if

Jcanuwap'a{9) an{33) hot{34.) hol{35) ta'htci{l5)

it should be her maternal grandmother either meanwhile

an{33) tvo'ivo{36) hol(35) ci'Hn{13) u'tsin'a{14:).

her paternal grandmother or name will give.

10 ta'htci{l5) an{37) tcim{lQ) na'na{U) a'can-a{18). tcim{W)
Meanwhile for her first grandfather will make. First

ci"un'a{31). fa{3S) u'hsite{39) p'e'na-wa^ha(40) yam{4:l) ho'ta

will name, and those same words with her own grand

-

tsa'na{42) o'na-ya''tun^ona{43) aw(44)
daughter little road that it may be the one to be finished for her

p*e'yen-a{4:5).

will speak.

(31) ci'-, neutral stem, "name;" -u-, conjugating vowel, active

completive; n-a, present subjunctive, singular. Cf. p^of^u, U 80.

(32) stem, "woman".

(33) possessive pronoun, 3rd person, singular.

(34) hot = hota, stem, "mother's mother". See note 42.

(35) hoi ... hoi, "either or".

(36) stem, "father's mother".

(37) This might be either 3rd person possesive pronoun, "her", or

independent personal pronoun, 3rd person, dative, "for her".

H 137.

(38) stem, "and".

(39) uhsi, demonstrative pronoun, "that"; -te, intensifying suffix,

"that very one".

(40) p'enmv = p'ena-we, words (pi.) from stem p^e- "to speak",

aha, post position, "by means of". If 157.

(41) reflexive possessive pronoun, "her own".

(42) hota, stem, "mother's mother" or any grandchild, woman
speaking; not a reciprocal term; tsana, adjective, "small, young".

(43) ona-, stem, "road;" ya-- stem, "to become complete" (see

note 26); fun- participle based on the optative; 'owa, agentive

Literally "may she be the one whose road may become complete".

H 112^ and 167.

(44) Independent personal pronoun, 3rd person, singular, ob-

lique, "for her".

(45) p'e, intransitive stem, "to speak," (irregular); -n-a, present

subjunctive durative, singular by inference. See H 104 for complete

conjugation.
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1. Naming

As soon as our baby is quite a girl and begins to recognize things,

then she will have a name. If it should be a male his grandfather

would give him his own name, or else he would make up a name for

him. Then he would name him. "My grandchild, may you become
a young man. May you grow old. May your road be fulfilled. May
you become valuable, since my breath is valuable." So he would
say and he would give him the name. If it should be a female, her

mother's mother, or else her father's mother would make a name
for her, and would name her. Then she would use these same words.

She would speak to her grandchild that her road might be fulfilled.

2. Witchcraft

a-pi^la'ciwan-i{l). kiva tern luknia a-ho^i a-team-ep^a{l8i). 1

Bow priests. Not yet these here persons not being

kalc'holi i-haUkwicena^kd{2). tern ho*

long ago there used to be a taking away of witchcraft. Still I

fopin-te tcaH il-ika{S). laciki halikwika. haH piHaciwan-i
only one child had. Old man practiced sorcery. Three bow priest

t^opa naiyutci fopa kiye'isi na-palu uhsona p^iyanapka.
one (name) one (name) (name) those the ones hiing him.

ma-k^ona{4:) an]c'etsana{5). uhsona ma-ki 5

Yotmg woman the one in her he delighted. That one yotmg woman

kiva antecemanam-e. ikane^a{6). ma'ki samu lue'a.

(not) does not want him. He is angry. Young woman ugly is sick

(1) In the follo^ving pages stress accent has not been indicated.

It is always on the first syllable. See ^ 10. 1I(la.) kwa. . . .a-team-ep^a.

ktva introduces the negative phrase; a'- plural of intransitive verbs;

te- neutral stem, to be or do; am-e, present, static, negative; -p^a,

participle, new subject following.

(2) r- plural, indirect object (see 1 40); halikivi, neutral stem,

"witch" "to be a witch", (kwi possibly is a suffix); -c- suffix, "to

remove" (see If 27) ; -e-, repetitive; na^kd, resultative, past. Literally

"witchcraft used to be removed from them".

(3) il'-, neutral stem, "with," -*"-, static; kd, past, singular.

(4) ma- A;t, young married woman with children; ki, nominal suffix

(see TI 126); *ona, "theone who is", indicating direct object; See1[136.

(5) an, indirect object; k^efsa- active stem, "to enjoy"; na, adjec-

tival or static suffix. See ^ 34.

(6) An active verb, like tve^a below. The stem is ikd- (cf. ikdti, "to

become angry") ikdne'a is based on a participial or adjectival form.

Present tense, dm-ative. The narrative procedes in the present tense.
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acen'iha{l). an e^nin-e pipto' le- uhsona ante-

She is about to die. Her belt fringes this much that one from her

hakiJcd{S) aha halicotiJcd{9)

.

halikivi pH^nakd{10) fsume
he cut off; therefore she became crazy. Witch wind strong

ye-makuna{\\) an e^nin-e an pipton-e antehaki^koa{12)
coming up her belt its fringe which was cut off

10 tcolto-kd aha halicotikd. acenHha.
he set up on a stick therefore she became crazy. She is about to die.

napalu cemakd. halikwi we''an''ona{\Z) ma-ki tcu-al-

(name) sought him. Witch the sick one young woman lying down

^'w^7i(14) ikd. halikiui i'mukd{15). kiva anteceinanam--
where she is he came. Witch seated himself. (Not) he did not wish

M(16). hva ho* lesnunam-kd. kwa ho* anikwam'e fo*

it. (Not) I this did not do. (Not) I do not know how. You

tekivan-te p'eye^a. kwa ho* anikwam'e. fo* yoseh'e*a{\l).

aU in vain are talking. (Not) I do not know how. You lie.

15 kiua kd'hi fom ho* alo'tena*ma{18). t*o* tekwan-te t*o*

Not ever you I did not approach (you). You all in vain you

(7) ace- stem, "to die", n*iha, present imminent. See If 66.

(8) an-, indirect object, "for her"; te, a pluralizing and probably

a distributive element; haki- active stem, "to cut off"; kd, past

tense, singular, te probably refers to plural object, cf. tehaktco.

(9) halico, "crazy", -ti- inceptive; kd, past tense, active, singular.

(10) kd, a suffix for abstract nouns and infinitives; there is no

corresponding verbal form. p*i*nan-e is the usual word for wind.

(11) ye-niak^, "to ascend"; the stem is probably ak^ (cf. elemaku,

to stand up, pilaku to sit up) ; na = n^n, present participle.

(12) a static, not a passive form. *koa, the one which was ..."

(13) ive*an-, adjectival or participial form of the active verb

we*a; ona, "the one who is".

(14) tcu-, stem, "lie down", (of a person); a(l)- stem, "a long or

flat object lies", static conjugation of the verb a-; kwin locative

suffix "where it is".

(15) f - reflexive; (i)m-, stem, "to sit or be sitting"; -u-, active;

-ha>, past, singular.

(16) antecema, "to desire", at present unanalysable, but probably

based on cema, "to ask for"; nam-kd, past, singular, negative.

See H 164.

(17) yose, adjectival stem, "false"; -k*-, causative; -e*a, present,

durative.

(18) a =an, direct object; lote, neutral stem, "near"; na*ma,

active, present, singular, negative.
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p'eye'a. ele-te homan fo* e'nin'e pipton-e fo* antehakikd

are talking. Yes indeed from me you belt fringe you cut off.

ak-d kwa horn tse'makwin k'okcam-e. p'ene piHaciwan-i

Therefore (not) my spirit is not good. Speak! bow priest

le^anikwakd{l9). halikwi lesanikwakd{l9). kwa
thus to him said. Witch this that follows to him said. (Not) [I]

antecema-na^ma. fo^ kwa p^ena^map^a ydtohvi{20) fo^ kwaPin-a.

do not wish it. You (not) not speaking svm to you will go out.

felapte lesanikwakd. ma-ki horn 20

At night even this that follows she said to him. Young woman me

ankohati. homa-ni{2\) e'nin-e pipton-e horn t*d* lesnac-

pity (me). Mine belt fringe my you which you have

koa{22). uhsona horn a-wutsi. horn ankohati.

thus taken away those to me give them. Me pity.

ten-a* ham fo^ lesalewukd. Vd* yam olpan-e fo^

Notwithstanding to me you thus did. You your headband you

a-pik^aiakd. pi^laciwan-i olpahkd{23). isk^on peha^kd

tied them to it. Bow priest . headband took off. There it was wrapped.

e'nin-e am pipto-we a-pik^aiakd. an ank^ohakd. 25

Belt its fringes he had tied them on. Him he discovered (him).

kwa antecemanam-kd. ikdnikd kioa halikivam-e{2A).

(Not) he did not wish it. He was angry. (Not) [I] am not a witch.

kiva antecemand'ma. ikdne^a.

(Not) he did not want it. He is angry.

ma-ki acenHha. fek*ohati{25)kwa p'eyena'ma.

Young woman is about to die. Daybreak (not) she does not speak.

(19) le- "thus or this much"; an, "to him"; ik^-, stem, "to say",

(with direct quotation.) This form follows the quotation, leskiva,

or lesanikiva precedes the quotation.

(20) ydto-, stem, "to cross over"; kd, abstract nominal suffix;

(cf. ydton-e, "day", literaUy "a crossing over" (of the sun). The
meaning of the sentence is "your crime wiU be revealed to the Sun."

(21) Independent personal pronoun, 1st person, singular, genitive.

(22) One of a number of verbs based on the stem les-, "thus";

-c- is a suffix meaning to remove. See H 27.

(23) olpa-, neutral stem, "headband"; -h-, suffix, "to undo";
kd, past, singular, active.

(24) halikw(i), neutral stem, "witch, to practise sorcery"; the

form is static, present, negative.

(25) fe-, "time, space"; k^oha, "white, to be white" (the adjective

"white" is k^ohana, based on a participial form. See ^ 34) -ti-,

inceptive; "space (the sky) begins to whiten".

27
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felap'a ko-wi p'^eyekd. halikwi fewus amp^eyekd. kiva

At night a little she spoke. Witch prayers to him she spoke. (Not)

30 antece7nanam-kd. halikwi ikdnikd. an tatcu piHaciwan-i

he did not wish it. Witch was angry. His father bow priest

yam fam ahd ikdtikd. yam famk*dpnan'e\26).

his own club with he became angry. His war club.

itowenapkdfap^a{21) ma'ki acekd. halikwi ma-ki

They ate and then young woman died. Witch young woman

acenHhap^a{2H) ana-kwaiHkd. wan-an yarn

being about to die running he went out. For a moment his own

T&dkwin a-kd. halikwi an-a-kd. ma-ki acekd. an
house to he went. Witch running went. Young woman died. Her

35 a-tsita an a-papa a-k^oyekd. kwanleapkd{29). k^ocona*-

mothers her elder brothers wept. She was dressed. She was

M(30). an kuku a^ivatekdi^l) . an kuku k^dwaia-wak-d

washed. Her aunt washed her head. Her aunt prayer meal with

tem-l k^usk'dkd{32). acekd. halikivi ainakd. k'wamasi e^nin-e

all dried her. She died. Witch killed her. Worthless belt

piptowe ak-d an eleteakd{SS).

fringes with her he fixed.

ma-Tc'ona acekd. piHaciwan-i haHmona hali-

Young woman the one died. Bow priest three the ones exor-

40 kivickd{34:) . ha'imona fopa naiyutci fopa kiye^isi kwil-i hie

cised. Three the ones one (name) one (name) two very

(26) fa(m)- a short thick stick, k^dp(i), transitive verb, "to

beat"; -nan, participial or nominalizing suffix; -n-e, nominal

suffix, singular, inanimate. See 1| 130.

(27) ito-, stem, "to eat", here in durative aspect; nap, plural

(transitive); kd, past; fa, enclytic, "and", with the gerundive

ending, p^a. See Tj 105.

(28) participle based on the imminent aspect, acen'iha, "she is

about to die".

(29) kwanlea- (we) , "clothing", from kiva, "something" and lea,

"to carry"; an impersonal plural. See H 58.

(30) k^oco-, transitive stem, "to wash"; resultative, past tense.

1167.

(31) a^=an, direct object. The n is elided and the a dipthongised

due to stress accent and following n. See If 3, 14.

(32) k^us- active stem, "to become dry"; -k^-, causative.

(33) Probably ele, "well", and te-, "to be or do".

(34) halikwi, stem, "witch", -c-, suffix "to remove", kd, past,

active, completive, singular. See note 2, U 399.
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7nosiye{S5). i-lata-we. fa fopa napalu ha^i a-piHa-ciwan-i.

are leaders. Wars. And one (name) three bow priests.

ma-Tc'ona an a-papa an ak^onapkd{36).

Young woman the one her elder brothers for her dug a grave.

ahnan{31) kwaiHkd. alc'o tetacaTc'dnapkd. a-k^oyekd.

Taking it a they went out. Grave deep they made. They cried.

eh-lohvi{S8) p^alonapkd. halikwi an k^dkwin ana-
Corpse burying place they buried her. Witch his house to running

ktvaiHk^dnapkd{39). i'Wohanap^enunkwi{4cO) a-piHa- 45

they brought out. At the place where they used to hang them bow

ciwan-i halikwi il-ap a-wikd. ma-k'ona
priests witch being with they came. Young woman the one

ainakoa{'^\) k^ume tacana kwaiHna^{4:2) pHyanapkd.
the one who had killed her log long coming out they hung him.

kempik^aianak-d. yalicekd. kwa antecemanam-kd. piHaciwan-i

Hide string with. He denied it. (Not) he did not wish it. Bow priest

ma-Tc'ona p^alokd. ak-d ikane'a. napalu hie

young woman the one he buried. Therefore he is angry. (Name) very

ace-we k^oye^a. maTfona p^alokd. hie yam 50

hard wept. Young woman the one he buried. Very his

famlc'apnan-e ak-d contela^koa{4:3) ocokwPkoa fam aha fam-
war club with face all over head all over club with war

(35) Dual; the dual pronoun is omitted.

(36) ak^o- neutral stem, "hole, to dig a hole"; past tense, active,

plural.

(37) a- "one small or long thing lies"; -h- conversive; -Tia/i, present

participle. This does not refer to the corpse, but to some small

implement.

(38) eh' (we) corpses; -lo- "to hide or bury", (cf. following word,

p^alonapkd) ; kwi, locative.

(39) ana- stem occurring in compounds only, "to run"; k%vai*i-, to

go out", -If-, causative.

(40) r-, plural object; wohana, neutral stem, "many things hang",

p^e- customary (See TJ 29); nan, present participle; -kwi, post

position, "where"; "where they always used to hang them".

(41) aina-, transitive stem, "to kill or strike one;" koa, nomen
actoris, past tense, "the one who kiUed her"; ma-k^ona is the direct

object of the clause.

(42) kwaiH, "to come out"; (n)a, locative. The final aspiration

does not appear to be a significant part of the suffix, but is frequent

enough and pronounced enough to be recorded. It may indicate

something elided.

27*
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k^dpnan-e aJf ainakd. halikwi kwa k^onam-kd{4:4:). ace-

club with he struck him. Witch not he did not cry out. Hard

ainapte{4:5) kwa k^onam-kd. pHyaye. itiwap'a

striking even not he did not cry out. He is hanging. At midday

pHya^kd. el paloknan p^iyakd. ydtonil-i

he was hanging. Corpse being buried he hung him. All day long

55 p^iya'kd. lesnapte kuia halikwam-e. kwa antecema-
he was hanging. Even so (not) he is not a witch. Not he does not

nam-kd. ainanapkd. a-piHa-ciwan-i haHmona aina-

wish it. They struck him. Bow priests three the ones they

napkd. kwa antecemana^mapte p^ek^dna-wetiha{4:6)

struck him. (Not) not wanting even though they will make him speak

ak-d ace- ainanapkd. lesnapte acenHyahnan-te{4:7)

therefore hard they struck him. Even so even though about to die

kwa p^ena*ma. fawak-a ainanapkd. a-pi^la-ciwan-i

not he does not speak. Clubs with they struck him. Bow priests.

60 ko-macko-na a-ho^i anhap^okd{4:8). pi^laciwan-i weatco-

Many people gathered about him. Bow priest called out to all

kd{49). Ic'dl hap^o a-ho*i. hd'na-wan hap^o. lukd

directions. Hither gather people! To us gather! This one

p^eyen^iha. kwahol yam aiyutcian^ona{50)

is about to talk. Something his own to be marvelled at, the ones

p^eyen^iha. k^dl ho^na-wan hap^o. lukd p^eyen'iha.

he is about to sj^eak. Hither to us gather ! This one is about to talk.

(43) contela, "side of the face"; -koa, post-position, "at different

places, all over"; not to be confused with the other koa, "the one

who did. .
."

(44) negative of k^one, completive aspect of k^oye^a.

(45) aina-, "to kill or strike one"; -p, participle, new subject

following; -te intensifying (see If 29a).

(46) p^e- stem, "to speak", -F-, causative; na-we, plural, active;

present; -tiha, imminent aspect, plural.

(47) Based on the present imminent, acen'iJia. See T[ 7 for

phonetic shift.

(48) an-, indirect object; hap^(o), stem, "to gather together",

(intransitive); kd, past.

(49) wea- transitive stem, "to call out" ; -tco- suffix, "on all sides",

kd, past, singular.

(50) ai ==an, indirect object; yutci- stem, "to marvel", -an,

participial or adjectival suffix; 'ona, "the one". See ^ 167 for

discussion of the syntax.
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wan pHyahnapkd{51) akd p^eyen-a. anha-

For a moment they took him down so that he might speak. They gathered

p'okd. halikivi yam a-hoH late'koa uhsona p^eyekd. 65

to him. Witch his own people the ones he had killed that he spoke.

ko-macko-na a-hoH hap'okd. anhatianapkd. p^eyekd.

Many people gathered. They hstened to him. He spoke.

aiyutciana p'eyekd. tcuholi tcak^okci tcawil-ap^a

Things to wonder at he spoke. Whoever child good children having

kwaholi wowak-d kdne-lu ivakdci kivahol ak-d eleteap'a

something flocks with sheep cattle something with being well fixed

ho^na-wan ike-nan{52) uwe. aha hon latena-we{53). kopla-ti
'

our hearts in it hurts. Therefore we are killing them. Why

lesap fd* ma-Tfona ainakd? le'ana^kdp^a ho* 70

being thus you woman the one killed her ? This to him being said I

il alan'ihap^a kwa antecemanam-e. ikdnikd.

with her wishing to sleep (not) she did not wish it. She was angry.

ma-ki horn anap'ekd. ishonhoU horn ike-nan

Young woman me scolded. There somewheres my heart in

uwetikd{54:)

.

ak-d ho* antehakikd. foivaydlahvi

it began to hurt. Therefore I cut it off from her. Corn Mountain at

pH^nakd fsume ye-makunankwi an e'nin an pipto-ive ho*

wind strong coming up where her belt its fringes I

antehakikd. ho* p*ehan ackd. kdpuli latsiton-e ho* tcolto-kd. 75

cut off. I bundle made. twig I set it up on a stick.

ak-d p*i*nakd t*sume ye-makunan p*ehan tcoUo-kwi

Therefore wind strong coming up biuidle where it is tied up

ak-d nalilik*dkd. halicotikd ma-ki
therefore it shook in the wind. She became crazy. Yoiuig woman

acekd. ko-macko-na ho-*o a-ho*i ho* latekd. t*a tenati

died. Many I people I killed them. And notwithstanding

le-wi ho* tehya*kd. ko-macko-na hon i-yanaiyu*ya-nap*a{55)
this much I was valuable. Many we one another knowing

(51) p*iya-, neutral stem, "to hang"; -h- conversive; -nap-,

plural transitive; kd, past.

(52) ike-na, "heart"; -n-, locative suffix. See If 151.

(53) lat-, transitive stem, "to kill many"; -e-, durative; na-ive,

plural, present.

(54) uwe, static verb, "it hurts", ti, inceptive.

(55) iyan, reciprocal; ai=an, direct object, "it"; (see If 3 for

vocalic shift); yu*ya-na, transitive stem, "to know" (see note 6

p. 396) ;
p*a, irregular plural, present tense, probably distributive

(H 58).
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80 kwa ho' sama team-e. horn takikwi horn a-tatcu horn

not I alone am not. My paternal household my fathers my

tatcutsana a-tci tern a-tci ho'i. lulcnoh'ona horn

little father (uncle) both still both people. These the ones me

puanapkd. ma vcemana-we'{5Q). a-piHa-ciwan-i le'a-wanikivakd.

initiated. Well call them

!

Bow priests thus to them he said.

i-cemanapkd. an tatcutsan'ona a-piHa-ciwan-i i-ce-

They called them. His little father, the one bow priests they

manapkd. an kuku an tatcu kwilim'ona lal an kuku
called them. His aunt his father two the ones then his aunt

85 ha'imona i-ceinanapkd. p'd'ula'kd. halikwic-

three the ones they called them. He was sitting outside. They stripped

napkd. an tatcutsana p'o'ulakwi teHcinan

off his witchcraft. His Uttle father sitting outside where arriving

ikdtikd. an tatcu ikdtikd. kwahol fo* tekwan-te

he became angry. His father became angry. Something you all in vain

p'eye'a. kwa ho' aiyu^ya-nam-e. imatcic fo' sam aiyu'ya-na.

speak. (Not) I do not know how. Of course you alone know how.

fo' yosek'e'a. kwa kwahol fek'aiala kwa ho' aiyu'ya-nam-e.

You lie. (Not) anything destructive (not) I do not know.

90 t'o' yosek'e'a. imatcic hoi fo' yanik'dkd{51). an kuku
You lie. Of course somewhere you learned it. His aunt

k'oyekd. kwa halikwam-ekdn'iyahnan{58) k'oyekd. kwa p'eye-

cried. (Not) not wanting to be a witch she cried. (Not) she did

nam-kd yam kuku yam tatcu unatikana kwa p'eyenam-kd.
not talk. His own aunt his own father seeing (not) he did not talk.

fas aha a-pi'laciwan-i anhe7notinapkd{59) . anap'enap-
Again then therefore bow priests tortured him. They scolded

Ted. ik'walte pHyakd. kwa p'eyena'map'a fas ainana'kd.

him. Once again they hung him. (Not) not speaking and so he is struck.

95 fawakd a-pilaciwan-i i'kdnikd{QO). p'ena--fsu7nek'ekd{Ql).

clubs with bow priests were angry. Words strong he is making.

(56) r-, plural object; (see If 46); cema, transitive stem, "to

call", na-we, plural imperative. Note final accent.

(57) y-, reflexive; anikw-, intransitive stem, "to know (a tech-

nique)", -k'-, causative; the kw of the stem and k' have become
assimilated, (see If 5); -a-, conjugaing vowel, active, completive;

kd, past, singular.

(58) halikw(i), stem, "witch". Negative imminent participle.

See H 105, 163.

(59) an, direct object; hemo-, stem, "to boil over," -ti- inceptive;

plural, past tense.
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anhatiana-we' et fon lol wosliye. ko-macko-na fon yam
Listen to him ! But you around are with them. Many you your

i-yanaiyu^ya-nap^ona{62) luk jfeye'a. kwa luk sam-a
knowing one another the ones this one speaks. (Not) this one alone

teani-e. uhsitetcoli{63) honkwati kowanholi hon Iwivalaye.

is not. That very one whoever perhaps or else a few we are standing.

fewus ike-ri'ona honkwat fon puckwaiH. uhsitetcoU

Prayer heart the ones perhaps you exceed. That very one whoever

a-halikwi ko-macko-na luk p^eye'a. eh yu'hatialc'dna-we' . 100

witches many this one speaks. Well heed him!

yam, koHehol ho^na a-wana-fsumena-we. uhsona luk pi'eye'a.'

His something us he tries us. That this one speaks.

kwa luk sam-a team-e. Ion hoi fon wDsliye.

Not this one alone is not. Around somewhere you are with them.

ace- konholi fo^na lakna^kdfapte{64:) kwa fon
Hard whatever you have been beaten and even so (not) you

a-p^eyena^mM{65). fopehol ainan-a itonuwanholi{QQ).

do not speak. Whichever one he may kill whether onemay eat it.

imatcic kiva yu^ya-nam-ep^a{61). a-iviyanikinan-e{Q8) is kwa 105

Surely not are not wise. One another relatives that (not)

(60) i--, plural; ikd, stem, "to be angry". See note 6, If 399.

(61) p^ena--, "words", from p^e-, "to speak"; fsume, strong;

-F- causative; -e-, durative; kd, past, singular. "He shouted".

(62) A common way of rendering indirect discourse, syntactically

simple, but impossible to translate literally. See H 167.

(63) uhsi, "that"; -te, intensifying (If 29a); tcu(w)- "someone"

(140); holi, "somewhere", holi .... holi, "either .... or".

(64) lat- "to kill many," {t changes to k before n;) resultative,

past, with connective, fap, "and"; and the intensifying -te. "7ou
have been beaten, and even so .... ". The preceding ^*o'wa is incorrect

for fon. However the usage in regard to the subject of resultatives

is not always clear.

(65) a-, plural; p^e, intransitive stem, "to speak", irregular.

See H 104.

(66) Subjunctive participle (see If 105), with the particle holi,

"whether". The whole sentence is a rhetorical question, "Can you
eat whichever one you may kill ?"

(67) yu'ya-na-, intransitive, "to know"; to be distinguished

from the transitive aiyu'ya-na, "to know something"; m-e, negative

(with preceding kwa)', p^a, irregular plural (See H 58).

(68) a- (w)- plural of nouns denominating classes of human beings;

iyanikinan-e, "relative"; (ikina is the term for younger sister, man
speaking; iyan-, reciprocal pronoun.) iyanikina-we, is a more
usual plural.
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elam-e alf acetcop^a{69) kwac{l()) ike-na uwam-e?
not well therefore on the point of death does (not) heart not hurt ?

imatcic halikwap^a kwa yam i-yanikinan-e kwa ankohaticukwa{l\).

Surely witches being not your relative not would not pity.

kwa k^et^sanakdm'e{12) lukd 'p'eye'a. k^wamas lestenapte

Not it is not to be happy. This one speaks. Worthless even being thus

fon tcuwaiya aha antehachdna-wa{13). imafhol
you soraeone therefore will cause him to suffer. It seems however

110 tcwa tcaho'kci tcawil-ajfa yam tcawakd eleteap^a

someone child good children having his children because of prospering

kiva td'na'iva tse'nakwi- ho-kcam-e. is lukd p^eye*a

(not) for you thoughts are not good. That this one speaks

aiyutciana. koHehoK lukd pu'ana'koa{74:)

wonderful. Whatever this one according to which he was initiated

lukd p^eye'a. fopa kwaholi ak-d elete-ap ainanan an
this one speaks. One whatever with prospering kilUng him his

hol kwaholi il-ikdnuwanholi{15). iynatcic kwa yu^ya--

somewhere whatever whether one may have it ? Surely not they are

115 nam-ep^a. kwahol tem-la tewu^asela{16) hol tcuholi

not wise. Something all jealous all the time somewhere whoever

kwahol ak'd eleteap^a to^Tia-wan ike-na kwa elam-e.

something because of prospering your heart (not) is not well.

fo^na hon a-wantehachdna-wa. kwa uhson holi fon i-fse-

You we shall cause to suffer. (Not) that whether you do not

mana^ma. yam fon ho^i antehachdna-wa. fopaholi

think of it. Your own you person you cause him to suffer one whichever

(69) ace-, stem, "to die"; this form has no parallel.

(70) kwa, indefinite pronoun, here introducing a negative clause;

-C-, interrogative particle.

(71) ankoha, stem, "to pity", (an is probhably incorporated

object; -ti-, inceptive); cukwa, negative subjunctive (see If 165).

(72) hefsa-, active stem, "to enjoy"; -na, participial or adjectival

suffix; kd, infinitive; m-e, negative; "it is not at all a happy time".

(73) an, object; h- causative; na-wa, present, subjunctive, active,

plural. The rest at present unanalysable.

(74) pu^a-, transitive stem, "to initiate"; -na, resultative; ^koa,

"that which was"; the glottal stop appears in the past tense of

static verbs.

(75) See note 66 above.

(76) yu^asela, "to feel jealous"; te- is a pluralizing or distributive

element; probably the meaning is "jealous of everyone".
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ainan-a itonuwanholi. Jcwdhol ak-d ele-

one may kill whether one may eat him. something with it that with

ted'koa holi il-ikdmvanholi fopa 120

which he had prospered whatever whether one may have it. One

ainanak^dn-a. kwa fon yaiyu^ya-nam-e. imatcic holno fon
will be killed. (Not) you are not wise. Surely wherever you

telfaial yanik^ena-we. Von a-wantehaca. kwahol il-iJc*

destruction learn. You them make suffer. Something to have

hoi tapholi kioahol ak-d kwa il-am-ek^dnuwap^a{n) fo''

either or else something with it (not) if you may not have you

ymn ulohnan-e yam ho^i fon antehacJfdna-we. imatcic '

your own cotintry your own people you cause to suffer. Surely

halikwap^a kwa kwahol iyo{18) team-e. tcuivaiya kivahol 125

being witches not something poor thing ! is not. Whoever something

an anfelakwina'{19) fo^na-wan tse^makwiwe halikwap^a kivahol

his sustenance yovu" thoughts being witches something

ak-d k^oyetun{80) te'tci tcuhol tse'makwiwe teatun*ona fon
with it to weep only whoever thoughts the ones to be your

tse'makwiioe kiva fon yaiyu^ya-nam-e. halikwap kwa tcuwa
thoughts not you are not wise. Being witches not someone

ankohatina-wam-e. fo^na-wan tse^makwin ak-d hoi

(you) do not pity him. Your thought because of somewhere

tcuw ike-na we'a. tcuiva k^oye'a imatatcic lesnap^a 130

someone heart is sick. Someone is weeping. It seems indeed thus being

fon i'k^efsana{81). tcuiva k^oyap^a yam tcawahd
you rejoice. Someone weeping his own children because of

ike-nu we'ap^a fd'na-iva tse'makwi k^o-kci. kwa yu'ya-namep^a
hearts being sick yovu* thoughts good. (Not) are not wise

halikwap^a kiva telankohatinakd{S2) team-e. le*kivakd.

being witches (not) ever to feel sorry for him is not. Thus he said.

(77) Negative subjunctive participle, expresing negative con-

dition. See U 165.

(78) An exclamation of pity.

(79) felakwi, "touching or embracing"; cf. tse'mak-felakwi,

"beloved", a poetic term, anfelakwina^ was translated "that by
which we live".

(80) Gerund based on the optative. Stem, k^o-, "to cry out".

(81) r-, plural subject, intransitive (see Tf 51); Tc'efsa-, stem, "to

enjoy"; -na, adjectival ending (See II 33).

(82) tel- prefix without parallel, but probably related to distribu-

tive te-.
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pi^lacnvan-i ikdnikd. weatcokd. yam
Bow priest was angry. He called out to all directions. His own

135 a-ho^i i-nap'ekd{8S). luivalan tem-la kiva aiyu^ya-nam-e.

people he scolded. Village all not he did not know it.

i-nap^ekd. 7na-ki acekoi* ak-d
He scolded them. Young woman the one who had died because of

halikwicna^kd. tcimfap yalicekd. yose- kwa
the witchcraft was removed. First and he denied it. In vain (not)

iUemana-wam-e{S4:). fa tenati imate tcimi-

they did not believe him. And notwithstanding it seems when the

k^dna^kdp^a{85) kolehol yanhetocna^kd{86).

first beginning was made something instruction was given to them.

140 ak'd lesna a-Jid'i. a-wan a-lacina-we holno i'ivihtohnaye{81).

Therefore thus people. Their ancestors somewhere are tied end to end.

hohio kwa yaiyu^ya-navn-e a-lacina-we. horn nana
Somewhere (not) they do not know ancestors. My grandfather

ho7n uhsona horn amp^eyekd fa tealati kwa
me that me he spoke to and in spite of all this (not)

iltemana-watn-e. ten a-halikwi ten elanaye. uhkwati hie

they do not believe it. Yet witches yet abound. For indeed really

ma-ki acekd. halikwi ainakd. an tatcu k^onete

young woman died. Witch killed her. Her father even crying

145 halikwi ainakd. pHyakd. yam ko^na{88) antse*-

witch he killed him. He hung him. His according to that which he

ma?i'owa(89) ainakd. famak-d awak-d. d*yocnan
thought about he struck him. Club with stones with. Stones picking up

(83) i--, plural object (see H 46, 47). Cf. anap'ekd, "he scolded him".

We would expect the plural to be yanap'ekd, but this is not used.

(84) ilte, "true", -ma, verbalizing suffix (see H 27a); na'w-

plural, active, present; avn-e negative.

(85) tcimi- "first," "then"; -k^(d)- causative; na'kd, resultative,

past tense; p^a, participle, "when it had come to be made first",

or, freely translated, "at the first beginning". 1 67.

(86) y-, plural indirect object; an, object; hetoc- "to instruct"

(probably related to haito, "custom"); na^kd, resultative, past.

(87) i^wi-, reciprocal (see 1[ 41); ihtoh- intransitive stem, "tie

on", naye, resultative, present.

(88) post-position, here used as a preposition, following the

reflexive pronoun yam.

(89) an-, direct object, "it"; tse'ma, stem, "think;" *owa, "that

which", tse^ma (intransitive) means "to think", antse'ma, (transi-

tive), "to desire".
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ainakd. an a-tsita a-k^oyekd. an a-papa tem-l

he struck him. His mothers wept. His elder brothers all

a-k^oyekd. an tcawe an i-yanikina-wc ansam a-k^oyekd.

wept. His children his relatives together wept.

halikioi ma-Tfona ainakd. uhkwati hie hoi* funakd.
Witch young woman the one he killed her. Verily really I saw it.

hie ho* aiyu*ya-na. hie koHehol teatikoa{90) ho* 150

Really I know it. Really whatever that which happened I

aiyu*ya-na. is k'dk*ona an tsita an kdkd
know it. There the one who has her house her mother her uncle

kwili an kdkd ha*i halikun p*o*ulakd. ko-maeko-na ho*'

two her uncles three witches sat outside. Much I

aiyu*ya-na. a-halihvi. ho* yam teawe ho* yatine.

know it. Witches. I my own children I tell them.

(90) te- neutral stem, "to exist or do"; -ti, inceptive; koa, "that

which was;" "that which began to be".

2. Witchcraft.

Concerning the bow priests. Long ago when these people were not

yet born, they used to exorcise witches. Then I had only one child.

An old man practiced witchcraft. Three bow priests, one Naiyutci

another K'iye'isi, and Na'pahi. These hung him.

He was in love with a young married woman. This young woman
did not want him. He was angry. Then the woman became danger-

ously ill. She was about to die. He had cut off a little piece from the

fringe of her belt. Therefore she went crazy. The witch went up
to where the strong wind ascended. He hung up in a high place the

little piece of the fringe of her belt which he had cut off. Therefore

she went crazy. She was about to die. Na'pahi sent for him. The
witch came to where the young woman who was sick was lying.

The witch sat down. He did not want (to admit it). "I didn't do it.

I don't know how. You are talking nonsense. I don't know how.

You are lying. Never have I come near to you. You are talking

nonsense." "Oh yes, indeed! You cut off a piece of the fringe of my
belt. Therefore I do not feel well." "Speak!" the bow priest said to

him. So he said to the witch. But he did not want to. "If you do
not speak you will be brought out before the Sun, even though it is

night." So he said to him. The young woman said, "Have pity on
me ! What have you done with the fringe of my belt ? Give it back

to me, that which you took from me. Have pity on me ! For, indeed,

you have done this to me. You have tied them in your headband."
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The bow priest took off his headband, and there it was wrapped up.

The fringe of her belt was tied to it. So they discovered him. He
did not want to admit it. He was angry. "I am not a witch!" He
did not want to admit it. He was angry. The young woman was
about to die. At daybreak she could no longer talk. During the night

she had spoken a little bit. She had implored the witch to save her,

but he did not want to. The witch was angry. His father, the bow
priest, became angry (and struck him) with his club. With his war
club.

After they had all eaten the young woman died. When the young
woman was about to die the witch ran out. For a little while he

went to his house. The witch ran away. The young woman died.

Her mothers and her brothers cried. They dressed her. They bathed

her. Her aunt washed her hair. Her aunt dried her all over with

prayer meal. She died. The witch killed her. With the worthless

fringes of her belt he did for her.

The woman died. The bow priests, three of them, stripped the

witch of his power. There were three of them. One was Naiyutci,

and another K^iye'isi, these two were the war chiefs. And another

Na'palu. Three bow priests. The young woman's brothers dug a

grave for her. They took her out. They made the grave deep. They
cried. They buried her in the graveyard. They dragged the witch

out of his house. The bow priests brought the witch to the place

where they used to hang them. Where the long beams stick out

they hung the one who had killed the young woman. They hung
him with thongs. He denied it. He did not wish to admit it. The
bow priest buried the young woman. Therefore he was angry,

Na'palu. He cried bitterly. He buried the young woman. With his

club, his war club, he struck him on the face and on the head.

With his club, his war club. The witch did not cry out. Even
though he struck him hard, he did not cry out. There he was hanging.

At noon they hanged him. After they had buried the body they

hanged him. All day long he hung there. Nevertheless, he was
not a witch. He would not admit it. They struck him. The bow
priests, three of them, struck him. But he would not admit it. They
wanted to make him speak, therefore, they struck him hard.

Nevertheless, even though he was about to die, he would not

speak. They struck him with clubs, the bow priests. Many people

gathered there. The bow priest called out, "Come hither, people!

Come here to us! He is going to speak! He is going to tell all his

marvels! Come here to us! He is going to speak!" For a while they

took him down so that he might speak. The people gathered about

him. The witch told about his people, those whom he had killed.

Many people gathered there, and listened to him. He spoke. He
spoke wonders. "Whenever anyone has fine children, whenever
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anyone has children, or any kind of animals, sheep or cattle, or

anything by which he prospers, then our hearts ache. Therefore

we kill them." "But why, if this is so, did you kill this young
woman ?" they said to him. "When I wanted to sleep with her, she

did not wish it. She was angry. The young woman scolded me.

Ever since then my heart has hurt. Therefore I cut off a bit (of

her clothing). On Corn Mountain, where the strong wind blows up,

I cut off a fringe of her belt. I hung it up on a shrub^, so that the

strong wind might blow it. I hung the biuidle up there so that it

shook. So the young woman went crazy. She died. Many people

have I killed, but it can't be helped. That is all. I was valuable.

There are many of us who know one another. I am not alone. My"
father's people, my fathers and my uncle, two of them, are still

alive. These are the ones who initiated me. Now call them." So he

told the bow priests. They called them. The bow priest called his

uncle. His aunt and his uncles, two of them, and his aunt, three of

them altogether, they called. He was sitting outside. They had
stripped him of his power. His uncle came to where he was sitting.

He was angry. His father was angry. "You are talking some non-

sense ! I don't know anything. Of course you alone know. You are

lying. We do not know anything destructive. You are lying. Surely

you learned it somewhere else." His aunt cried. She did not want
to be a witch, and she cried. She did not talk. And the witch did

not talk again. When he saw his aunt and his father, he did not talk

again. Therefore the bow priests tortured him. They upbraided

him. They hung him up again. When he did not speak, again they

struck him. With their clubs (they struck him). The bow priests

were angry. He talked loud. "Listen to him! But many of you
around here are in this. There are many of you known to one

another. He says so. He is not the only one. Maybe all of you are

like that! Or else perhaps a few of us live here who truly pray in

our hearts ! Maybe you are more. Maybe all of you, everywhere, are

witches. There are many, he says. He told us. Heed him well.

He is telling us all the ways in which he tried us. That he has told us.

He is not the only one. Many of you here are in this. Even though

you are beaten severely you will not speak. Can you eat those whom
you kill ? Why then have you no sense ? Now here, one of your

relatives is suffering. He is on the point of death. Does not this hurt

your heart? Surely you are witches. Surely since you are witches

you do not have pity on your relative. He is in misery. He is

speaking. And even though it is worthless, one of you will cause him
to suffer because of it. And so if anyone has fine children, and
prospers because of his children, your thoughts are not good. This

^ He names two unidentified shrubs, k'dpuli and latsitona.
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one talks wonders. He speaks of how he was initiated. If you kill

anyone because of that by which he prospers, will you get his

property ? Surely it seems you have no sense. All of you are always

jealous. Whenever any one prospers because of something your

hearts are not right. We shall make you suffer. You do not think

about that. You torment someone. But can you eat the one whom
you have killed ? When you kill someone will you get that by which
he has prospered ? You have no sense. Indeed, where do you learn

this destruction ? You torment us, but do you gain anything by it ?

Even though you do not gain anything by it, you torment your
country and your people. I wonder that even though you are

witches, you do not feel sorry for him. Whoever possesses anything

whereon to live, because of the thoughts of you witches, it is

merely something to weep for. Your thoughts are what make him
worry. You have no sense. Because you are witches you do not

feel sorry for anyone. Because of your thoughts someone's heart is

heavy. Someone weeps. I wonder that you can be happy thus.

Whenever any one weeps, whenever he is sick at heart because

of his children, then you feel happy. Because you have no sense,

because you are witches, you do not know how to feel sorry for

anyone." So he said. The bow priest was angry. He called out. He
scolded his people. The whole village, even though he did not know
them, he scolded them. Because of the woman who had died, they

stripped the witch of his power. But still he denied it. In spite of

everything, they did not believe him. It cannot be helped. Indeed,

at the time of the first beginning, someone instructed them. There-

fore there are such people. Somehow their parents pass it on.

Somewhere there are people who have no sense. The old people,

my grandfather, used to talk to me like that. But nevertheless,

some people do not believe it. For there are still some witches now.

For indeed, did not this woman die ? The witch killed her. Even
while her father was weeping for her, he struck the witch. He
hanged him. He struck him as much as he wished with his club and

with stones. He picked up stones and threw them at him. His

mothers cried. His brothers all cried. His children and his relatives

aU cried together. The witch killed the woman. Indeed, I myself

saw it. I know all about it. I know just the way it happened. This

woman who lives here, her mother and her uncle, two of her uncles,

three witches, sat there outside. I know many things. And so I

told my children about the witches.
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3. Marriage Customs

eHactoJc oyemc yi-lup{l) tapninkdn an oyemci anfe- 1

Girl husband taking for the first time her husband coming

wanan{2) tern hie camli ana-kwai^in-a{^) ya-tsanan

to day still very early running will go out being ashamed

aha. a-witenakdn felap inan tcims yam oy
because of. Four times at night coming first then his own wife

an eha le-iyan-a. feivaps eHactok yam
her dress carrying he will come. Next day then girl her own

ulakwin tcuHak^dn-a{4:). ots an hdkwen
husband's household at she will prepare shelled corn. Man his house

te*tcip an tsita i-7nunan{5) hakdnans itohdn-a{Q). 5

arriving his mother to seat herself inviting her so will give her to eat.

iton-tcunekdfap{l) s^an tsita aiyalalfdn-a. kop
Eating finished and then so her mother will question her. What

fo' ikwe'a. le^kwan-a. el-a. homan miHe eto*u.

you say thus she will say. No. For me ear of corn put down.

le'kwan-a. s^an tsita teliHokwin kwatonan an
Thus she will say. So her mother inner room to entering her

miwe wolunan{8) wolea ktvaiSn-a.

ears of com putting in (a basket) carrying them she will come out.

(1) y- reflexive; il-, neutral stem, "with"; -u-, conjugating vowel

active conjugation; -p, participle, new subject following.

(2) an-, incorporated subject; feiva- "day", from fe-, "time,

space" ; -nan, participle. See If 39 for discussion of this word.

(3) ana- frozen stem, "run", found only in compounds; kwaiH,

"to go out", -n-a, present subjunctive, singular. See ^ 71.

(4) tcuH(e), "a grain of corn", from tcu; a grain of corn, -7e,

nominal suffix, inanimate, singular; -h- causative; "she will cause

it to be single grains of corn". Cf. tcucan-a, "she will remove the

grains of corn" below.

(5) gerund, active reflexive, "to seat herself". See K 105.

(6) ito-, "to eat it", -F- causative; present subjunctive, com-
pletive.

(7) iton- from itonan, present participle of ito; tcunekd, past tense,

durative of tcun(a), "to stop", fa, "and", -p, gerund, new subject

following. See H 105.

(8) One of a number of words, very specific in meaning, relating

to the handling of objects. It means "to put many small things into

a closed or deep receptacle," based probably on the stem ul- "to

put one thing in it". wola*up, on the next line, "to put down a

receptacle containing many things".
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kwaiHnans an wola^up tcucan-a{9).

Coming out so for her putting them down she will remove the grains.

tem'l tcucnan fa te-ya le^kwap fa an tsit an
All grains removing and again thus saying and her mother for her

alnat miHe etonan tcims fa e^lactok yam
once more ear of corn putting down now so again girl her

tcuw antelian tcucan-a. hie mi- lo*-

grains of corn adding to will remove the grains. Very ears will

15 oh^an-a{\Q) kwa an tsita hanilinam-e{\\). ta-htcic hanilinan

be hard not her mother does not like her. However liking her

kwa an mi- ^o*am*e(12) wolun-a. tem-la tcuc-

not for her ears not hard she will put in. All she has

kdfap{l3) ans ho^inak-a tcuwe wolacan-a{l4:)

removed the grainsand for her and basket with corn grains pouring in

an pisenak-d wolpeha^un-a{l5). an pisena wolpeha^ups

for her cloth with she will wrap it up. For her cloth wrapping up

wole le'anans a-nuwa yam kdkwi{lQ). tculea

bundle carrying it she will go her own house to. Com

20 teHcips an tsit an tcu k''dWdn-a{\l). tem-l

carrying arriving her mother for her corn will roast. All

a-k^dlkdp{lS) s^ake- picnans tcuwe wolunans
roasting them so grinding stones brushing corn putting in

(9) tcu, "grains of corn", -c- suffix, "to remove", see H 27.

(10) lo^o, adjectival stem, "hard". Here used as a static verb,

present subjunctive, singular.

(11) kwa .... hanilinam-e, "she does not like her". The inde-

finite pronoun kwa introduces the negative. The form in this place

should rightly be participial, hanilina^map.

(12) Adjectives form negatives, like verbs.

(13) A periphrastic construction based on the past tense of the

verb, used instead of the expected participle. See Tf 105.

(14) WD-, incorporated collective pronoun; -1-, probably from

the stem le-, to carry in the hand, (cf. wolea below); ac- transitive

stem, "to make". Literally, "making the corn grains into something

to be carried."

(15) wol-, "many things done up to be carried", (see above);

peha- neutral stem, "bundle".

(16) Contraction of ^'a^MJeA;m, k^dkw (en-e), "house", -kwi, post

position, "at, to".

(17) k^dl- active stem, "to become hot", -k^- causative. (Cf.

k'dlna, '""hot").

(18) a-- plural object.
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sak^o-w acan-a. sak*o-ivacnans a-tsak^dn-a{19).

coarse meal she will make. Coarse meal making she will make it smaU.

ta-htcic an ulakwin tcim tculea

Meanwhile her husband's household at first corn carrying

kwai^ikdfap an woleak*an-a (20) an cokya
she went out and then for her there will be stew for her waiting

ivoleatun'ona(2\)

.

itiivap itowens 25

those which are to be taken away, the ones. Midday being eating so

lutsik^dn-a. kohioas i-p^o^u7i'a{22) owes
she will make it fine. A Uttle while so she will bend over meal now

a-lutsiap an i-te'tcun-a. o-mokamon acnan itehan-a.

being fine it she will test. Meal ball making she will throw it down.

kwa k^uhmona^map tciyns luolun-a. kwa terns ace-

(Not) not breaking first now she will put it in. Not yet now very

sunhanam-ens o-lea a-nuwa. ta-htci amina-
evening (not) being meal carrying she wiU go. Meanwhile should she

kdnuwap{2S) ace- sunhap tcim a-nuwa. o-lea-te'tcip 30

be lazy very evening first she will go. Meal carrying arriving

itoTfdn-aTc'dn-a{24). iton-tcunaps ots an tsita s^an

she will be given to eat. Eating finished so man his mother so for her

wolea saHak-d wolacan-a fa pisenak-d tnuiue

stew bowl with she will pour into and cloth with loaves of bread

pehanan eHactok^ona{25) seto^un-a{26). seto^unan

wrapping girl the one she will put it on her back. Putting on her back

(19) a-- plural object; tsa-, basic form of tsana, meaning, prob-

ably, "to become small", -F- causative.

(20) wolea(n-e), "stew", from wo- and (u)l- "many things in a

receptacle"; the form is static, present, subjunctive; literally,

"there will be stew", but meaning "they (impersonal) will be

cooking stew for her". Not to be confused with the homonym "she

will cause many things to be inside".

(21) wo- collective pronoun; lea- "to carry", tun, gerund based

on the optative; ^ona, nomen actoris. Freely translated, in order

that she may take them away with her. See H 163, 112.

(22) i-- reflexive; p^oa, "to stand bent over", as of an animal.

(23) Subjunctive participle, based on the static, amina, "lazy".

"If she should be lazy".

(24) ito- stem, "to eat,"; -k^-, causative; -na-, resultative; Jfdn-a,

present, subjunctive, static. Literally, "she wiU be given to eat",

generally translated freely, "they (impersonal) will give her

something to eat".

(25) -^ona, demonstrative particle, "the one", here used to

indicate direct object. See If 136.

28
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p^a'un-a. wole'wps s'yam Tc'dhwin

she will put a blanket on her. Bowl of stew handing her so her own house to

35 a-nuwa. teHcinans saHe fehwanans saHe fa pisens

she will go. Arriving bowl emptying so bowl and cloth so

a'uk^dn-a yam tsit a'ni{21). le- tcim iwil-iJc*dp

she will put down her mother hers. So much first marrying

le'nap'e'a{2S).

so it always is.

eHactoks fas eha ukna]cdtekwin{29) o-kdn-a. yamte
Girl now again so dress given her for that she will grind. Her very own

tcuive fewana- o-kdn-a. emak^dnan{30) o-l-

com every day she will grind. Much making basket of meal

40 haktos ots an k^dkwen a-tcis i'wil-i{31)

carrying on the head man his house both now together

s^a-nuwa. a-tci te'tcips a-tcia aniktohnak^dn-a{32). hie

now will go. Both arriving them they will be met. Very

0-lea yu-ktap ak-d an tsita o-le

meal basket being heavy therefore her mother basket of meal

aiyo-nan ake-lokivi{33) wolea kwatonan isk^on

taking from her grinding bin to carrying the basket going in there

ipokwiTc'dnans an kdlun-a an ho^ina{S4:). a-tci

turning it out for her wheat will put in her basket in. Both

(26) Transitive, not reflexive. "She will put it on (the girl's)

back".

(27) Independent pronoun, genitive. See ^ 137.

(28) The stem is le^na, "thus". A special customary form. See

H 29.

(29) Stem uts- "to give it to him", an irregular verb; ts becomes k

before n, (see If 104 for full conjugation); na- resultative; kd,

infinitive (see H 114) or perhaps past tense, tekwin, post position,

usually locative or temporal, "where (or when) it was", A common
way of expressing purpose. See If 156.

(30) ema, "much", also, "it is much"; -k^-, causative.

(31) i'wi-, reciprocal (see If 41); il-, neutral stem, "with".

(32) aniktoha, stem, "face to face", at present unanalysable;

-nu-, resultative; k^dn-a, present subjunctive, dual; "(the two) will

be met face to face."

(33) ake-(we), "grinding stones", (from a- "stone); -lo- neutral

stem, "bury" (found in p^aloye, it is buried, and woloye, they are

buried); kwi, post position. "Where the grinding stones are em-

bedded."

(34) hoHn- "basket", a, post position, locative. See H 150.
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yam
their

ho^in cokya te^tci

basket waiting only.

tin-kwai^ips a-tci

carrying coming out both

hakto^ups{35) yam
putting on her head their own

kdnhol ta-htci

times either on the other hand

a-tcia itoTc'dnaTc'dn'a. kdlean- 45

To them will be given to eat. Wheat

tcunanans e^la-ctok

finishing so girl

kdkwins a-tc

house to so both

a-witenakdnhol
four times or

kdli-

basket of wheat

a-nuwa. ha'i-

will go. Three

dts an tsi-

man his mother

tanan(S6) tculahanan o-kdn-a. tcims teatip^a.

for her corn shelUng she will grind. So first it always is.

(35) kdl-, "wheat in something", from kd(we), wheat; i- reflexive;

hakto, neutral stem, "to carry or place on the head."

(36) Genitive case, peculiar to terms of relationship. See H 136.

3. Marriage customs

When a girl takes a husband, the first time her husband stays

over night, he will run out very early in the morning, because he is

ashamed. Four times he will come at night and then he will bring a

dress for his wife. Then next day the girl will shell corn at her

husband's house. When she reaches the man's house his mother
will invite her to sit down and will give her to eat. When she has

finished eating, her mother will question her. "What have you to

say?" she will say. "Nothing. Put down an ear of corn for me,"

she will say. Then her mother will go into the inner room and put

ears of corn into a basket for her. She will come out carrying them.

When she comes out she will set the basket down for her, and the

girl will remove the grains of corn. When she has removed all the

grains, "Yet again," she will say, and her mother will put down one

last ear of corn for her, and the girl will remove the grains to add
to the shelled corn she already has. The ears will be very hard if

her mother does not like her, or else, if she likes her, she will put

down for her ears that are not hard. When she has removed all the

grains, (her mother) will pour them into a basket for her and wrap
it up with a cloth. After she has wrapped it up in a cloth for her,

(the girl) will take it and go to her own house. When she arrives

carrying the corn, her mother will roast the corn for her. When she

has roasted them all, (the girl) will brush the grinding stones and
pour the corn into the grinding bin and will grind it to coarse meal.

After she has made the coarse meal, she will grind it fine.

Meanwhile at her husband's house, as soon as she has gone out

carrying the corn, they will start to cook stew for her, while they

are waiting for her, — the stew that she is to take away with her.

28*
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After she has eaten at midday, she will make the very fine meal,

After she has been bending over a little while, if the meal is fine

she will test it. She will make a ball of meal and throw it down,
and if the ball does not break, then she will put it in a basket. When
it is still not late in the afternoon she will go, carrying the basket

of meal. Or, on the other hand, if she should be lazy, she will go

late in the evening. When she arrives carrying the meal, they will

give her to eat. When she has finished eating, the man's mother
will put some stew into a bowl for her and will wrap up bread in a

cloth. She will put this on the girl's back. After she has put this on
her back, she will give her the stew to carry. And so (the girl) will

go to her house. When she arrives she will empty the bowl and put

down the bowl and cloth (to return) to her mother. This is how they

do when they are first married.

So then again the girl will grind for the dress which they have
given to her. Every day she will grind her own corn. When she has

made much she will put the basket of meal on her head and together

the two will go to the man's house. When they arrive there they

will be met. The basket of flour will be very heavy, and therefore

her mother will take the basket of flour from her and take it in-

side and empty it in the grinding bin. After she has emptied the

meal there she will fill her basket with wheat. While they are waiting

for their basket they will be given to eat. As soon as their mother
comes out with the basket of wheat they will stop. The girl will

put the basket of wheat on her head and so the two will go to their

own house. Three or else four times she will ask the man's mother
for corn to grind. That is when they are first married.

4. Gathering Salt.

kak'hol hie ho* tsawaki hie ho* le-hol

Long ago really I youth really I this much somewhere

a-na'p*a{l) kwa litam-e. hie kok otiwe. feivana
having gone not it did not rain. Very katcinas dance. Every day

kwa litam-e. kwa lita*map hie a-p*eye a-ciwi.

not it does not rain. Not not raining very they talk Zunis.

ma-lfaiakwin a-nakd 'p'ewo*. lestikwanan{2) tcuivap

Salt lake to to go discussion. This they saying, Who

mos a-nakd k*d-kci? — hinik kdliei ciwan-i palto-kive

leading to go good ? I think west priest end people

(1) "having gone about so far", an idiom meaning "being about

so big", indicating the stature of a child.

(2) les-, "thus"; tikw-, "they say", (plural of ikw-); anan, present

participle. The quotation follows.
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pi^laciwani hie mos^ona. hie a-wacuwahd.
bow priest really leader. Very they talked to them.

fewanan a-wa-nuwa. hie fewap camli piHaeiwan
days being they will go. Very next day early

tcokd. ta-hteie a-mu-kwe u-kive-kd.

out to all sides. Meanwhile Hopis came out.

hinik a-witenakd7i astem-la ynecolc'o. ha'i

perhaps four times ten burros. Three

a-wa hanela'tvackd. lawaptsiclenapkd.

for them provisions they made. Prayersticks they cut.

a-witen

Four

we'a-

ko-macko-na
many

horn

my

ho'

I

ko'W

a little

hie

Very

kwa
no

hie

just

hie

Very

hie

Just

kwa
no

tateu

father

*^^(3)

have

homkwati
perhaps

a-n'iha.

is about to go

itiwap

midday being

bow priest called

hie ko-maeko-na
Very many

fewap a-ciw

days being Zunis

hie

Very"

a-witenakdn asiastem-la meeok'o. ta-hteie

four times hundred burros. Meanwhile

kwili meeok'o. hie Vop'in-te luk

Two burros. Really only one this

a-ni. kwa ma-k'aiakioi. fewap
its. Not salt lake for. Next day

hie yeleteap'ap hie ake a-rfiha.

really getting ready very along (I) want to go.

ydteun
month

k'oyekd. kwa mokiva-we ku-wa. hie tewukoWa hie

(I) cried. Not moccasins none. Very poor really

kutein hie uteun. hie hamon a-ivan pehapkona{4:)

trousers just shirt. Just bacon their what had wrapped them

tvo-k'ocona'kona hie i-piHap'a ho'

which had been washed just sewed together I

fek'dlip hie ieana kwaiHnaiye{5) . hie

sunny being very grease is coming out. Just

utcuye.

had for a shirt.

ko'ivi

little

luho'we.

dust.

ho'

I

k'oye:

cry:

mokwa-
moccasins,

a-k'dp'anap'a{7)

soled

hie ake
Really along

ku-wa. horn

none my

horn a-ivukd.

to me she gave them.

a-nHha.

(I) want to go.

kdtvona'^{Q)

elder sister's

hol-o. hie

No ! Very

fumokwa-we
stockings

holomaee.

far

10

15

manikd 20

below

horn a-wutsip ho'

To me having given them I

ake

along

a-kd.

went.

(3) indicating a Cactus society prayerstick.

(4) peha-, neutral stem, "wrap"; -p-, distributive plural (see

TI 58), -kona, alternate form of koa, "the one that was".

(5) resultative of kwai'i, intransitive stem, "to go out".

(6) kdwu, "elder sister," -ona, "the one", used to express the

genetive relation with terms of relationship. See If 136.

(7) a--, plural, intransitive; k'dp'a, stem, "flat"; -na-, resultative;

p'a, participle; literally, "flattened".
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hi...c{S) ko-macko-n a-Tid'i. hie la...k^
Very many people. Very yonder (far away)

hon a-te^tcip hie ydto p^iyahap{8si) hie ace-

we arriving very sun falling very hard

25

35

olaya-kwin
Dry weed place

liton i-kd.

rain came.

hie tehtse'-. hie hon a-wa-kd. a'humo^anankwin hon a-te'tcikd.

Very cold. Just we went. Roaring cave to we arrived.

isk*on hon a-tvanfewakd. hie ko-maeko-na a-hd'i ko-maeko-n
There we passed the night. Very many people many

a-mu-kwe hon a-wanfetvakd. fewap hon a-wa-kd. ko-maeko-na
passed the night. Next day we went. Many

iiiwap. a^k'ap-elakwin hon a-te'teinun isk^on

midday flat rock standing to we arriving there

kivilikdnas

tmce

Hopis

a-hoH hi

people

we

a-ciwi

Zuni

30 holi

or else

a-ciwi

Zunis

a-wan
their

muwe
cakes

just

a-tsawaki hompie
youths maybe

la-l a-mu-kwe hinik

Hopis perhaps

piH i'luuiakd{9)

.

ha*ikdnas

three times

aptenakdn
five times

a-mukw
Hopis

lal a-mukiv^

Hopis

a-lacowap'a

feathered

then

then

hie

just in a row stood.

telikina- luwapa
prayersticks standing up

ivoyaklina'kona

the ones that had been roasted

ta-hteie

Meanwhile

yam a-hd'i a-ivil-i a-te a-kd.

their people with them both went.

i-luwahna{lO) kivai^ikd. yu-holomaee
running started out. E'lirther on very

fetaeana a-ye-makd. isk^on Jfdtsowan
high they climbed. There

a-ciwi yam telikina- fop^in-te

Zvmis their prayersticks only one

astemla

ten

astem-la

ten

holi. hie

or else. Just

i-yas-ena a-eiw

mixed together Zunis

a-tvan

their

eotsito-

sweet corn

mosa-n on
the one who leads them

an
his

wotipkd.

put they down.

piHaeiwan-i a-tci a-tci

bow priest both both

ydlaninkwin lotek^dnu-ivap

Mountain sitting to approaching

hie ko-maeko-na ydla

many mountains

a-te'teinan ta-hteie

reaching meanwhile

a-vMnteuk^oclenana i-eu-

on them spitting cleansing

summits to

(8) hi. . . e, the vowel is prolonged for emphasis.

(8a) pHya-, neutral stein, "hang"; -h-, reversive; -ap, participle,

new subject following. "When the sun begins to fall", i. e. about

two o'clock in the afternoon.

(9) i--, reflexive; luwa-, neutral stem, "stand" (plural only);

-kd, past tense, singular, active.

(10) i--, reflexive; luwa, stem; "stand"; -h-, reversive; na (nan),

participle. Literally, "unstanding themselves".
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wahnan kivihonan a'p^ani-lekd{ll). ta-htcic a-mukwe
themselves throwing them down they descended. Meanwhile Hopis

yam cotsito motse-wak-d i-cuwacnan a-p^ani-leka. 40

their sweet com paste with cleansing themselves they descended.

ta-htcic ko-witean a-ho^i cokyapkd. a-te'tcilkd.

Meanwhile nearby people were waiting. They arrived one by one.

isk^on kwan-i-leanapkd{\2). isk^on luwalemaknan s^a-wa-kd.

There they dressed themselves. There arising so they went.

swnhan'ihap ydto pHyahap a-te'tcikd. Tfdna-lana-kwe

Evening about to be sun falUng they arrived. Great lake people>

finaiye. hie ho^i-p^ofi^kd{lS). isk^on iyanacnd'kd.

are staying there. Just people it is full. There they were unsaddled.

yam woive tanan*o-nan fehivate ukwai'ik^dnapkd. isk^on 45

Their animals herd made apart they drove out. There

mosa-n^oTia a-tci ktvatokd. a-tci la't2ikd{14:).

the oneswho were leading both went in. The two put down prayersticks,

tt'tci kwaiHp hoH tem-l u-kwatokd. Ia'tipkd{l5).

The two coming out people aU went in. They put down prayersticks,

ta-htcic hoi* ahaiyut a-tci ydlakwin a-kd. fomt
Meanwhile I (name) the two mountain to went just

itiyulana latukd. So pani-kd. ma-
standing against it (I) put down prayersticks. So I came down. Salt

kwaiHle. m— 7n/ ho^i potiye. 50

is coming out separately. people it is full.

feivap camli hon latakdn a-kd. okcik* ainakd. hon
Next day early we to himt went. Cottontail (I) killed. We

le-i-nan fsikivahnan ala-piWkd. ta-htci a-lacik

carrying coming skinning it it was lying by the fire. Meanwhile men

(11) «•-, plural, intransitive; p^ani'-, intransitive active stem,

"descend"; -le-, distributive; -kd, past tense.

(12) kwan, probably related to kwa, "something"; i-, reflexive;

lea-, neutral stem, "carry", "wear"; -nap-, (naw-), plural, transi-

tive; -M,past tense (cf. kwanlea, "clothing", ("something to wear"),

(incorporated subject?)

(13) ho*i, ,,person"; pi^ot*-, neutral stem, "full"; -i^kd, static,

past.

(14) la-, "stick", incorporated object; -t-, neutral stem, "put

down many things" (cf. wotu) ; -u-, conjugating vowel, active; -kd,

past tense, present.

(15) distributive plural of latukd (note 14); there is another

plural, latunapkd, not idiomatic. See If 58.
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ma' kwaiHlek^dna-we. ivetsi teJc'dl i-k^okcikdp

salt brought out one by one. A little getting warm it becoming pleasant

a-wi-kd a-laci. kwa nofcapi-iv{l5ai) ku-wa. kwa ma-tcikwa.

they came, the old ones. No coffee none. No sugar.

55 hie ko-wi ciwe hewe kwa mulo-we. hie motcikwa

Just a little meat paper bread no wheat bread. Just peach

keive mokwiwe k^ola hie i-tona^kd. ta-Heie fop aktsikwin

skins onions chili just was eaten. Meanwhile one boy with

yam, okeik^ hon i-tonHhap ho^n aiyokd. hol-o fon
our rabbit we about to eat from us he took it. No! You

ei^teekwiye. kwa hon i-tonam-kd.

meat are taboo. Not we did not eat it.

fewap hon luwalemakd. eamli ma-p^o. tsiHaiye

Next day we arose. Early salt sacks are in single file

60 ham-e a-laci ma- halujc'dna-kwe ma-p^o-setop'a- kdl

some men salt greedy ones salt sack carrying on the back hither

a-wa-kd. pipal-inkwin a-wiyulaknan a-wanfewakd.
they came. Fringe Ijdng place close against they passed the night.

ko-maeko-na finaiye ak^dp ho^i tem-la. lal fewap
Many are staying there because people all. Then next day

camli luwalemaknan kdl a-iva-kd. hie itiwap kdmakdkwin
early arising hither they went. Just midday

a-wi-nan isk^on i-towena^kd. itotvena¥dp si^ aee. litokd.

coming there it was eaten. Having eaten now hard it rained.

65 liton i-kd. liton-p^ofiye. luwalemaknan kdl a-wa-kd. keeok-

Rain came rain it is full. Arising hither they went. Rock Slab

takwin a-wi-kd. isk^on hon a-wanfewakd. fewap eamli

Hollow to they came. There we passed the night. Next day early

teim fek^ohatip yeleteapkd. kdl a-wa-kd. palikdkwin
first daybreak being they made ready. Hither they went. Navajo smoke place

a-wi-kd. teteapilc'dna'kd. ta-Heie lik^aian unap^aii ha-

they came. Fires were made. Meanwhile smoke seeing they

p^elkd. yam teaw a-wan k^dkwe-^kona hap*elkd.

assembled. Their children their houses at they assembled.

70 tcim-na-kwe a-iva-koa yanil-ikd wo-p^onap^a. ta-hteic

First time the ones who had gone utensils brought together. Meanwhile

kdl a-wa-kd. aHahon inkivin a-wi-nan i-finakd. isk^on

hither they went. Red Coral Sitting to coming they stopped. There

I
(15a) no(we), "beans"; fcapi, "burn".
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yacuwatina^kd.

talking they stayed.

a-wiyulaknan isk'on

Coming close there

piHci'kwe

Dogwood people

tonaci'kwe

Badger people

hie hap^elnap^a

Just assembling

a-kuku a-wi-yap
aunts coming

fehivitiwa^kona

yalakwaiHp kdl a-wa-kd.

All finished hither they went.

iveatconapkd

:

they called out on all sides:

a-wi-kd.

They came.

Vo'na-wan
your

fo^na-wan
your

tcaHe

child

tcaHe

child

s'iya

now comes.

s lya . . .

now comes

a-wan
their

k^dkwe'kon
houses at

hap'elnap^a

assembling

a-waU'

their

ma-kwatelap
salt going in

so-tenan hek^onan

a-wan
their

a-wowo
paternal grandmothers

elelc'dna'kd

center spaces at sand putting down hollow was made ready

luwenan kwan-a-leacnan Tc'dtsen

standing them clothing removing from them water cold

temla wo-k^oconapkd. a-wawatenapkd.
all they washed them. They washed their heads

teakona

when it was

ak-d lun
with body

a •waivatenak^dp

Washing their heads

an
for him

wo-leafetvak-d. an hep'alokd.

cooking they passed the night. For him they made hepaloka

an wo'la-ti-kd. i-tona^kd. an a-kuku i-towenapkd. i-tona

for him they made stew. It was eaten. His aunts ate. Eating

yalakivai'ip an a-kuku a-wam ma-lipkd. ho^ikdp

all finished his aunts for them packed the salt. People coming

am ma-ive elthol yalakwai^ip i-wohhaiyakd.
his salt nearly finished they sej^arated.

ta-htcic a-mukwe ham-e tekuaiye{l6) il-ap^ona yam
Meanwhile Hopi some friends the ones who had their (own)

a-kuaiye a-wan k^dkwe^koa a-wanfewaclip ta-htcic ham'e
friends their houses at they passed the night meanwhile some

kwa tekuaiye ila-warri'ona fatekivi^kona

(not) friends the ones who had [not corrals in

etvactok ciwi a-tcia cemanan
girls Zuni for them asking

otipkd. otipkdVap

they danced. They danced and

hap^elkd. hap^elap Iwwalemaknan s^a-iva-kd.

assembled. Assembling arising so they went,

fewap kivil

Next day two

tsihkwaiHnan
hair coming out

80

85

a-ivanfewacle.

pass the night.

a-tc il-ap'a

they with them

luwalan tem-la

village all

90

(16) te-, a pluralizing element in verbs (see If 56), somewhat

obscure; this is the only instance where it occurs in a noun.

kuaiye, friend. Note a-kuaiye, in following line.
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tcims li-Won lito-kd. lanhol foyakona hecofa-fsina'-
So then right here it rained. Outside Planting at Rock Painting

kona k^dpkwe-na'kona luwala paUop^a{ll) Fewoe*a.
at Water Coming out at village edges thirst.

ta-htcic lak^ feciwan'inan{18) ma-ki acekd. lehol

Meanwhile there the priests' house at youngwoman died. About so

fsana tcaH il-i. ta-htcic an hota set-al-u^ya.

small child has. Meanwhile his grandmother carrying him goes about.

95 hie yu^aca{19). an tsit an hota an alekwi-we
Very lonely. His mother his grandmother for him parched corn

he'awacnan i-toTc'e^a. ko-tvi wihatsana k^o-kci. ko-wi
masticating gives him to eat. A little baby good. Little

fewap i'seto-nan set-al-u^ya. hie

time putting him on her back carrying him she goes about. Very

fewu'acona. kwa fina-wam-e. luwala paltop^a. hie

lonely place. Not they are not staying. Village edges being. Just

ko-wi su-nhanHhap an tsana k^oyip i-seto-nan

little evening about to be her little one crying putting him on her back

100 kwai^inan teaWkona set-itiydlacop ko-wi

going out housetop on carrying him walking around a Kttle

yaselak^dp liton i-kd. hie ko-wi holomaee ko-wi lito^kd.

turning over rain came. Just a little far off a little it rained.

lak'^ ydla^kona kwa li-l litam-e. luwalan wilo^-

Yonder mountains in not here it did not rain. Village hghtning

atinan. hie a-tei itehkd. a-tc an-asiatikd.

played just the two struck. The two were struck by lightning.

hie luwalana hie ukwai^ip a-tc acekd. kwa teuhol

Just village people just coming out the two died. Not anyone

105 a-tcia yatena^ma. hie a-tci al-ydla-feiva. fewap
them did not touch. Just they lay up there all night. Next day

lakhol kwa tern a-tei yaiyu'ya-na'map teim

just about now not yet they not becoming conscious then

li-Won hoi tcu-wa an-asiati^kona

right here somewhere someone one who had been struck by lightning

tecuna'kd. cemanak^dp luk^on i-nan a-tcia ya-fekd.

was sought. Asking for him this one coming them he touched.

L"
(17) i. e. the outlying farming villages.

(18) fe-, "place"; ciwan-i, "priest"; an, post position, "at'

(19) yu'- (see H 23), probably "to feel"; aea, stem, "lonely". Cf.

fewu^acona, "lonely or deserted place".
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a-tcia ya-fenan tcims a-tcia kwatok^dna'kd. kwato-

Them touching then first for them it was brought in. When they

Tfanaknan tcims a-tci a'ikd. 110

had been brought in so then them they buried.

le'na teatikd.

Thus it happened.

4. Gathering Salt.

Long ago, when I was just a boy, when I was just about so tall,"

it did not rain. The katcinas danced all the time, but it did not rain.

When it did not rain they talked much about it, the Zunis. There

was talk of going to the Salt Lake. They said, "Who would be

best to go as chiefs?" "I think the west priest of Paltowa." The
bow priest was head of all. They talked together a great deal. In

four days they would go. Early the next morning the bow priest

called out. Meanwhile the Hopis started out. There were many of

them, I think about forty burros. After three daysthe Zunisprepared

their provisions. They cut prayersticks. There were many, perhaps

four hundred burros. Now my father wanted to go. He had two

burros. I had only one prayerstick, like this, the one for the month.

I had none for the Salt Lake. Next day, just before noon, they

were all ready. I wanted very much to go along. I cried. I had no

moccasins. We were very poor. I had no trousers, only a shirt. The
cloth wrappers from bacon, all washed and sewed, I had for a shirt.

It was very warm, and the grease ran out. The dust stuck to it. I

just cried. I wanted to go along. "No, it's too far. You have no

moccasins." My sister gave me her stockings with soles underneath.

She gave them to me and I went along.

There were lots of people. We came way over there to Dry-Weed-
Place. Just as the sun began to sink heavy rain came. It was very

cold. We went on. We came to Roaring-Cave. There we camped
over night. There were many people. Many Hopis. We camped over

night. Next day we went on. There were many people. Just at

noon we came to Where-The-Rock-Slab-Stands-Upright. There

the Zuni boys, maybe twenty or thirty, and the Hopis, I think

about fifty, and all the Zunis, stood in line. The Hopis were mixed
in with them. The Zunis stood their prayersticks up. Then the Hopis

put down their sweet corn cakes that had been roasted in the fire,

and their prayer feathers. Meanwhile the leader and his bow priest,

these two went with their people. When they approached the

mountain they began to run. Further on they climbed many high

mountains. There they came to the summit. Then the Zunis spat on

one of their prayersticks, purified themselves with it and threw it
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down. Meanwhile the Hopis purified themselves with their sweet
corn bread and they came down. Meanwhile, a little ways off, the

people were waiting. When they came they dressed. Then they
started out and went on. When it was nearly evening, when the

sun was sinking, they arrived. The Laguna people were there. It

was full of people. They unsaddled their animals and drove the herd

out a little ways off. Then their two chiefs entered (the lake.) They
planted their prayersticks. Then they came out and all the people

went in. They planted their prayersticks.

Meanwhile I went to Ahaiyuta's Mountain. I just stood against

the side of the mountain and planted my prayerstick. Then I came
down. They were bringing out the salt. The place was full of people.

Early next morning, two of us went hunting. I killed a rabbit.

We brought it in, skinned it and it was lying besidethefire. Meanwhile
the men were taking out the salt. When it got a little warm, it

became very pleasant. Then they came, the men. There was no
coffee, no sugar; just a little meat and paper bread. No wheat
bread. Just dried peaches and onions and chili. That is what one

ate. Meanwhile the other boy and I were about to eat our rabbit

when they took it away from us. "Oh no, you must fast from
meat." So we didn't eat it.

Next day we got up early. (The animals with) sacks of salt went
in single file. Some old men who were greedy for salt carried a

sack of salt on their backs. So they came hither. We came close to

Where-The-Fringe-Lies and camped over night. There were many
camping there, because all the tribes (were there). Early next

morning we arose and came this way. Just at noon we came to

Kamaka. There we ate. After we had eaten, now it rained hard.

The rain came. The air was full of rain. We arose and came this way.

We came to Rock Hollow. There we camped over night. Next
morning, just at dawn, they made ready. They came this way. We
came to Navajo Smoke. Theymade a signal fire. Meanwhile, when (the

village people) saw the smoke, they gathered together. They
gathered at their children's houses. They brought everything they

needed for those who had gone for the first time. So they came this

way. They came to Where-The-Red-Coral-Sits and there they

waited. There they talked together. When this was over they came
this way. They came. As they came close to the village they caUed

out:

Dogwood Clan, your child is coming.

Badger Clan, your child is coming.

So they all met. They met at their houses. There their aunts came
when the salt came in. Their fathers' mothers put the sand down in

the middle of the floor where they had made a hollow ready. There
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they stood them up and took off theu* clothing. There they bathed

their whole bodies with cold water. They washed their hair. After

they washed their hair, they spent the night cooking for them. They
put out hepalokd for them. They ate. His aunts ate. After they had
finished eating his aunts put the salt in baskets for them. Many
people came and his salt was nearly all gone. Then they separated.

Meanwhile the Hopis, those of them who had friends, stayed over

night at the houses of their friends. And those who had no friends

camped over night in the corrals. Next day they asked for two Zuni

girls and with them they danced the Buffalo Dance. After they had
danced the whole village gathered together provisions for them.

After they had gathered these things together, they started out and
went.

And now here, it rained. But outside, at Nutria and Pescado and
Caliente, in all the farming villages, the land thirsted.

Meanwhile, over there at the house of the priests, a young woman
died. She had a little child, so big. So now his grandmother carried

him around on her back. He was very lonely. His mother (i. e.

mother's sister) and his grandmother masticated parched corn and
gave it to him to eat. After a little while the baby was all right. In

a few days she took him on her back and carried him around with

her. The village was deserted. No one was staying here. They were
all out at the farming villages. It was in the early afternoon. Her
little one cried. She put him on her back and went out, and walked

around the housetop carrying him. The sun had just turned over;

then rain came, just a little. It was far off and it only rained a little.

The storm was over in the mountains; here it did not rain. The
lightning played around the village and struck them. The two were
struck by lightning. The people of the village came out. The two
died. No one would touch them. They lay out on the roof all night.

Next day, about this time, they had not yet come to their senses.

Then they looked around here for someone who had been struck

by lightning. They summoned him and he came and touched them.

After he had touched them, then they took them in. They took

them in and buried them.

So it happened.



PHONOLOGY

1. The outstanding features of Zuni phonology are the absence

of consonantal clusters and all harsh sounds, very slight intensity

of articulation, and a characteristic and subtle rhythm of speech.

Precision of articulation is not a feature of Zuni speech, and the

consequent slurring of words has made the language difficult to

record. There is considerable variation in the speech of different

groups, e, g. men and women and old and young. The young people

at Zuni are all bilingual. In addition to these dialectic differences

there is a considerable range of variation in the speech of any one

individual. The variations are marked in the slurring of unaccented

syllables, variability of vowel quality, omission of glottal stops and
loss of glottalization. All of these features, found frequently in the

speech of older people, and especially women, have become more
marked in the speech of the younger generation who are accused by
their elders of "not speaking plainly".

2. THE VOCALIC SYSTEM
The vocalic phonemes are as follows:

} :}

u o a^ e

d\ €

w o- a- e* r
semivowels w y
diphthongs ai au oi

The open and closed vowels alternate freely, even in the same
word as pronounced by the same person at different times. There

is a tendency for the quality of the vowel to be influenced by
surrounding consonants and conditions of accent. Unaccented short

vowels are usually open; accented or long vowels, and especially

vowels that are both long and accented, are usually closed, except o;

vowels followed or preceded by glottalized consonants or followed

by glottal stops tend to be closed. However, these are tendencies,

and cannot be stated as rules, a is a variant of a following y and the

palatalized consonants k and Jc^.

10 and y are both vowel and consonant. They are treated as con-

sonants in combination with other consonants {p being considered

the unvoiced form of w ; see below T[ 5), but under certain conditions
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described below, they unite with preceding vowels to form diph-

thongs, ai is the only true diphthong. Pseudodiphthongs ai, oi and

au are formed when short a or o in an accented syllable unites with

the following long y or w. All short vowels in unaccented syllables

are variable or obscure in quality. There is an alternation of o and

u and of e and * in such positions, although in positions of impor-

tance they are distinct phonemes.

More significant than the quality of vowels is their quantity

which will be discussed, along with other dynamic features, below

(see H 12 et seq.).

3. VOCALIC SHIFTS

We have already called attention to the variable quality of all

vowels, and their tendency to be influenced by surrounding con-

sonants. Short vowels are influenced by preceding and sueceding

consonants, long vowels are never influenced by what follows.

There are, moreover, a number of regular vocalic shifts.

a and a- become a (a- ) after the palatalized k and Tc\

a becomes a after y; except when followed by n, m, k, k^, I. a- does

not change following y.

a becomes ai before y, especially in accented syllables. In un-

accented position the shift is common, but not invariable.

a becomes a" before iv in accented syllable.

a^wanapkd
a^ivatin-e

o becomes slightly diphthongized before y.

o^yetnci, o^ye

A word composed entirely of vowels never occurs, and the con-

sonant I is sometimes introduced between the two vowels. This

explains the apparent irregularity of the verb a-, a stem which pre-

dicates concerning a single flat object:

a^u put it down (a^e^a, durative; the glottal stop is a consonant)

and ale, it lies there, but a^kd it lay there. The I obviously is not part

of the stem.

4. THE CONSONANTAL SYSTEM
The consonantal system is relatively simple. There are two series

of consonants, the unaspirated surd, with a very slight intensity of

articulation and a series belonging to the group usually called

glottalized. There is no glottal closure ; these sounds are produced

by the simultaneous release of anterior and posterior palatal clo-

sures. The term fortis which has been suggested as an alternative to

the misleading term glottalized is hardly applicable to sounds with

so strikingly little force of articulation. The characteristic feature
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of these sounds is that there is a small amount of air in the mouth,

under pressure. Hence it seems preferable to retain the term

"glottalized." Due to characteristic Zuni slovenliness of speech the

glottalization is frequently lost, or the posterior release precedes

the anterior release sufficiently to destroy the impact. The resulting

sound is a true medial b, d, g, etc., barely distinguishable from the

unaspirated surd p, t, k. This general tendency in the language has

gone furthest in the labials in which it is almost impossible to

distinguish the two series. There is a single aspirated consonant, t\

which occurs only in -fu, the optative suffix, which is always

accented, at variance with the usual pattern for accentuation.

t and f are, therefore, one phoneme.

The anterior palatals are subject to a special variation, especially

marked in women's speech, whereby they move forward and assume

a slightly affricative quality, k becoming ty sometimes even tc ; and

P, Dy or dJ.

The dental stops are true dentals but the corresponding con-

tinuants are dento-alveolar.

k and k (as also k^ and k^) are variants of the same phoneme,

appearing as k (k^) before a, e, i, and as k before o and u. kw is a,

distinct phoneme, t] has been recorded in one or two words as a

variant of n before k in an accented syllable.

There are no velar consonants.

Any consonant, including h and ', may be lenghtened according to

the rules of dynamics given below.

The complete series of consonants is as follows:
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5.-7. CONSONANTAL SHIFTS

5. Assimilation

Most consonantal changes come under the head of assimilation.

Some of these shifts are the obvious ones, such as

:

Unvoicing of voiced consonants before voiceless stops. The only-

voiced consonants are I and w, which change to I and p respectively,

and y, which has no unvoiced form.

acna-we, they make it; acnapkd, they made it.

ukwatela, they come in one by one; ukwatelnan, having come in,

one by one.

n becomes m before p or p^

am papa, his elder brother (an, possessive pronoun)

amp'eyekd, he exhorted him (an, 3rd person objective pronoun).

n sometimes becomes tj before k ov k

terjkd, it was used up (tenaye, it is wearing out)

lowo^arjkd, it became cloudy

tekdnarjkd, it would have been Z 20:71

but ank^ohati, he finds out

anIfeVsana, he delights in her, and all combinations of the

pronoun an,

ku becomes labialized kiv before vowels (except u)

teku, stick it in; tekukd, tekiviha, tekwiye, etc.

also t^ecku, feckwiye, paku, pakwiye, etc.

kw + k become k- and
kw + k^ become k^

aha, it got cooked (akw-, to get cooked + kd)

aniTfd, teach him (anikw- to know + k^d, causative)

ye-mahdna'we, they made him go up (yernaku + hd)
t + k become k'

iak'd, he hunted (stem lat + kd)

6. Other Phonetic Shifts

The cause of other phonetic shifts is less apparent

:

n is dropped before w and y, and the preceding vowel is length-

ened or diphthongized.

a^wate'a, she washes his hair (an, objective pronoun + ivat-; cf.

rwate'a, she washes her own hair)

aiyu^ya-na, he knows it (cf. yu^ya-na, to know)
aiyoseke'a, she is lying to him (yosehe'a, she is lying)

p^a^i'we, blankets, plural of p^aHn'e

p^ena-we, words, plural of p^enan-e, and all plurals of nouns
in -n-e. See H 130

The sequence t + n never occurs; t changes to k when followed

by n.

29
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laknapkd, they hunted; laknaye, they were killed but

lataka', hunting, latap, having hunted, etc.

yafekd, he grabbed it, yaknaye, it is held, yaknahawa, he

will put it aside,

also utsi, give it to me (utsin-a, present subjunctive) and
uknam-kd, he did not give it, uknaye, and also, yaknaye, they

have been given away.

h -\- e {in durative aspect of verbs) changes to c lesnaha, take

it away, lesnaca, durative; lesnackoa, etc. (lesnah + e^a)

yelahkd, he ran; yelaca, he is running and yelackd, he was
running,

but also ace^a, durative of aha, and akcice^a, durative of akciha

7. Metathesis

There are a few cases of metathesis.

The suffix iha- (imminent aspect) becomes iyah in the past

tense, before the suffix kd or before the participial ending -nan).

The distributive suffix appears in two forms le and el.

kwatela, to come in severally (stem kwato)

lawaptsicle, to cut many prayersticks.

8.—14. SYLLABIFICATION, ACCENT AND QUANTITY
8. The normal syllable

The normal Zuni syllable consists of consonant and following

vowel

:

a'' -ye'"-ma-ku^

i''-le-a-na

te'-a-ye

Glottal stops are treated as consonants. Where two consonants

occur together the syllable division is between the consonants:

yu'-ya-na

yak-na'-kd

h'us-Tc'e-^a

ak-cih-kd

Long or lengthened consonants between two vowels are treated

as two consonants and the syllabic division comes in the consonant.

However, long stops are not doubled, e. g. ak-d not ak-kd.

9. Syllabification of compounds

Words formed by composition retain the syllabification of the

component parts. The break between the syllables is marked but

there is no glottal closure as in such a word as a-\r

Double accent designates secondary accent.
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wo'-ta-pan-a--ne (wo'tapan + ame) , not wo-ta-pa-na-ne.

k'd-tul-u-lap-na

al-u-le

Certain morphological elements also retain their identity although

forming part of the word complex.

The prefixed pronoun an (a-wan) is treated independently, i. e.

as a syllable

a'n-a-ha (not a-na-ha)

a'n-ula'-we

ya'n-il-te-ma

a'--wan-a-ce-^a

The suffixes -ona, -iha, are similarly treated.

The corresponding koa and tiha, beginning with consonants, form

no exception to the rule of syllabification.

mos-o-na not mo-so-na

ti-kil-o-na

a-n-i-ha

10.—11. Accent and Quantity

10. Rules of Accentuation

The Zuni language has clearly marked and characteristic stress

accent. The primary accent is always on the first syllable. Words
of five or more syllables have a secondary accent, usually on th&

penult, occasionally on the antepenult, but never on the final

syllable, except for a rhetorical accent in the imperative and
optative.

a''ntecemana'''we

a''pan%-le"kd

lu'wale'ma"knan

but also

te'tcapik^d ''na'kd

hn'momd'a ''nankwin

a'nhatia"napkd

11. Accentuation of Compounds

Compounds retain the original stem accents:

a'nah-kwai'^ik^dna'pkd

a'tel-i'minan

o'na-e'latekd (pi. a wona-e'latekd)

o'na-ya''nakd

29*
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In compounds of which the fu"st part is a monosyllabic stem,

followed by a polysyllabic stem or stem plus suffixes, the two stems

are accented, the primary accent being on the second syllable:

i"m-yd'lto^ up
fu"n-a'l'u'ya

ci"-te'ckwiye

Prefixes and prefixed pronouns, however, take the primary
accent

:

ta'tcu
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the syllabic division occurring in the consonant. There is a slight

lengthening of the preceding vowel, but not sufficient to make it a

full length vowel.

tsi(') t-a pi. a:'-tsita

ta(-)'Pcu pi. a:'-tatcu

{(•) m'e (cf. i:'mu, i + im + u)

a^'watin-e

a^'wanapkd ("he found it," cf. a''ivawanapkd,

"he found them") See Ij 3.

These features are especially marked in initial syllables which

receive the principal stress accent. Secondary accents are usually

attracted to morphologically strong syllables. If, as sometimes

occurs, subsidiary accents fall upon weak syllables, there is a similar

secondary lengthening. However, except for initial syllables, the

quantitative distinctions are not clearly maintained, and the

quantities of final syllables are frequently doubtful.

14. Vocalic Quantity, Phonemic and Acoustic

There are, therefore, four vocalic quantities, double long (mor-

phologically long and accented) ; full long (morphologically long and
unaccented) ; half long (morphologically short and accented) ; and
short (morphologically short and unaccented). The two middle

quantities are very similar acoustically, especially when not

occupying initial position.

The following are examples of various types of syllables

:

a:'kd, "he went" (initial a: long and accented)

a(-)'k-d, "therefore" (initial a(-) short, accented)

a:'wa'kd, "they went" (-wa-- long, unaccented)

a:wa'k-d, "they got cooked" f-iva-, short, unaccented)

In the following pages only morphological quantities will be in-

dicated, the dynamic shifts due to accent being regular and under-

stood.

15. LOSS OF SYLLABLES

Final vowels are regularly dropped before words beginning with

vowels. Frequently the words contract, the final consonant of the

preceding word, if a stop, becoming glottalized. Although the vowel

is regularly elided contraction does not always take place. Fre-

quently whole syllables are ehded in this way. Nominal suffixes

are regularly dropped in syntactic relations. Certain verbal suffixes

are elided in rapid speech but reappear in dictation. Nominal
suffixes never appear in texts or connected discourse except where

emphasis is desired. There is a marked tendency to slur all un-

accented syllables in the middle of words.
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16. DIALECTIC DIFFERENCES

Reference has already been made to the range of variation in the

pronunciation of sounds by different individuals. There is con-

siderable difference in the speech of men and women. There are a

few words restricted to one or the other sex— principally exclama-

tions. ti''comaha' (oh dear!) is a man's word, a'na-ha' the correspond-

ing woman's word. There are a few others. But there is no woman's
speech, distinct from man's. There are a few children's words, and a

simplified set of relationship terms used by young children— tsime for

tsita, mother, mother's sister, Jiome (hota) mother's mother, kume
(kuku) father's sister, classificatory, etc.

There is a tendency among women to soften all glottalized sounds,

and to pronounce the anterior palatals far forward (kd becomes tya,

k^d becomes oya). However, these features appear occasionally also

in the speech of men. There is marked pitch accent, which turns

women's speech into a singsong. Inflection has not been recorded,

since it is not constant and has no morphological signifiance.

There is a tendency among young people of both sexes to eUde

glottal stops and soften glottalized consonants. This is charac-

teristic of the speech of all people under fifty, and is especially

marked among those who speak English. Many of these younger

people are not aware of the true character of the sounds and cannot

distinguish between such words as p^i'yakd, he hung it up, and
p^i ya^kd, it was hanging. There is also some inaccuracy in quanti-

ties of such words as i'kdne^a, he is angry and i''kdne^a, they are

angry.

With dialectic differences might be classed the elisions and con-

tractions referred to above, since they appear and disappear in the

texts with no regularity. The slurring of syllables in rapid speech,

characteristic alike of Zuni and English, is perhaps a tendency of all

languages with marked stress accent,

17. PHONETIC DECAY
There is reason to believe that the present decay of the langu-

age is nothing new, but that the language has been undergoing

phonetic disintegration for a long time. The consonantal system

was probably once richer than it is at present. The glottal stop is

being lost. But the behavior of glottal stops in certain verbal con-

jugations (e. g., pHyaye, pHya^kd, pHyak^dn-a; p'iya'u, p^iyakd,

p^iyan'a; vto^ya, rto^na'we) invites the hypothesis that the glottal

stop in turn replaces lost consonants. There are words that appear

variously as t^elikto, feWto, feliVo (rare). We have also such series

as aHe, "stone," pi. a-we but, based on this stem, apk^oskwi, "window
pane," (formerly a translucent stone).
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The general wearing down of distinctions, which is the present

phonetic trend, makes it seem plausible that many elements that now
sound alike were at one time distinct, e. g., r- plural, also indirect

object, and r- reflexive; yaniTfd, he learns (lit. makes himself

know) and yanik^d, he teaches them. Furthermore, the reflexive

prefix displays numerous irregularities in combination with other

sounds, e. g., i-mu, he sits down (i- + im, to sit or be seated) but

yil-u, she marries (y (v) + il'-, stem, "with"), yo-^a, to become

(y + 0-- stem "to be made") forms a plural a-wiyo^a, whereas other

words beginning in y- form their plurals «•- (a''ya-''a, a''yemaku, etc.).

MORPHOLOGY

18. MORPHOLOGICAL PROCESSES

Syntactic relations and the various categories of thought are

expressed through mechanisms of affixation, composition of stems

and juxtaposition of word complexes. Of these the first two pro-

cesses are most important. There are a few reduplicated words, but

reduplication is not used as a grammatical process. There is no

internal stem modification (except the single instance of the verb

otaye, to dance, pi. otiwe).

The usual word order is subject— object — verb, but this is not

fixed. Hence there is a slight ambiguity in all sentences which do

not employ other means for distinguishing subject and object, and
this ambiguity may be used for literary effect. See "Zuni Ritual

Poetry"1 for a discussion of this point. Adjectives always follow the

nouns they modify, but adverbial clauses occupy first position, with

the connective, if any, following the clause.

Ap^ewan ho* sato'we wotukd. ho* hekdtco ackd.

Stone floor on I potsherds them put down. I clay paste made.
Z 5:85, 86

but also, saHe ho* ackd.

bowl I made. Z 5:88

honi tsita hom atinekd.

my mother me told. Z 35 : 63

a'tsaivaki hoi ank*ohanapkd e*lactok*ona.

Youths somewhere her they discovered girl the one. Z 177:8

iR. B. A.E 47: 619.
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laciki kwa yaiyu^ya-nam-e an tse^makivin aha luwalan
Old man know-nothing his thoughts because of village

lana hie i'tse'mekd.

large very much they worried.

The old man had no sense and because of his doing the large village worried.

Z 51:83

ho^ fsanap atel imikd.

I being small moimtain side fell.

When I was small the mountain side fell. Z 52: 98

lil Vd'na ho^ a-lea^wp^a. . . .

Here to you I them offering. . . .

Complex ideas are expreseed by stem composition; many deri-

vational ideas, by verbal suffixes. Mode, aspect, tense and number
are also expressed by suffixes. The only prefixes are prefixed pro-

nouns and pluralizing prefixes, which are probably part of the

pronominal system. Independent pronouns are always used for

first and second persons, subject and object. There are also in-

corporated objective pronouns, which appear in a few instances as

the subjects of intransitive verbs.

19.—23. STEM COMPOSITION

19. Stem composition is used for the expression of numerous types

of complex ideas. All types of composition are employed: noun and
noun, noun and adjective, noun and verb, pronoun and verb, verb

and verb.

20. Noun and Noun

When two nouns are compounded, the modifying element
precedes, e. g.

ma-'k^aiakwin salt lake (ma-[we], salt; kaiafn-ej, water, lake;

kwin, at) 420 :

4

pi'Haci'wain-i bow priest (pi'la, bow; ci'wan-i, priest) 399:3
a'na-wo'p^un sack of tobacco (ana, tobacco ; wop^un-e, sack)

Z 139:33

fa'sakwin-e digging stick (t^a-, wood; sakivin-e, leg) Z 1:2

fsu'tikdn-e shell society Z 39 : 34

21. Noun and adjective

Adjectives follow nouns in composition as in juxtaposition.

t^e'k^ohanawe space white, i. e. daylight
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k^d'kwenla'tap^a house winged, i. e. aeroplane (not a true

compound, since the initial stem retains

its nominalizing suffix)

wiha^tsana baby (loiha, baby, doll; Psana, small)

k^d'p^ali whisky (k^d-, water; p^ali, bitter, hot)

Z 45:45"

motcikwa peach (mo-, fruit; tcikwa, sweet)

k^dtsena cold water Z 1:8

22. Noun and verb

Noun-verb combinations may be the result of subject or object

incorporation.

p^e'na^fsu'mek^ekd he talked loud (p^ena, words ; fsumek'dkd,

he made strong) 406 : 95

o'na-ya''fu may your road be fulfilled 397:6 (ona,

road; ya-- to become finished; fu,

optative)

na^potiye there are many deer (na, deer; p^otiye,

it is full) Z 101:71

mopHyakwin peach orchard (mo-, fruit; pHya, hang;

kwin, where) Z 53:11

la'waptsiclena"pkd make prayersticks (laive, sticks; aptsi, to

cut, -c-repetitive ? ; le, one by one)

421:10

fsiHahnan picking up a basket (fsiHe, basket;

ahnan, picking up) Z 139:31

tcmvackd she gave birth (tcawe, children; aca,

make) Z 122:2

up^inaye it snowed (u, wool; pHnaye, to blow)

Z 210:69

Nouns may be incorporated to express locative concepts, e. g.

:

o'na-e'latena (on the) road pass

Pronominal incorporation is discussed below, 1[ 37 et seq.

23. Verb and verb

Verbal stems are compounded freely to express many types of

complex action or condition:

fun-a'l'ukdn look, go about, i. e. in order to hunt
Z 101:73

i'teJi-kwai'HTfd drop, make go out, i. e. throw it out!

(imperative) Z 117:90
p^o'a-yd'laye sit, be above, i. e. sit in a high place
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i'm-iydltokd sit, put on top (reflexive), to climb up on
it Z 67:89

o'ceman-a'ce starve, die; to be starving to death

ya'fena-fsumek^e'a hold, make strong; to hold fast

olea-teHcip meal carrying arriving; to come carrying

a basket of meal 417:30

Vuna-kwai'ip look, come out; to come over the top

Z 2:27

Among verbal compounds are to be found a number of petrified

stems, found only in certain combinations, e. g.

:

imapila^Jcd it was lying by the fire (im- to be sitting)

alapiia to lie by the fire

ana-kwai^ikd he ran out (kwai^i, to go out)

23a. yu'

Probably yu\ used initially in many words relating to sensation

or emotion, is a petrified stem.

yu^ya-na, to know; yu^su, to feel warm; yu^acona, to be lone-

some, (cf. feivuacona, a place is deserted); yuHeclati, to be

frightened, etc.

24.-29. AFFIXING

24. Verbal suffixes of derivation

Besides the suffixes that are used to express grammatical cate-

gories in the verb, there are a number of verbal suffixes that ex-

press derivational ideas. These are all suffixes of first position,

i. e. they precede endings denoting time, aspect, number, mode, etc.

25. -P- CAUSATIVE

This suffix is free and can be attached to any verb as a causative

or transitivizing suffix. It precedes suffixes denoting aspect, tense,

number.

Attached to active intransitive verbs its meaning is causative and
transitivizing.

rtok^dn-a, she will give him to eat (i-to, to eat)

a-Jc^dkd, she sent him away (a'(n)- to go) 415:5

pena'kwatok^dkd, he called in (kioato, to go in) Z 141:63

p^ani'k^dnapkd, they let him come down (p^ani, come down)
Z 340:52^

kivatok^dnan, pushing it in (kivato, go in, -Tf-; aw«w, participle)

Z 100:49
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It is attached with similar function to static verbs or adjectives,

which partake of many of the characteristics of static verbs (see

H 159).

alok^d, make a light! (alofnayej, there is a light; of., however

aklu, light a fire; and akliye, there is a fire)

elelfe^a, she is getting it ready (ele- to be ready)

k^dpak^d, spread it out (k^dpa, flat)

lo^ok^dnan, making it hard (lo^o, hard) Z 111:77

ikwanik^e^a, he is working at it (ikwani^a, there is work)

lutsilfdn-a, she will grind it fine (lutsi, soft) 417:26

p^ena-Vsumek^ekd, they were talking loudly (lit.: making strong"

words) 406:95

It is sometimes used with the reflexive prefix r (y) to form
active verbs from static stems.

yelanak^d, they became plentiful, lit. : they caused themselves

to be many (elanaye, there are many)
yantcianak^d, it becomes difficult (antciana, difficult)

ryu^ya-k^dp^a, getting to know something 396 :

1

i-ceWdnan, when he was satisfied (lit. had filled himself)

Z' 100: 55

{•yu^hetok^dn, to show themselves (yu^heto, clear) Z 18:41

With the inceptive -ti-:

ikdtik^d, it makes him angry (ikd fne^aj he is angry)

vnatilfd, he fails (rna, to lack)

k^et^satik^d, it makes (him) rejoice. Cf., however, k^efsanak^d,

it is a source of happiness to him, from the static verb stem
k^et^sana, to be happy

yunaUTfdnapkd, they acquired (literally they caused themselves

to begin to see them) Z 42:98

26. -ti- INCEPTIVE

Attached to active verbs with the meaning "it begins to"

ocetinan, getting hungry (oce^a, he is hungry) Z 99:34
tse'matikd, (I) felt badly, i. e. began to worry (tse'ma, to think)

Z 103:14

i'nati, it fails, i. e. gives out (rna, to lack)

ikdtikd, he became angry (ikdne'a, he is angry) 402:31
a-tc unatikdp^a, when they looked at him Z 167:91

With adjectives or static verbs:

iacitikd, she grew old (laci, old, an adjective; as a verb it

exists only in the optative, in prayers, lacW^u, may you grow
old) Z 120:70

fek^ohatip, at daybreak (t^e, place, time; k^oha(na), white)

424:67

halicotikd, she went crazy (halico, crazy) 400 :

8
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Sometimes the reflexive prefix r- is required:

i'lo^oti, it gets hard (lo^o hard)

i'fsumeti, he gets strong (fsume, strong)

rhemotikd, he works himself into a fury (lit., he causes himself

to begin to boil over, from hemo^a, to boil over)

yanikwati, he learns (from aniktva, to know how)
ipisatikd, she became annoyed (cf. ampisa, mischievous)

Z 207:9

27. -h-(c) CONVERSIVE

Can be attached freely to all active and many neutral verbs with

the meaning of undoing. The variation between A to c is phonetic.

It appears as c when followed or preceded by two vowels ; therefore

it is always c in the continuative aspect.

aha, pick it up (stem a-, in a^u, put it down; ale, it is lying, of

one flat object) pi. ahna-we

akciha, he chooses one (akc- among, neutral verb stem)

pHyahnapkd, they took him down (p^iya, to hang) 405:64

fsikwacekd, he was skinning it (fsikwaye, to have a skin; static

aspect,) Z 114:44. See 1[ 6 for phonetic shift h to c.

fsikwahnan, having skinned it, 423 : 52

With the reflexive r-

i'luwahna, running (plural stem.) (luwa, many things are

standing upright) rluwackd, they raced 422:10

i-wolohk^d, they come out of ambush (wo'loye, to he buried)

Z 13"l:64

i'yu^tetcinaha, rest (yu'tetci, to feel tired) Z 175:64

rsetohnan, taking them from his back (seto, to carry on the

back) Z 15:73

c, probably a variant of -h- is attached to nominal stems, with

the meaning of remove.

tcucan-a, she will remove kernels from the cob; 416: 11 (but also

tcuHahanan, with the same meaning)

ateacip, picking squash blossoms (atea-we, squash blossoms)

Z 130:43

rleacan-a, he will remove his clothing (lea, to wear ; also clothing)

halik'wicnapkd, they stripped off his witchraft (halikwi, witch)

406:85

27 a. ma to think of

The suffix ma is used in a number of words relating to mental

processes, and is primarily a verbalising suffix with the meaning,

"to think or feel".
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iltema, to believe (ilte, true)

otcoma, to envy (otco, an exclamation of pleasure)

ocema- to feel hungry (oce^a, to be hungry, or possibly to lack

food)

itsuma, to feel cold- (itsu, an exclamation of cold)

The same ending is found in

tse^ma, to think

itcema, to love or value

antecema, to desire

28. Distributive Suffixes

There are a number of closely related suffixes attached to active

verbs, all of them referring to distributed action, tco refers especially

to spatial distribution, -el-, with its variants -le-, -tel-, refers to

distribution in time, tcel is perhaps a combination of tco and el.

These distinctions are not clearly maintained in accordance with
the general lack of distinction in concepts of time and space.

-tco- distributive, "in different directions," also, rarely, "many
times".

This is attached to certain verbs only. Its use is not free.

With the idea of scattering:

weatcokd, he called out (a formal anouncement) (ivea, to cry

out)" 421:7

ipaktco, to throw away many things, to scatter (ipaku, to

throw one thing, to shoot)

iloptco, to go about borrowing from many places (ilopi, to

borrow one thing)

hpaktco, to chop wood (le-, pieces of wood, paku, to throw)

but also:

a-weletco-kd, they used to go there repeatedly, (cf. eletcela, she

goes back and forth; however, there is no stem ele meaning
"to go") Z 1:14

anhemotcokd, he scolded her Z 174:39

antehtco^ya, he is watching him closely

aiyanhaktconan, breathing on him Z 100:48

-1-, -le, -tel-, distributive, "one by one," "one after another (not

to be confused in meaning with other suffixes for customary, re-

peated, or continuous action).

ukwatelkd, they came in one by one: u-, pi. kwat (o), go in; -el

(-el) distributive, the I is an voiced preceding consonant;
kd, past, active, singular Z 109:40

a-teHcila, they arrive one after another Z 127:89
ma-kwaiHle, the salt is coming out 423:49
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«

anip^elna-hapelkd, they came to court her (anip^ela, to court,

probably from p^e-, to speak, plus -I, hap(o), to gather;

-el (-el), one by one; -kd, past, singular) Z 139:23

ydtokivaiHlenankwi, where the sun always comes out (yato, sun,

day ; kwaiH, come out ; le-, distributive following a vowel

;

-nan, participle; -kivi, postposition, where, place of) Z 79:42

itecpanrlelfdnapkd, they kept on throwing them down (iteh-,

throw plus repetitive
;
panr-, descend; -Ze distributive ; -P-,

causative; -d, active, momentaneous ; nap (naw), plural;

-kd, past for phonetic shift h > c see HH 6, 65.

a'witela, they came separately, (or many times) f-tel, distrib-

utive following vocalic stem) Z 229:59

upHnatela, it snowed intermittently Z 210:81

In a number of words the element -c- appears before the distrib-

utive prefix. This is, perhaps, related to the durative-repetitive e*

which appears as c under certain phonetic conditions. See If 6

lawapfsiclenapkd, they made prayersticks (lawe, sticks; apfsi,.

cut; -C-, repetitive (?) ; -le, distributive) 421:10

yatcuclekd, he trampled on it (yatcu, step; -c-, repetitive (?);

-le, distributive; -kd, past) Z 211:97

a'wanVewacle, they passed the night (in various places) 425:87

-tcel- distributive, "back and forth", "one after another":

eletcela, he goes back and forth (stem does not exist in other

combinations)

a^haktcela, he takes food for sacrifice from each dish (a-, plural

object; hak-, to divide; -tcel-, distributive; -a, indicative,

active, present, singular) ; tehaktco^ya, has the same meaning

(te-, distributive plural; hak-, -tco-, distributive, here and
there; -^ya, present indicative, durative)

29. Customary

There are two suffixes for customary or habitual action, -p'e-,

-k^e-. The use of both of these suffixes is restricted and idiomatic

and not enough examples have been collected to formulate any rule

for the use of one or the other. Customary action is usually ex-

pressed by the use of the durative or repetitive aspect. See % 65.

-k^e-, customarily

toivoiook^e'a, they always blow it Z 40:59

ist imok^e^a, this is where she always sits

akcik^e^a, he is always among them
ulalak^ekd, it used to snow all the time Z 30:61

unake-nankivin, the place they had always seen Z 165:62
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-pe-, custimarily (possibly related to the distributive plural in -p-.

See H 58).

yu'tulap^e^a, they always run away Z 41 : 83

iwo'haiyap^ekd, they used to scatter Z 1:11

luwalap^e^en*ona, the ones who always live here Z 62 :

3

itvohanap^enankivi, where they always used to hang them
403:45

le^nap^e^a, so it always is 418:37

29 a. -te. Intensifying

The most important use of this suffix is with participial phrases

with the meaning, "even as", or "even though," but it is also used

with locatives, demonstratives, numerals etc.

lesnapte, even so 404:55

k^onete, even as he was crying Z 91:85

kwa antecemanapte, even though he didn't want to 404:58

uhsite, those same
yamte, her very own 418:38

fopinte, only one 399:3

isk^onte, right there

30—115. MORPHOLOGY OF THE VERB
30. General Character of Verb

The simplest complete predication consists of the stem alone.

The absence of affixes indicates that the verb is singular, present,

active, indicative, completive. The statement is grammatically

complete, but not wholly unambiguous since this form is custom-

arily used to express commands. There is also a regular imperative

form in addition to the exhortative and optative. For grammatical

correctness all of the above categories must be expressed either

directly or by implication.

ito, "he eats," or "eat!" also, "he eats it"

al'u, "he goes about," or "go about!"

kwato, "come in!" or "he comes in"

Only a few active stems (see ^ 33) can be thus used without

affixes. All other verbal stems require various affixes to make a

grammatically complete predicate.

The order of elements in the predicative complex is as foUows

:

1. Initial elements: «•-, r-, te-, (pluralising) and the prefixed

objective pronouns, an-, i-, wo- and their variants.

2. Radical elements.

3. Suffixes of first position: the derivational suffixes, -Tc*-,

causative; -ti, inceptive; -el, -le, -tco, -tcel, distributive; -p^e,

-Ic'e, customary, and -ma.
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4. Suffixes of second position. These form a complex that carries

the burden of relational concepts, the aspective, pluralising,

modal and temporal elements occurring , roughly, in the order

named. The negative , when present , forms part of this complex.

5. Terminal elements: The subordinating suffixes, -nan and -p,

participial and gerundive, and -^ona, relative.

6. Post positions, -a A;- a, instrumental, and -kwin, 'tekwin, -tea,

locative and temporal.

The affixes that express relational concepts are not distinct

and separable entities, but coagulate in complexes, with special

meanings. For example, the ending for the present tense active,

singular, is nothing, or vowel, or glottal stop plus vowel; the

corresponding plural form ends in -na-we, or vowel plus -na-we; the

corresponding forms for the past tense end in -kd (or vowel plus kd)

and -napkd. But the present tense singular of the static verb ends

in -ye, the past tense in ^kd. The plural of static verbs is always in

dicated by prefixed a\ The element -kd occurring finally in a verb

always indicates past time (there is also a nominalizing -kd) but

there is no corresponding element to indicate present time, and
the element -'- as such certainly does not indicate static aspect.

This is further complicated by distinct endings used to indicate

special aspects of the verb, such as durative or imminent or resul-

tative. For this reason it is impractical to approach verbal analysis

from the purely formal side.

31. Fundamental Verbal Categories

The fundamental classification of predicative concepts is into

verbs of condition and verbs of action, which are differently con-

jugated in regard to tense and number. The true static verb predi-

cates a quality. Included among the static verbs in Zuni are verbs

of condition, verbs predicating existence, (there is a house, e. g.,

literally "it houses"), position, (to be on, in, beside a certain class of

object). There is also a special class of static verbs derived from

active stems, to which belong all passives of transitive verbs, which

predicate condition as a result of action ("it has been made," "he

lies dead," "he stands descended.")

Adjectives, in their attributive aspect, are equivalent to static

verbs, conceptually and formally.

Equal in importance to the classification of verbs as active or

static is the classification as transitive or intransitive. Many verbs

ordinarily considered intransitive are in Zuni transitive, e. g. to sing,

eat, drink, to cry out, to sweep, cook, plant, etc., the real meaning
being always to sing it, eat it, shout it out, etc. Object may or may
not be expressed. All transitive verbs are active, and all static
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verbs are intransitive. This leaves a middle group, the active in-

transitive verbs. It is in these verbs that most irregularities are

found. The conjugation of these verbs resembles the active transi-

tive verb in indication of time, but resembles the static verb in

the indication of plurality.

In all verbs number of subject (and of object, if any), tense and
mode must be expressed. Active and static verbs are conjugated

differently in regard to tense, transitives and intransitives in regard

to number. The prefix that indicates plural subject in all static and
most active intransitive verbs is the same as that indicating plural

object of the transitive verb, and probably survives from an old set

of incorporated objective pronouns. In active verbs condition of

action, whether completive, durative (also repetitive) or not yet

begun, is expressed.

The durative of intransitive verbs if of very rare occurrence, and
repeated action in intransitives is usually expressed by means of

derivative suffixes (see ^ 28).

32—34. Character of Verbal Stems

32. Neutral Stems

A large number of Zuni stems are neutral in regard to active or

static aspect. Chief among these are stems relating to the position

and handling of objects. With suitable affixes such stems become
either active or static, the active form being transitive, with the

object appearing as subject of the static form. Nouns also may
be formed from these stems. For example:

aklu, he makes a fire; akliye, there is a fire; akliwe, fire

ela^u, he sets it up (a single object); elaye, it is standing

p^etvu, he spreads out a blanket
;
p^ewiye, a blanket lies spread

out

p'd'u, he puts a robe on him
;
p^aHye, he is wearing a robe

;

p^aHn'e, robe

atana, he fears it; atani, it is dangerous

Also te^u, he does it; teaye, it exists

33. Active Stems

Other verbal stems are basically active. The corresponding static

verbs are formed by derivation from the participle, and are really

passives or resultatives.

i'ya, he comes; i'naye, he is coming along

aca, he makes it; acnaye, it has been made
ace'a, he dies; acenaye, he lies dead
ya-^a, it gets finished; ya-naye, it is finished

30
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In some stems of this class the original active verb has been lost,

and only the participle, now used as an adjective, remains:

k^ohana, white (k^oha- does not exist as an independent stem,

but there is a verb fek^ohati, day breaks, with the inceptive

suffix -ti)

teclana, afraid (teclati, to become frightened)

34. Static or Adjectival Stems

Words denoting quality or condition, including all adjectives used

attributively are static verbal stems. The corresponding active

verbs are formed by derivative suffixes:

fo'o, hard; it is hard; lo^oti, it hardens; Id'oTc'd, he makes it hard

ele, well ; it is all right ; elek^d, he gets it ready

There are very few adjectival, or fundamentally static stems.

Many common adjectives can be traced to active verbal stems, the

fundamental idea being a change of state, the derivative, based on
the participle, being the resulting condition,

lana, large, from la^a, to get large

k^usana, dry, from k^usa, to get dry

k^dlna, hot, from k^dli, to get hot, etc.

35—42. Incorporation

35. The incorporation of nouns or pronouns into the verbal

complex is common. Due to the loss of formative nominal suffixes

in all syntactic relations (see T[ 15) the line separating juxtaposition

from true incorporation is vague. In many cases, especially mono-
syllabic nouns, stress accent can be used as the deciding criterion.

(See nil)

36. Nominal Incorporation

The incorporation of direct object in the verbal complex is very

common

:

ti'kiki, he belongs to a society (tikdn-e, society + iki, to have)

la'waptsiclenapkd, they cut prayersticks (lawe, sticks + aptsi,

cut + le, distributive) 421:10

le'paktco, to chop wood (hwe, boards + (i)paktco, to scatter)

tca'wackd, she gave birth (tcawe, children + ac- to make; kd,

past tense) Z 122:81

co'ydlto-nan, inserting an arrow Z 111:77

i'tsukwatcikd, he ripped open his (own) stomach Z 37:94 (i-,

reflexive; tsu-, stomach; kwatc-, to tear) Z 37:94

ayocnan, picking up stones (a, stone; yoc-, pick up, (plural obj.)

;

-nan, participle) 410:146
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These are all cases of indisputable incorporation. Such cases are

comparatively rare ; it is more usual for the noun and verb to be less

firmly united, and for the noun to appear sometimes in juxtaposition

with formative endings, and sometimes incorporated, without its

nominal suffixes. Incorporation of this type is common in ordinary

speech but tends to disappear in dictation, when the nominal

suffixes reappear.

fo' sawe a-waca, you make bowls, and, on the same page,

Vo* saivaca Z 6:7

ole ha'ktokd, she carried the basket of meal on her head, and

immediately afterwords olhaktokd Z 12:17

The subject of intransitive verbs may also be incorporated into

the verbal complex:

horn a'tip^otikd, I had a hemorrhage, literally "my blood filled

itself"

na'p^otiye, there were many deer (p^ot-, full) Z 101:71

mo'pHyakwin, peach orchard (mo-, fruit; pHya, hang; -kwin,

locative) Z 67:100

p'ena-hai'yakdp, word having gone about (p^ena--, words;

haiya-, to spread out, like water; -kdp, participle) Z 129:27

tca'wo^a, a child is born (tea-, child; o'a, to come into being)

37—42. Pronouns

37, Pronominal Incorporation

There are independent pronouns (subjective, objective, genitive

and dative) for first and second person and third person dual (see

below ^ 137). Except for the last, these are never incorporated into

the verbal complex. There are, however, a number of pronominal

elements incorporated in the verb which are related to the third

person possessive pronouns, an, a-tcian, a-wan.

38. Incorporated Objective Pronouns

ho" antse'ma, I think of her (from tse'ma, to think, intransitive)

Z 139:38

aiyu'aconan, they were lonesome for him (ai- from an-, yu'aco,

to feel lonely) Z 193:49

ansatukd, she helped her Z 169:43

a'wamatcikd, (I) mocked them (matci, to smile) Z 37:88

kwas a'waiyonam'kd, she didn't take them away from them
Z 180:72

a-wantcuk^odenana, spitting on them 422:38

These prefixed elements, although related to the third person

possessive pronoun (an, his; a-wan, their) cannot be considered

30*
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third person direct object, because they form an integral part of the

verb, and do not disappear with the use of independent objective

pronouns

:

horn ampatcu, sit next to me (horn, me; am-(an-), singular

object; patcu, to stick against)

fo^n a-tvam^peye^a, he is talking to you (to^n, you; a-wam-,

plural object; p^eye^a, he speaks)

Po^na hon a'wantehack^dna-wa, we shall cause you to suffer

408:117

These pronominal prefixes are rarely used when the direct object

is a thing, but even where they are not used, plurality of object is

indicated by the prefix a- (a-w)

ac^ea, he is making..., or he is making it; a-wace'a, he is

making them

39. The Objective Pronouns as Subjects

There is one clear case of the incorporation of the objective

pronoun as subject of an intransitive verb:

anfewakd, he passed the night, literally, "he dayed"; a-wanfe-

wakd, they passed the night {hora fetva, day; cf. fopin'te

fewaye, it is the first day). This form cannot be interpreted

"it was day for him," or "it dayed on him," since in other

persons it appears with indubitable subjective independent

pronouns, i. e., Ao' anfewakd, I passed the night, never horn

anfewakd
Although this is the only clear case, there are a number of in-

transitive verbs beginning in an, where incorporation may be in-

ferred, although comparative forms do not exist that would prove

beyond doubt that an is not part of the stem.

aniktcia, he is lucky (cf. aniktcid'u, he gives him good luck, i. e.,

blesses him)

ho^ anfsumeha, I am anxious (fsume, strong)

analtiye, he is locked up (altu, close it!)

Like the objective pronouns, these are unaffected by the use of

independent first or second person pronouns:

ho^ anfewakd, fo^ anfewakd, ho' anfsumeha, etc.

;

also a-tc anfewakd, the two passed the night

The incorporated objective pronoun also becomes subject of the

corresponding resultative

:

a'wampoklikdna'kd, they were given smoke (a-wam, pronoun;

pokli, to smoke; k'fd), causative; na'kd, resultative, past

tense) Z 109:38

a'waiyuHciana'kd, they used to be wonderful (yu^tcia, to wonder
at) Z 39:27^
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40. Indirect Object

Indirect object (singular aw, plural yan, see If 47) is regularly

prefixed: horn anhetocna^kd, I was told what to do (lit: it was
instructed to me) Z 107:95

yaniltemana, believing in them Z 30:60

yanhetocna^kd, they were instructed 410:139

a-tci yanikikd, they (dual) greeted them Z 237 : 24

yaiyoseh'e'a, she used to lie to them. (See ^ 3 for phonetic shift.)

Z 240:99

Where indirect object is not incorporated, i (y) indicates plural

indirect object:

ho^na yatinapkd, they told us (horn atinapkd, they told me)
yanik^e'a, he is teaching them (anik^e^a, he teaches him; but

a-wanik^e^a, he teaches them, also is correct but not idiom-

atic)

41. Reflexive and Reciprocal Pronouns

Reflexive constructions are exceedingly common and varied. The
reflexive pronoun is i\

i'k^ocokd, she washed herself (k^oco, wash) Z 99:29

i-mukd, he sat down (lit., seated himself, from im-) Z 112:88

yela^u, stand up! (ela^u, stand it up)

i-yu^te^tcinaha, she rested (lit., she untired herself, from

yu^teHcina, tired)

oyemc yil'up, when she marries (lit., when she puts herself with

a husband) (oyemc(i), husband; ?/ reflexive; il-, neutral stem

with; -u, active; -p, participle) 415:1

rVinalc'd, be seated (polite form) (lit., cause yourselves to be

sitting) Z 159:41

There are two reciprocals, rwr-(i-- + r-) which is really a double

or plural reflexive, used where the basic form is reflexive, and the

true reciprocal i-yan (v + an), used with verbs in which the direct

object an is expressed.

rwi'tok^dn^iyahnan, when they would give one another to eat

Z 32:96

hon vtviyafen-fsumek^dnapkd, we held one another fast (rwv-,

reciprocal; yafe, stem, "grasp", not reflexive; n, participle;

t^sume, stem "strong;" -k^d, causative; -napkd, plural, past

tense)

i'wrtcemanapkd, they loved one another (vw(i'), reciprocal;

itcema, stem, love) Z 56:79

i'wiatinapkd, they told one another (vwi-, reciprocal; atin-,

stem, tell; -(n)apkd, plural, past tense)

vwil-i, together (vwi-, reciprocal; il-i, to be with) 418:40
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ryantehkunanapkd, they questioned one another (v, reflexive;

antehkuna, question him; -napkd, plural, past tense)

ryaniktohna p^oaye, they are sitting face to face (v-, reflexive;

aniktohna, stem, face to face; p^oaye, to be sitting)

i'yank^olonapkd, they played hidden ball together (v-, reflexive

;

an-, indirect object; k^olo-, stem, hide; -napkd, plural, past

tense) Z 135:53

vyantenapi^lapkd, they sang their song sequences for one
another (v-, reflexive, an-, indirect object; tena, stem, to

sing (or songs)
;
piH-, stem, to count ; -ap, distributive plural;

-kd, past tense)

i'yaiyu'lfdlna-we, they quarrel together all the time (i.,

reflexive; ai-(an)-, object; yu"-, to feel; A;'a^- stem, to get

hot; -na'we, plural, present tense. Cf. a'iyu'Tc'dli, I hate him;
yu^k^dli, I feel hateful, or angry)

iyanap""ena'we, they quarrel with one another Z 9:70

iyanikinan-e, relative (ikina, younger sister, man speaking)

hon iyanitcup^alowena'wa, let's play hide-and-seek (lit., hide

from one another) Z 215:13

42. wo-

Another incorporated pronoun is the impersonal, collective,

objective pronoun i\)0 which, like an, represents the object of the

transitive and subject of the intransitive verb. It is used chiefly

with plural stems, and usually refers to inanimate objects:

As a plural object:

wQ'tukd, he put them down (singular a^ukd, he put it down, used

for flat things; for persons and round objects the correspond-

ing stem is Vina^u, singular animu)
wo'low^ya, he is burying them (p^alo^ya, he is burying it, round

objects or persons)

wo'lu, she puts them in a bowl, etc. (eto^u, she puts one thing

in a bowl)

wo-ptsickd, he separated them (aptsi, to cut)

wo'k^'oconan, when I have washed them (wo--; k^oco, to wash;

-nan, participle) Z 4:68.

As subject of corresponding intransitives

:

wo-tiye, they are lying there (singular ale; for persons and round
things)

wo'lowye, they are hidden (singular p*aloye)

wo'liye, they are in a bowl (singular etoye)

wo'hanaye, they are hanging (singular p^iyaye) (persons or

objects)

wo'k^oconak^dn'a, (the wool) should be washed (wo-; Jc'oco, to

wash; -nak^dn-a, resultative, subjunctive) Z 5:79.
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43—77. Analysis of Verbal Categories

43—58. Number

The concept of number is fundamental in the language, and the

various ways in which plurality is expressed in verbs form the true

index to their character and meaning.

The number of subject and of object, direct and indirect are in-

variably expressed. There are three numbers, singular, dual and
plural. There are, moreover, distributive plurals. The dual in the

verb is essentially a modified singular. DuaUty is expressed only in

the pronoun, the verb appearing as singular; the dual can, there-

fore, be disregarded in the analysis of number in verbs.

44. Ways in which Plurality is expressed

Plurality of subject or object may be expressed by prefixes,

suffixes, or the use of different and specifically plural stems, the

mechanism employed being conditioned by the character and
fundamental significance of the verbal stem.

45—47. Number in the Active Transitive Verb

45. Number of Subject

Simple plurality of subject of the active transitive verb is ex-

pressed by the suffix -na-iv-. The suffix appears in three forms:

present tense na'ive, past tense napkd, (see ^ 5 for the phonetic law

covering this shift), future (present subjunctive) na-wa. The dis-

cussion of distributive plurals, and the plurals of special forms such

as imminent aspect, imperatives, exhortatives, optatives, participles

and all negatives, must be deferred to a later place, but in all of

these except the imminent aspect the element -na'w- or its variant

-nap- may be isolated.

horn anhatiana'we, they listen to me Z 57 :

6

wo'haye'Tia'we, they are spreading them out (wd'haye'a he is

spreading them out)

akcuna-we, they put him among them (akcu, he puts him
among them)

piyahna-we, take it down! (pi.) (piyaha, he takes it down)

i-cemana-ioe, call them! 406:82

anulanapkd, they appointed him (anulakd, he appointed him)

k^dpunapkd, they drew water (Z 17:19)

ak'onapkd, they dug a grave 403:42

pHyanapkd, they hung him 399:4

ainana'wa, they will kill him (ainawa, he will kill him)
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d'una'wa, they will put it down (a^urva, he will put it down)
ankohanena'wa, they will always feel sorry for her (ankohanewa,

he will feel sorry for her, durative)

pani'k^dna'wa, they will take him down (pani', to go down;
-P-, causative) Z 15:77

i'tona-wa, they will eat. Z 11:8

46, Number of Direct Object

In most transitive verbs plurality of direct object is expressed by
the prefix «•, which has already been referred to in the discussion of

incorporated pronouns.

a-witok^dna-we, they give them to eat (lit.: cause them to eat:

a-(w), pi. object; ito, stem, eat; k^fd), causative, momenta-
neous; na-we, plural, present) Z 53:17

ho^ a'waptsi, I cut them (aptsi, I cut it)

a'hanlikd, he stole them (hanlikd, he stole it)

a-pehe^a, he is tying them up (pehe'a, he is tying it up)

a'wanhatiaiva, listen to them! (anhatiaiva, listen to him!

hatiaiva, listen!)

ho'' a-k^dlukd, I sprinkled them with water Z 79:22

a'tvawatenapkd, they washed their hair (a'watekd, she washed
his hair ; i''watekd, she washed her own hair) 425 : 80

a'wutsip, giving them to him (utsi, give it to him) 421:21

a'wunap^a, they saw them Z 91:71

ho^ a-witcema, I love them Z 9:67

also ukwaiHk^dnapkd, they made them come out (w, variant of a*^

before labialized kw
In many cases, however, different stems are used, according to

singularity or plurality of object of the action. To this class belong

many transitive verbs which are derived from neutral stems (see

^ 32), in which the corresponding static verb relates to the position

or existence of objects.

ela^u, he sets it upright; luwala^u, he sets them upright

a^u, he puts it down; wo'tu, he puts them down
patce^a, he is putting it against something; lovpane^a, he is

putting them against something

akcu, he puts it among them ; wo'slu, he puts them among them
i-mu, he sits down (reflexive) ; ifind'u, they sit down
aina, to kill or strike one person; lata, to kill or strike many, to

hunt (See 405:70, 78)

Occasionally, plurality of direct object is expressed by the prefix

i, the usual prefix for indicating plural indirect object (see below

IF 47).
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icemana'we, call them (cema, call him)

itapi, pick them up (round things orhuman beings to/^i, pickitup

yeletehi, get them ready (eletehi, get it ready, do it right)

The use of wo- to express collective plurality has already been

noted (II 42). wo- is frequently used with plural stems.

47. Number of Indirect Object

Plural indirect object is indicated by prefixed i- (y).

ho^n yaniktciahi, it brings us good luck (horn aniktcia^u, it

brings me good luck)

ho^na yatinapkd, he told us (atinapkd, he told him)

ho^ ihanukivahn-a, he will prevail over us (hcmi hanukwarva,

he will prevail over me) Z 40:48

kwa yanfeivusuna^ma, he will not yield to them (fewusu,

prayer) Z 131:75

rnap^ekd, he scolded them 410:135 (anapenapkd, they

scolded him) 406:93

yaniUemana, believing in them Z 30:60

but also le'a-ivanikivakd, thus he said to them (le^kivakd, thus he

said to her)

The verb utsi is used for giving to one person, yakna for giving to

many. These stems are undoubtedly related (cf. ukd, he gave it to

him ; uknaye, it has been given to him). The apparent irregularity is

probably due to a phonetic shift, which cannot be traced. (See ^ 6.)

The prefixed y- indicating plural indirect object is regular.

48—51. Number in Static Verbs.

Most static verbs either are based on neutral stems, or derived

through suffixes from active transitive verbs. Plurality of subject

in verbs of condition is expressed by the same devices that are used

to express plurality of object in the corresponding transitive verbs.

49. Singular and Plural Stems

p'iyaye, it is hanging; ivo-hanaye, they are hanging (cf. pHya'u,

he hangs it, and ivo'hana'u, he hangs them)

akciye, he is among them; ivosliye, they are among them (cf.

akcu and ico-slu)

elaye, it is standing upright; luwalaye, they are standing

upright (cf. ela^u, luivala'u)

ale, it is lying; wo'tiye, they are lying there (cf. a^u and ivo'tu)

aiyianaye, he has been struck; laknaye, they have been struck,

or killed (from aina and lata)

utce, he is inside ; upe, they are inside (cf . utcu and upo'ya)
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50. Plurals in a--

Where the transitive has plural object in «•- the corresponding

verb of condition forms its plural in a-. By far the greater number
of static verbs form their plurals thus:

a-wafani, they are dangerous (afani, it is dangerous; cf. afana
and a-tvafana, he fears it or them) Z 14:59

a-p^aHye, they are wearing robes (p^aHye, he is wearing a robe

;

cf. p^a^u, he puts a robe on him, and a-p^a^u, he puts a robe

on them)

a'waptsinaye, they have been cut (apisinaye, it has been cut;

cf, a-waptsi, he cuts them)

a-hanlinaye, they have been stolen (hanlinaye, it has been
stolen; hanli, he steals it; a'hanli, he steals them)

hon a-halowilap^a, if we have good luck. Z 7 : 28

a-teckwi^kd, they were taboo. Z 13:31

also hon a-teaye, we live. Z 23 : 36

Also the plurals of adjectives, whether based on adjectival stems

or derived from active intransitive verbs, are formed by prefix «•-

a-lo^o, hard, they are hard (lo^o, hard)

a-lana, large, they are large (la-^a, to get large)

a-k^usna, dry, they are dry (k^usa, to get dry), etc.

a-tewukoHia^kd, they were very poor. Z 27:6

fon a-lohaiyap^a, you with gray hair... Z 55:65

a-k^okci^kd, they were good (k^okci, good) Z 6:2

51. Plurals in i'-(y)-.

Static verbs based on transitives that have plural object, direct

or indirect, in i-(y) from plurals in i- (y-):

yeleknaye, they are ready (yelek^e'a, to get them ready;

elelfe'a, to get it ready)

yanulaye, they are appointed (anulaye, he is appointed,

anula^u and yanula'u)

yaknaye, it has been given to them (uknaye, it has been given

to him, yak^d and utsi. There seems to be no reason for the

change of initial vowel utoa. However, the verb is irregular

throughout. See ^ 104)

i'k^efsana, they are happy. Z 9:57

yaniktcia, they have been blesses. Z 9:60

52—58. Plurals of Active Intransitive Verbs

The greatest variability exists in the formation of the plurals of

active intransitive verbs. In so far as they generally form plurals

by prefixing, they resemble verbs of condition. There are several

classes.
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53. Plural Stems

ala, he sleeps; ya- tela, they sleep

elemaku, he stands up; luwalemaJcu, they stand up
(luwalemakd 424:59)

54. Plural in a--(u'-)

Most verbs of motion and change of state belong to this class.

a-ne, he goes a-wa-ne, they go

ye-maku, he ascends a-ye'maku, they ascend

id*a, it grows a-la^a, they grow
ya-^a, it gets to be finished a-ya-^a, they get to be finished

we^a, he is sick a-we'a, they are sick

a-k^usa, they are drying up Z 7:23

axohokd, they turned yellow Z 69:36

a-koyekd, they cried 402:35

a-p^eye, they talk 420:3

a-wa-nuiva, they will go 421:7

a'teHcikd, they arrived 422:25

To this group probably should be added also the following:

kwato, he enters; u'kwato, they enter; and
kwaiH, he comes out; u-kwai^i, they come out; although the

change to u- before labialized k is not a regular phonetic shift

/e. g. akwa'we, a-k^win-e, etc.)

55. Plural in i-(y-)

k^efsati, he becomes happy ik^eVsati, they become happy
(iketsana)

acekd, he died yacekd, they died. Z 31:85

yu'ya-na, he finds out iyu'ya-na, they find out

ikdne^a, he is angry (active) rkdne'a, they are angry
tse'ma, he thinks itse^ma, they think

i-kdnikd, they were angry (ikdnikd, he is angry) 406:95
i'halicotikd, they became crazy. Z 41:77

56. Plurals in fe (rare)

tcune'a, he is stopping ; tetcune'a, they are stopping

funaye, he looks, has his eyes open; tefunaye, they look

(funaye also has another plural, funap^a)
tetcapik^dna^kd, fires were made (tcapi, it burns)

tetcunap^a, finished Z 14:49

tep^oap'ap, standing up (of animals) Z 101 : 74
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Very few words form their plurals this way; one should note,

however, the transitive verb ikwe'a, he says (it) ; tikwe^a, they say it

and possibly ela and luwala. There are a few special idioms con-

taining te, which would indicate a distributive function:

tehaktco, to remove a bit from each dish at a meal for sacrifice,

an alternative and more idiomatic form for the regular

a-haktcela (a-, plural object; hak(i), stem, to cut off; -tcel-,

severally; (^ 28); a, present tense, active)

teloce^a. there is famine in the land (oce^a, he is hungry; the

regular plural is a'lvoce'a)

tewu^asela, jealous all the time

Moreover, both tenses of the imminent aspect form their plural

by the suffix -t- preceding the aspective suffix.

57. Stem Modification

The verb ota, to dance, has irregular plurals, formed by stem
modification.

otaye, he is dancing otiwe, they are dancing

otakd, he danced otipkd, they danced^

otak^dn-a otiwa, they will dance

58. Impersonal and Distributive Plurals

Certain verbs, both transitive and intransitive, have special

distributive or impersonal plurals in p^ (p^ci, pkd, p^ana, or wa).

These forms, in transitives, usuallj;^ have an impersonal meaning.

horn atinap^a, people tell me (cf. ho^n yatina-we, they tell us)

aincokyapkd, they were waiting for him Z 102:92 (cokyapkd,

they were waiting; 423:41)

acuiva-iva, people will speak to her (cf. acuwena-wa) Z 97:92

(The future of atinap^a is atinap^an-a)

latipkd, people planted their prayersticks (cf. latunapkd)

kivanleapkd, they dressed her

tse^manap^an-a, they will still be thinking about it Z 11:11

i'luwalapkd, they built their villages Z 29:52

up^inap^a, it snowed all the time Z 210:70

hon lata-wa, we shall have a hunt Z 97:93

The plurals of una, to see, and Hi, to have, follow this form.

unap^a, they see; il-ap^a, they have; i^a^^M, they had ; ila-wa, they

will have; funa, to look, has two plurals, tefunaye, and funap'a.

In the case of static verbs the meaning is definitely distributive

:

aklip^a, there are fires all around (akliye, there is a fire)

^ Regular phonetic shift of w to p before a stop.
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lena'p^a, he has crops growing in different places (lenaye, he has

crops, or really, there are crops) Z 7:20. lenapkd, Z 25:60

etcip^an-a, they will be left (here and there) Z 2 : 29

uivanap^a, there were wild fruits all over. Z 277 : 32

k^dkivenip^a, they live in different houses, Z 9:68 (plural of

k^dkweniye, they live together in one house, literally, there

is a house, Z 9:69)

a'pasikwipkd, they had them around their wrists (cf. a'pasi-

kiviye, he has them on his wrist, literally, they are around a

wrist)

onap^an-a, there will be many roads (ona, road)

59—62. Tense

59. Expression of Tense

The location of an act or condition in past, present or future time

is expressed or implied in all predicative concepts. There are two
tenses, present and past, which relate to absolute time and are not

to be confused with the quasi-temporal aspects to be considered

later.

The expression of tense is always in suffixes ; but these suffixes

express more than tense alone. They express also aspect, temporal-

aspect, and, in the transitive verb, number of subject. Verbal

conjugations had best be left, therefore, to a later time, after a con-

sideration of other verbal categories.

60. Present.

The present tense is used for events occurring at the moment of

speaking. Therefore in active verbs the completive aspect of the

present tense is rarely encountered in text, and is sometimes

secured only with difficulty, as in the verb "to die", for instance;

informants cannot conceive of dying as occurring in present time;

one has already died or is on the point of death. As in English, the

usage of the present tense is extended with rhetorical effect to rapid

narrative to relate events occurring in past time, where it is desired

to convey the sense of suspense of present action. The present

tense has many forms.

le^ap^e^a, so they always do 418:37

hon latena-we, we are kilhng them 405:69

p^eye'a, he is speaking 408:111

we'a, it is sick 409:130

ho^ aiyu^ya-na, I know it 411:151

fo' ikwanik^e^a, you are working Z 8:41

hon k^dkweniye, we are living Z 9 : 69
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hon a'waiyupatciTc'ena'we, we look after them Z 20:68

a-p*eye, they spoke 420:3

finaiye, they were staying there 423:44

ikdne'a, he was angry 401:27

hap^onaiye, they were meeting together Z 156:74

funa--fewa, she stayed up all night Z 170:53

a-ne, she went on Z 185:77

kwato, she came in Z 216:97

61. Past

The past tense is used to describe any event or condition occur-

ring or existing previous to the narration. So it covers both the

perfect and imperfect tense of European languages. It is formed

by suffixing -kd in final position

ho" latekd, I have killed 405:78

k^usTc'dkd, she dried her 402:37

olpahkd, he pulled off his headband 401 : 24

halicotikd, she became crazy 400:8

Ao* fehya^kd, I was valuable 405:79

peha^kd, it was wrapped up 401:24

k^ocona^kd, she was washed, or she had been washed 402 : 35

ho^ ikd, I have come Z 110:48

anawanapkd, they had guessed it Z 54 : 32

hon a-te'tcikd, we have reached Z 79:41

62. Expression of Futurity

There is no future tense. Futurity may be expressed in either

completive, durative or static aspects by the" use of the present

subjunctive, or by the use of the present tense of the intentional or

imminent aspect. The latter usage implies either intention or

certainty.

a-nuwa, she will go 416:19

but a-nHha, he is about to go 421 : 12

and ho^ a-nHha, I want to go 421:19

ciHk^dn-a, she will have a name 396:2

le-ryan-a, he will bring (lit., he will come carrying) 415:4

ho^ acan-a, I shall make Z 3:50
tek^dn-a, there will be Z 98:5

a-pik^aiap^an-a, they will be tied Z 3:37

iteHcip^an-a, they will try to practice Z 27:76

toweyek^dnHha, he is going to plant Z 1 :

1

ainanHha, he wanted to kill her Z 39:43

acenHha, she is about to die 400:10
otiwetiha, they are going to dance Z 25 : 68

hom piyana-wetiha, they are going to hang me Z 47:93
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63—67. Temporal aspect

Action is conceived as single and momentaneous (completive),

durative or repeated, or as imminent but not yet begun. The first

and third are categories of a.11 active verbs, the second of transitive

verbs only. Intransitive verbs practically all relate to motion or to

change of state and are durative in their essence ; repeated action is

expressed by derivative suffixes. See If 29.

It is impossible to generalize in any way concerning the formal

character of the present tense. In the completive aspect, the

present may be merely the stem, or else stem plus -a, ^u; the durative,

ends in e'a or ^ya. The present tense of static verbs ends in -ye, -e

or has no suffix (e. g. some adjectives). With subjunctives, plurals,

etc. new complexities appear, which only the verbal paradigms

on pages 469 cf. can make clear.

64. The Completive

The completive aspect describes a single completed action. It

exists in two tenses : present and past, but is rarely found in trans-

itives in the present except when used as an imperative.

65. Durative and Repetitive

The durative expresses action in progress at the time of statement.

It is used also for repeated or customary action:

itetcu, he tries it; itetce^a, he is trjdng it, or he practices, i. e.

tries over many times

ok^dkd, she ground it Z 98:18

ho^ okekd, I was grinding Z 54:26

a'koTc'd, they cried out Z 42:93

a-koyekd, they were crying Z 51:84

aklukd, he made a fire Z 9:85

akle^a, he was making the fire Z 9:85

halikwicna^kd, the witch was exorcised 410:15

rhalikwicena^kd, witches used to be exorcised 399:2

k^usk^dkd, she dried her 402:37

rk^usk^ekd, (did you) dry yourself? (customary)

lak-d, he fought with them flat + -kd, see ^ 5) Z 45 : 64

latekd, he used to kill (deer) Z 35:61

Some few verbs, transitive and intransitive, have a special

customary aspect. Customary action is usually expressed by the

durative. See also If 29.

ace^e^a, he always makes it (ace'a, he is making it)

we^e^a, she is always sick (we^a, she is sick)
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66. Imminent

The imminent expresses an action that is impending, or desired,

and has not yet begun; it is not to be confused with the simple

future. It exists in two tenses, present and past:

e. g., ho^ a-uHha, I want to go (ho" a-nuwa, I shall go) 421:19
ho* a-niyahkd, I was about to go, or I wanted to go (a'kd,

he went)

The plurals in transitive verbs are formed by the suffix -t- (cf. te-

as a pluralizing prefix, ^ 56).

ocanHha, he is about to make it; 401:28

acantiha, they are about to make it; and acanHyahkd (sing.)

and acantiyahkd

acenHha, she is about to die

yacentiha, they were about to die Z 156:65

p^ek^dna-wetiha, they are going to make him speak 404:57
a-nHJia, (I) want to go

ho* alewuniyahkd, I wanted to do that Z 115:48

el ho* acaniyahkd, I was going to make them well Z 152:87

acuwa-wetiha, they wanted to talk to her Z 97:91

to* ansewahan*iha, you are going to consent Z 167:87

o*aniyahkd, he almost became (war chief) (o*a, to come to be)

67. Resultative

This is a category of all active verbs, whether transitive or in-

transitive, and whether derived from active or neutral stems. The
resultative describes a condition resulting from an action. The
resultative of transitive verbs corresponds to our passive. It ex-

presses a condition of which the object of the active verb is subject.

Morphologically the resultative is a static verb based on the present

participle.

The resultative aspect is conjugated like any other static verb.

The tense suffixes are:

Present -naye

Past -na*kd

Present subjunctive -nak*dn-a

Plurals of the resultatives of transitives are formed by prefixing

a-- unless a different stem is used; the plurals of resultatives of

intransitives are variously formed.

acenaye, he lies there dead (ace*a, he dies
;
plural, yacenaye)

ya-naye, it is finished (from ya-*a, it gets to be finished; plural

a-ya-naye)

p*a*inaye, he has been robed (p*a-, neutral stem. Cf. p*a*iye,
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he is wearing a robe, and (i)p^a^u, he puts a robe on himself;

plural a-p^aHnaye)

akcihnaye, he has been chosen (akciha, he picks him out, from

akc- neutral stem + h, conversive suffix; -plural woslihnaye)

kwai*inaye, it was running out (kwaiH, to come out) 421 : 18

ci^na-ya-naiye, he is full fleshed (ci^nafn-ej, flesh; ya-, to come
to be finished) Z 156:80

a-naiye, it goes along Z 104:38

ydtonaiye, they (dual) will be wearing over their shoulders . . .

(ydto, to cross over) Z 44:24

kwaiHnd'kd, it was coming out Z 145:46

toweyena'kd, they planted (literally, it was planted) Z 155:58

tcimaiyacnak^dn-a, they will cut wheat (literally, it will be

wheat-harvest ; tcimaiya, standing wheat; c, conversive, see

II 27) Z 16:2

horn ancemana'kd, it was demanded of me Z 263 : 67

k^ocona'kd, she was washed 402:35

halikwicna^kd, witchraft was removed 410:137

tetcapih'dnd'kd, signal fires were Ughted (te, plural; tcapi, to

burn; k^d, causative)

a-ivuknd'kd, they (corn) were given to him Z 27 :

7

fowo^atina^kd, he was shot Z 91:80

awaiyutciana^kd, they were wonderful (literally, they were

marvelled at) Z 254:71

i'tok^dnak^dn-a, she will be given to eat 417:31 (cf. itokdn'a.

she will give her to eat, 415:5)

wo-ticnak^dn-a, they will be fetched (ivo'tic-, to pick up many
things, wo + t(i) + h) Z 2:25

ho^na anhetocnak^dn-a, it will be told us Z 238:59

rp'anaye, he will be punished Z 85:79

akna(ye), it is cooked Z 4:64

hap^onaye, they are gathered together Z 11:1

68—77. Mode

In addition to the indicative mode of the verb, there are distin-

guished the subjunctive and conditional, imperative, exhortative, and
optative. The usage of the last three is not always clearly differenti-

ated. They, together with periphrastic constructions, are used

idiomatically to express various subtle shadings in the issuing of

commands.

69—74. Subjunctive

The subjunctive exists in two tenses, present and past. The
present is used to express conditional or problematical statements,

31
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hence for all simple futures, and for queries, indirect, polite com-
mands and instructions. It is formed by adding -n-a (plural -wa)
in final position. It has both completive and durative forms.

Completive -awa, uwa, in'a; durative, -eiva.

The past tense is formed by adding -nkd to the present sub-

junctive (-kd is the usual element for expressing past time).

hon a-wianankd, we would have come
ho^ il'in torn ho" utsinankd, if I had had it I should have given

it to you
et fom han-i tek^dnankd, it would have been your sister but . . .

Z 20:71

70—74. Uses of the Subjunctive

70. (1) To express futurity

Ao* acan-a, I shall make Z 3:50

a'la^an-a, they will grow Z 8:37

itona-wa, they will eat Z 11:8

a-ydluk^dwa, they will be behind Z 15:86 (ydlu, "behind,"

neutral stem)

up*o}fd-n-a, they will be in Z 17:23

hon a'walacnak^dn-a, we shall be run down Z 104:33

fd'na hon ona-elatena-wa, we shall pass you on your roads

Z 153:9

71. (2) For statements of events not definitely placed in time:

eHactok yi'lup . . . an oyemci anakwai^ina . . . , 415:2 whenever
a girl marries . . . her husband will run out . . . (The whole

description which follows is in present subjunctive, freely

translated by our future tense)

k^dkwen o^antiahnan . . . ihap^ok^dn-a, when a house is to be

built . . . they are gathered together

aha kivai^in-a, so that it may come out Z 1:6

akd peyen-a, that he might talk 405:64

72. (3) For conditional statements

aminahdnuwap sunhap a-nuwa, if she should be lazy she would

go in the evening (The form a'uuwa is irregular; see below.)

t^on oyemc il'in t^o^na ahd aiyulacinahdna, if you have a

husband, respect wiUbe shown you for it (Von, you; oyemc-,

husband; il'in, having; Vd'n (Vo^na), to you; ak'd, on

account of ; aiyulacinahdn'a, it will be respected) Z 126:64

otsi tehdnmvap^a an nana yam ci'in utsin'a, if it had been a boy
his grandfather would give him his own name (otsi, male;

teTfdnuwapa, see below, H 111; an, his; nana, grandfather;

yam, reflexive pronoun; utsina, u[ts], give)
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pHyahanankd, he would have fallen . .

.

honkwati akdeleTfdnankd, perhaps with this it might have been
all right'. Z 41 : 72

'

yu'yackwi a'tek*dnankd, (you) would have been well provided

with food. Z 130^57

Where the subjunctive is used to express conditional statements,

the subordinate clause stating the condition may be expressed by a
participle (see Tf 111). In regard to the form of the conditional

participle, it might be pointed out that the two irregular verbs

a-ne and -p*ene have present subjunctive in -uwa.

aminak*dnuwap, if she should be lazy (amina, lazy; aminap^
if (when) she is lazy) 417:29

otsi tek^dnuwap^a, if it should be a boy (teaye, it is; the present

participle would be teap^a, being, but it is rarely used)

396:2

kwa elam-ek^dnuwap horn atinen-a, if anything were wrong she

would tell me (kwa, negative participle; el-, stem, right; -a-,

conjugating vowel; -m-e, negative; -k^dnuivap, participle;

-p, form (see ^ 105); horn, me; atinen-a, she would tell,

present subjunctive)

73. (4) For questions

tcuwahol t^o^ tekdn-a, whoever may you be? Z 110:43

kotcimat ho^ ikivan-a, whatever should I say ? Z 126:64

kwako^na fd* anteceman-a, whatever may you want ? Z 124:34
koplea ho* samuTc'dn-a, why should I be angry ? Z 9 : 66

74. (5) For polite commands
fos anuwa, now you will go. Z 105:61

Von aiyu'aya-kdna-iva, you (pi.) will let them know. Z 133:2;

fo* awayupatcikdn-a, you will take care of them. Z 171:84
fon tem-la iton-a, you must eat it aU. Z 152:92

75. The Imperative

The common way of expressing direct commands is the present-

tense completive.

itowena-we' , eat! (pi.) Z 189:46

kwato, come in (pi., wkwatoj
aca, make it!

ipd'u, put on your robe (i, reflexive)

ixemana-we' , call them 406:82

eto^u, put it down 415:7

altu, shut the door Z 75:47

yulalc'dti' , stand still! Z 105:44

31-
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This is usually, but not always, differentiated from the indicative

by a heavy stress accent on the final syllable, which by men may be
diphthongized (kwatoi', yaJctohai', ican yucanai').

For polite commands and instructions the present subjunctive is

used, as has already been pointed out.

There is a peremptory imperative ending in -naknana'' employed
only in addressing children (or by priests in addressing their people,

who are their children). Morphologically this seems to be not a

direct imperative, but rather a periphrastic construction based on
the past participle (see ^ 105).

lepaktconaknana' , chop the wood! (literally, have the wood
chopped, lepaktconaknan, wood having been chopped, past

participle of lepaktco, to chop wood)

ip^eivenaknana' , spread the beds! (i-, pi. object, p*eiv-, stem,

spread out a blanket; -naknan, past participle) Z 140:44

sewahnaknana' , see that you say yes! Z 125:50

anilinaknana' , they must be saved Z 138:19

76. Exhortative

The exhortative, the use of which is confined to first person dual

and plural, is expressed by the suffix -ce attached to the present

tense forms, singular or plural. This probably is related to the

interrogative particle -ci. It is used with personal pronouns,

hon kwaiHce, let's go out (dual) Z 171:70

hon a-ce, let's go (dual) Z 173:29 (hon a-ne, we are going.)

hon a-wa'ce, let's go (plural) Z 167:100

si^ hon itonapce, well, let's eat (si*, now; hon, we; ito, stem, eat;

-nap (-na-w), plural; -ce, exhortative) Z 125:58

iyuHeHcinace, let's rest. Z 146:75

Without the pronoun it is used as an imperative, more peremptory

than the usual imperative, but more respectful than the periphrastic

forms

:

lu cemace, go on, call him! (lu^u, go on)

lu k^dpuce, go, get water (more emphatic than the optative

lu k^dpuf^u)

luno a-ce, go ahead! (dual) Z 102:94

77. Optative

The suffix for the optative is f^u (plural napfu) attached to the

present tense. It is the mode of polite greetings and of prayers. It

is always used with personal pronoun.

fo' k^efsanici feivanan teaf^u, may you always live happily.

Z"l47:81
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fo^ tsawak yo-fu, may you live to be a young man f^'o', you;

tsawaki, youth; yo--, stem, become) 397:5

hon fek^ohanan yaniktcianapf^u, may they bless us with life

lesnapa lesnatik Von a-fu, even thus may you go (dual) Z 164 : 29

Frequently it is used as a polite exhortative:

eles yalakwe-fu, better let it be destroyed Z 41:65

wan felathi, wait till it gets dark (wait, let it get dark)

ama ho' ye-makfu, please, let me go up there Z 117:92

a-ho' unapVu, let the people see him Z 40:51

hon a-waPu te''ya, better let's go back again

sewulan hakdfu, let me send him with a message Z 143:22

Or it is used for polite commands or requests

:

ele Vo* imo't^u, you had better stay here

fo' otafu, you are to dance, or, please dance Z 71:74

homan to" otsifu, you are to be my partner Z 72 : 83

ipakufu, you had better cover yourself Z 146:80

(*o^ hecikdVu, you had better hurry Z 47:2

78—104. Verbal Paradigms — The Conjugations

78. Verbs are inflected according to several patterns which have

no connection with their conceptual or phonetic character, and
which must therefore be regarded at present as arbitrary conjuga-

tions. The actual syntactic suffixes, except present, completive

singular, follow the same pattern, the variation occurring in the

presence or absence of various conjugating vowels.

79—83. Conjugation of neutral stems

The basic verbal pattern is a neutral stem with an active transi-

tive and a static conjugation. It is these verbs that best illustrate

the fundamental character of the language, and which, moreover,

show the fewest irregularities. Neutral stems belong to one of two
conjugations; the first has no conjugating vowel, although u
appears in all tenses of the active completive. The second conjuga-

tion has a as a conjugating vowel, in both active and static aspects.

The vowel vanishes, however, before the durative -e'a.

80. Class I (Stem Ending in Consonant)

Example: p'ot-, full

INDICA TIVE
Active

Co7npletive

Singular Plural

Present p'otu, he fills it p^otuna-ive, they fill it

a-p'otu, he fills them a-potuna'we, they fill them
Past p'otukd, he filled it p^otunapkd, they filled it
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Durative

Present p^ote^a, he is filling it p^otena-we, they are filling it

Past p^otekd, he was fiUing it p*otenapkd, they were fill-

ing it

Imminent

Present p^otunHha, he is about to p^otuna-wetiha, they are

fill it about to fill it

Past p^otuniyahhd, he was about p^otuna-ivetiyahkd, they were
to fill it about to fill it

Static

Present p^otiye, it is full a-p^otiye, they are full or

p'otip^a

Past p^oti^kd, it was full a-potPkd, they were full

Resultative

Present p^otinaye, it has been filled a-p'otinaye, they have been

filled

Past p^otina^kd, it had been filled ap^otind*kd, they had been

fiUed

SUBJUNCTIVE
Active

Completive

Present p^otun-a, he might fill it p'Q^wwa-M;a, they might fill it

Past p^otunaykd, he might have p^otunawaykd, they might
filled it have filled it

Durative

Present p^oten-a, he might be filUng p^otena-wa, they might be

it filling it

Static

Present p^otik^dwa, it might be full a-p^otinak^dn'a, they might

be fulf

Past p^otik^dnaykd, it might have a-p^otik^dnaykd, they might

been full have been full

Resultative

Present p^otinajfdn' a , it might be a'p^otinak^dn'a, they might

filled be filled

Past p^otinak^dnaykd , it might a'p^otinak^dnaykd, they

have been filled might have been filled.
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IMPERATIVE
jp'otu', fill it! 'p'otuna-we' , fill it!

p^otunaknana' , see that it

is filled

EXHOBTATIVE
(hon) p^otuce, let's fiU it (hon) p^otunapce, let's fill it

(dual) (plural)

OPTATIVE
p'otut'-u, may he fill it p^ofunapfu, may they fiU it

p^otifu, may it be fuU a-p^otit^u, may they be full

Partial list of neutral stems of Class I

ulu (uliye, ulej, to put one thing in

aklu (akliye), to light a fire

akcu (akciye), to place among
patcu (patciye), to place against

pactu (pactiye), to place in the mouth
p*otu (p^otiye), to fill

p^ewu (p*ewiye), to spread (a blanket)

}ie*u (heHye), to build a wall

yanu (yaniye), to cover with a blanket

optsu (optsiye), to tie into a bunch
wotu (wotiye), to put down many things

wolu (woliye), to put many things into a jar

ehku (ehkuye), to go ahead

etcu (etciye), to leave behind

ula'u (ulaye), to stand outside, or against

woslu (wosliye), to place many things among
p^a^u (p^aHye), to cover with a robe

tecku (teckwiye), to fast (rare in the active conjugation)

The verbs, ihtoha, to tie on to the end, foUows this pattern, except

for the present active tense, which ends in -a instead of -u-.

81. Class II (Stem ending in o)

Example: p*alo-, to bury
The same as Class I except for the duratives, as follows:

Singular Plural

Present p^alo^ya p^alo^na-we

Past p^alo'kd p^alo^napkd

Present Subj. p^alon-a p^alo^na'wa
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ikolo^u, to hide something

p^aWu, to bury one object

wolo^u, to bury many things

palto^u, to end

hakto, hakto^u to place on the head

seto, seto^u to place on the back

also teku, to stick in

82. Class III

A small group of stems ending in consonants form static in -e.

These are conjugated as follows:

Present Past Subjunctive

wope wopo^kd wopok^dn-a to be inside a deep receptacle, pi.

ime imo^kd imok^dn-a to be sitting (sing.)

utce utcw'kd utcuk*dn-a to be inside (sing.)

upe upo^kd upok^dn-a to be inside (pi.)

ale a^akd a^ak^dn-a to be lying, a single, flat object

ule,uliye{Ta,Te) uWkd wZ*A;'a7i-a to be inside a deep receptacle (sing.)

83. Class IV

The conjugation is the same as Class I except that a appears as a

conjugating vowel in all forms except the durative. The present

tense singular ends in -d'u. The a probably is not part of the stem.

Class IV {a- conjugation)

Example: p^iya-, to hang

INDICATIVE
Active

Singular Plural

Completive

Present pHya^u, he hangs it p^iyana-we, they hang it

(tvohana^u, he hangs them)
Past pHyakd, he hung it pHyanapkd, they hung it

Durative

Present pHye^a, he is hanging it pHye-na-we, they are hang-

ing it

Past p^iye'kd, he was hanging it p^iye-napkd, they were

hanging it

Imminent

Present p^iyan^iha, he is about to p^iyana'wetiha, they are

hang it about to hang it

Past p^iyaniyahkd, he was about p^iyana'ivetiyahkd, they

to hang it were about to hang it
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Static

Present pHyaye, it is hanging (wohanaye, they are hang-

ing)

Past pHya^M, it was hanging

Resultative

Present pHyanaye, it has been (wohananaye, they have

hung been hung)

Past pHyand*kd, it had been

hung

SUBJUNCTIVE
Active

Completive

Present p^iyawa, he should or p^iyana-wa, they might or

might hang it should hang it

Past p^iyanarjkd, they should or p^iyana-warjkd, they should

might have hung it or might have hung it

Durative

Present pHyen-a, he might be pHyena-wa, they might be

hanging it hanging it

Past p^iyenaykd, he might have p^iyena-warjkd, they might
been hanging it have been hanging it

Static

Present p^iyak^dwa, it should or (wo'Tianak^dn-a)

might be hanging

Past pHyak^dnaykd, it should or

might have been hanging

Eesultative

Present p^iyanak^dn-a it might be hung
Past pHyanak^dnar]kd it might have been hung

IMPEBATIVE
pHya^u', hang it! piyana-we' , hang it!

p^iyanaknana' , see that it is hung!

EXHORTATIVE
hon pHyace, let's hang it hon pHyanapce, let's hang

(dual) it (plural)
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OPTATIVE
p^iyat^u, may he hang it p^iyanapt^u, may they hang

(may it hang) it (ivohanaf^u, may they be

hung)

Partial list of neutral verbs of Class I

V

aweld'u (awelaye), to step aside

anuld'u (anulaye), to appoint to office

ela^u (elaye), to place upright (one object)

icoaya^u (icoayaye), to engage a group for work
waiya'u (waiyaye), to cover with something heavy
woh'aiyd'u (woh-aiyaye), to scatter over a large area

pHya^u (pHyayeJ, to hang up one thing (pi. ivohana^u)

p^o^yd'u (p*o^yaye), to cover (a jar, etc.)

(i)p^oa^u (p^oaye), to bend over (pi. te-)

-pila^u (-pilaye), to set by the fire (in composition only)

tHna^u (Vinaye), to put down many round things; to seat

persons

telid*u (teliaye), to add on

lena^u (lenaye), to raise crops

led'u (leaye), to give into the hand
luivd'u (luwaye), to set upright (many things)

wopana^u (wopanaye), to place several things against a wall,

etc. (pi. of patcu)

A few neutral verbs are conjugated irregularly. Among them are

:

aniktcia^u (aniktcia), to bless with

te*u, to do teaye, to be

atana, he fears it atani, it is dangerous

(atankd, atanan-a) (atani'kd, atanikdn-a)

84. Conjugation of Active Stems

Verbs based on active stems are less regular than neutral verbs,

and fall into many more classes. There is, in the first place, the

large number of active intransitive verbs, which form their plurals

according to various patterns already considered. The grouping of

these verbs according to tense and modal conjugation does not

correspond to the number groupings. The tense forms are formed

according to their phonetic character. Any grouping according to

tense-mode-aspect inflection will include within the same group

intransitives forming plurals by prefix, and transitives forming

plurals by suffix.
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85—94 a. Active Transitive Verbs

85. Transitive Verbs, Class I

Example: elate-, to overtake

INDICATIVE
Active

Singular Plural

Completive

Present elate, he overtakes him elatena-we, they overtake

him
a-welate, he overtakes them a-t^eZa^ewa-we, they overtake

them
Past elatekd, he overtook him elatenapkd, they overtook

him
Durative (none)

Imminent

Present elaten^iha, he is about to elatena-wetiha, they are

overtake him about to overtake him
Past elateniyahkd, he was about elatena-wetiyahkd, they were

to overtake him about to overtake him

Resultative

Present elatenaye, he has been over- a-welatenaye, they have
taken been overtaken

Past elatenapkd, he had been a'welatena^kd, they had
overtaken been overtaken

SUBJUNCTIVE
Active

Present elaten-a, he should or might elatena-wa, they should or

overtake him might overtake him
Past e/a^ewa?;/:a, he should or might elatena-waykd, they should

have overtaken him or might have overtaken

him

Resultative

elatenak^dn-a, he might be a'welatenak^dn'a, they might

overtaken be overtaken

IMPERATIVE
elate', overtake him! elatena'we', overtake him!

EXHORTATIVE
hon elatece, let's overtake hon elatenafce, let's over-

him (dual) take them
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OPTATIVE
elatet^u, may he overtake elatenapt^u, may they over-

him take him
elatenaVu, may he be over- a-welatenatHi, may they be

taken overtaken

Partial list of transitive verbs of Class I

elate, to overtake him
ilopi, to borrow (-i dropped before -tco)

oTc'd, to lose it

imuye, to rub one's self (reflexive)

lehati, to think thus

86, Transitive Verbs, Class II

86. This conjugation differs only in having durative in ^ya.

Example: ito-, to eat (it)

INDICATIVE
Active

Singular Plural

Completive

Present ito, he eats (it) itona-we^, they eat (it)

(a'wito, he eats them)^ (a-ivitona-we, they ed^jt\iQm.)

Past itokd, he ate itonapkd, they ate

Durative

Present ito^ya, he is eating ito^na-we, they are eating

Past ito'kd, he was eating ito^napkd, they were eating

Resultative

Present itonaye, it has been eaten a-witonaye, they has been

eaten

Past itonapkd, it had been eaten a-witond'kd, they have been

eaten

SUBJUNCTIVE
Present itowa, he might eat itona-wa, they might eat

Past itonatjkd, he might have itona'wai]kd, they might

eaten have eaten

Resultative

Present itonajfdn'a, it might be a'lvitonak^dn-a, they might

eaten be eaten

^ Variant itowenawe. ^ The forms in parantheses are theoretically

possible but not idiomatic.
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The rest follow pattern of Class I.

ito, to eat

tecu, to seek

tutu, to drink

87. Transitive Verbs, Class III.

Derivatives in -tco (Duratives in ^ya).

iloptco, to go about borrowing (transitive)

antehtco, to gaze at fixedly (transitive)

ive'atco, to call out to all directions (transitive)

ipaktco, to scatter (transitive, i- is probably plural object; stem

paku, to shoot, or hurl)

88. Transitive Verbs, Class IV.

Derivatives in -ma. (No duratives).

iltema, to believe

otcoma, to envy
antecema, to want
itcema, to love

89. Transitive Verbs, Class V: a Conjugation

The principal transitive conjugation is the conjugation in -a.

The first group contains stems ending in consonants or glottal

stops. In one group a is retained before all tense suffixes in the

completive aspect ; in another group it is dropped before -kd.

Example: aina, to kill

INDICATIVE
Active

Singular Plural

Completive

Present aina, he kills him ainana'we, they kill him
(lata, he kills them)

Past ainakd, he killed him ainanapkd, they killed him

Durative

Present aine'a, he is killing him aine-na-we, they are killing

him
Past aine'kd, he was killing him aine'napkd, they were kill-

ing him

Resultative

ainanaye, etc.

SUBJUNCTIVE
ainan-a, etc.
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90. Transitive Verbs, Class VI

There are also conjugated with -a. They differ in some forms,

e. g. past tense completive.

Example: aca- to make

INDICATIVE
Active

Singular Plural

Completive

Present aca, he makes it acna-ive, they make it

(a'waca, he makes them) a'w;ac?ia*w>e, they make them
Past achd, he made it acnapkd, they made it

Durative

ace^a, he is making it, etc.

Resultative

acnaye, it has been made, etc.

SUBJUNCTIVE
acana, he might make it etc.

Verbs of Class VI
alica, to change places

ankohana, to pity

ank^ohana, to discover

aca, to make
tepica, to sweep

ikoca, to play

pokli^a, to smoke
acuwa, to talk with

cema, to call

le^kwa, to say it

itsuma, to plant

The following verbs, apparently irregular, follow the a conjuga^

tion, the seeming irregularities being due to phonetic assimilations

(see H 5).

ok^- to grind

Completive

Present ok*a, she grinds okna-we

Past o^okd oknapkd

Durative ok^e^a, etc. ok^ena-we

Imminent ok^dnHha

Exhortative (irregular) o-t^u

Subjunctive ok^dna, etc. ok^dna'we
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tok^- to pound
Completive

Present tok^d, he pounds it tokna'we

Past to^okd toknapkd

Durative tok^e'a, etc.

Imminent tok^dn^iha

Subjunctive tolc*dwa, etc.

Exhortative to't'u

iyoTf- to take away
Completive

Present iyoTc'd, he takes it away
Past iyo^ohd

Durative none
Imminent iyok^dn^iha

Subjunctive iyok^dn-a

lat- to kill many
Completive

Present lata, he kills them lakna-we

Past lahd laknapkd

Durative late'a, etc.

Imminent latan'iha, etc.

Passive laknaye, etc.

Subjunctive latan-a, etc., pi. lakna-wa

91. Transitive Verbs, Class VII

Class VII contains all verbs ending in the derivative suffix -h-,

which can be attached to any active transitive or neutral stem, with

the meaning of reversal. These are all transitives. They show a

curious phonetic shift in the durative, h + e'a becoming ce'a.

Class VII

Example: aha, to take one thing

(from a'u, to put down)

INDICATIVE
Active

Singular Plural

Completive

Present aha, he takes it ahna'we, they take it

(wo'tiha, he takes them) (wo-tihna'we, they take

them)

Past ahkd, he took it ahnapkd, they took it
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Durative

Present ace-''a, he is taking it ace •na-w;e, they are taking it

Past ace'kd, he was taking it ace'napkd, they were taking

it

Imminent

ahanHha, he is about to take it, etc.

Resultative

ahnaye, it has been taken, etc.

SUBJUNCTIVE
ahan'a, he might take it etc.

cuwaha, iteha and alaha, follow this pattern.

92. Transitive Verbs, Class VIII

Derivatives in k^-. The a is retained before all suffixes in the

completive aspect.

Singular Plural

Completive
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Subjunctive

-un'a, etc.

Resultative

-naye, etc.

Partial list of verbs of Class IX.
ak^o^u, to dig a hole

tcolto^u, to put at the end of a pole or stick

kwiho^u, to throw away many things

lesnu, to do thus

aniktcia^u, to bless him

94. Transitive Verbs
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Imminent
Present te'tcin^iha, he is about to a-teHcintiha, they are about

arrive to arrive

Past te'tciniyahkd, he was about a-te^cintiha, they were about

to arrive to arrive

Besultative

Present te'tcinaye, he has arrived a-te'tcinaye, they have
(Lit., he is arrived) arrived

Past te^tcina^kd, he had arrived a-te'tcina^kd, they had
arrived

SUBJUNCTIVE
Present te'tcin'a, he may arrive a-te^tsin-a, they may arrive

Past te'tcinarjkd, he should have a-teHcinar]kd, they might

arrived have arrived

Besultative

teHcinak^dn-a, he may be a-teHcinak^dn'a, they may
arrived have arrived

IMPEBATIVE
(teHci', arrive! a-teHci, arrive!)

EXHOBTATIVE
hon teHcice, let's arrive hon a'teHcice, let's arrive

(dual)

OPTATIVE
te^tcit^u, may he arrive a'teHcif^u, may he arrive

("wait for him to come")

List of Intransitive Verbs of Class I

laku, to shoot

okwi, to wake up
pulahi, to jump (pi. a--)

kwaiH, to go out (pi. u--)

pikwaiH, to pass through (pi. a--)

kwato, to go in (pi. w-; o dropped before -el)

teHci, to arrive (pi. a--)

lahi, to fly

hap'o, to come together (pi, stem; o dropped before -el)

lani, to fall (pi. a-)

96. Intransitive Verbs, Class II

Stems ending in -o, and derivatives in -tco. These are conjugated

like foregoing, and have also duratives in -^ya.
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ydluco, to want to go along, is conjugated like a transitive verb

of this class, with plural in -naw-.

itulaco, to walk about indoors, and a'weletco, to come and go,

have plurals in «•-.

97. Intransitive Verbs, Class III. Derivatives in -le

(No duratives, the word itself is repetitive.)

kwaPile, to go out one by one (pi. w-J
Completive

Present kwaiHle (dual)

Past kwai*ilekd ,,

Durative: None
Imminent: kwai^Hen* iJia

Present subjunctive: kwai^ilewa

Resultative: None

pani'le, to go down one by one (pi. a'-),

lawapfside, to cut prayersticks, etc.

98. Intransitive Verbs, Class IV: Derivatives in wa.

Conjugated like the foregoing:

tse^ma, to think (pi. i--)

ocema, to be starving (no pi.)

itsuma, to feel cold (pi. i--)

99. Intransitive Verbs, Class V. Derivatives in -ti

iVsumeti, to get strong (pi. a'w-)

icakdti, to get soft (pi. a-w-)

ild'oti, to get hard (pi. a-w-)

yanikwati, to learn (pi. a'wi-), etc.

100. Intransitive Verbs, Class VI: Reflexives in i— k^d

These are not to be confused with causatives, which are transitive.

The tense suffixes are different, and the plurals.

Present ip^otik^d, it is getting fuU a-wiTc'otiTfd, they are get-

ting fuH
Past ip*dti*k-d, it was getting fuU

Present subjunctive ip^otik^dn'a, it may be getting fuU

32*
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Intransitive Verbs of Class VI
ip^otik^d, to get full yelanalc'd, to become many
ip^o^yak^d, to get covered yelek^d, to get ready

ikeatok^d, to rise iyok^d, to snatch away
iciWd, to come to have a yantcianak^d, it gets difficult

bad name iyatok^d, to put a garment over

ipaltok^d, to come to an end one shoulder

iyaiyu^ya'k^d, to begin to ik^dhaiyak^d, water spreads out

have sense itcimaiyak^d, it gets tohewhesbt

ihemotik^d, to get angry (i. e., wheat ripens)

101. Intransitive Verbs, Class VII: a Conjugation

Example: la^a, to get large

INDICATIVE
Active

Completive Singular Plural

Present la^a. it gets large Plurals regular in «•-

Past la-kd, it got large

No Durative

Imminent
Present la^anHha, it is about to get large

Past lifaniyahkd, it was about to get large etc.

Resultative^

Present lanaye, it is large

Past lana'kd, it was large

SUBJUNCTIVE
Present Id'an-a, it may get large

Past la^ar]kd, it might have gotten large

IMPERATIVE
la^a, get large!

No Exhortative

OPTATIVE
la-t^u, may it get large

Intransitive Verbs of Class VII
ala, to sleep (sing, only; pi. yatela)

o^a, to be made (singular and plural)

we^a, to be sick (pi. a--)

hemo'a, to boil over (pi. a--)

tsitsi*a, to suck (pi. a'-)

1 See 1134.

i
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taca'a, to get long (pi. a--j

tununu'a, to thunder (no plural)

lowmvo^a, to roar (no plural)

lapa^a, to shake (plural not recorded)

lutsi^a, to get soft (pi. a--)

Id"a, to get large (pi. a--)

ya'^a, to get finished (pi. a--)

i'ya, to come (pi. a-w-)

akwa, it gets cooked, has an irregular past tense (aha) due to

phonetic assimilation
t

Another group, stems ending in e, drop the a before the sub-

junctive suffix:

ace'a, to die (pi. y-)

ikdne'a, to get angry (pi. vkdne'a)

oce'a, to be hungry (pi. a-w-J

yu'teHci'a, to get tired (pi. a--)

102. Intransitive Verbs, Class VIII: Verbs in el, tel, tcel

Derivatives in -el, -tel, -tcel, also have -a in the present tense.

Completive

Present -ela

Past -elkd

No Durative

No Besultative

Also: yatela, to sleep (plural stem)

kioatela, to come in repeatedly or severally (pi. u--)

upinatela, (no plural) to snow intermittently

i'tela (pi. a-w-) to come one by one

teHcila (pi. a--), to arrive one by one

cila, to call by name (the stem is ci\ name)

103. Intransitive Verbs, Class IX: u Conjugation

Conjugated with -u. ye-maku
Completive Plural

Present ye-maku a-yemaku

Past ye'7nakd a-yemakd

No Durative. Repetitives in -el, -tel, -le, etc.

Subjunctive, ye-makun-a etc.

Besultative, ycmaknaye, "he stands at the top"

ye-maku, to ascend (pi. a--)

pani-u, to descend (pi. a--)

pilaku, to sit up, or get up (pi. a--)
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104. Irregular Verbs

a-ne, to go; p^'ene, to speak; utsi, to give, are irregular.

Conjugation of a-ne

INDICATIVE
Active

Singular Plural^

Completive

Present a-ne, he goes a-wa-ne, they go

Past a-kd, he went a-wa-Jcd, they went

No Durative

Imminent
a-niha

a-niyahkd

Static

Present a-naye, it goes along

Past a-na^kd, it went along

SUBJUNCTIVE
Active

Present a-nuwa, he might go

Past a-nuwarjkd, he might have gone

a-nak'dn-a, it will go along

No Imperative

EXHORTATIVE
a'ce, let's go

OPTATIVE
a-f^u, may he go

Conjugation of p^ene

ACTIVE
Completive

Present p^'ene, he speaks (Plurals aU regular in a- -J

Past p'e-kd, he spoke

Duratii^e

Present p^eye'a, he is speaking

Past p*eyekd, he was speaking

Imminent
Present p^eyenHha

Past p^eyeniyahkd

^ Plvirals all regular in a--.
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SUBJUNCTIVE
Present p^enuwa, he might speak^

Past penuwarjkd, he might have spoken

IMPERATIVE
p^ene or p'eye, speak!

EXHORTATIVE
(p^eyece)

OPTATIVE
p^eyet^u, let him speak

No Static or Resultative

utsi, "he gives it to him."

The irregularities are probably due to phonetic laws which, for

lack of comparative material, must remain obscure. The stem

obviously ends in ts, and is subject of shifts before -n and -k, but

that would not explain the form uktu.

ACTIVE
Completive

Present utsi, he gives to him ukna-we

Past uhd uknapkd
No Durative

Imminent
utsin^iha

RESULTATIVE
uknaye

SUBJUNCTIVE
Present utsin-a ukna-wa

Past utsinarjkd ukna'warjkd

IMPERATIVE
utsi, give it!

No Exhortative

OPTATIVE (also used as exhortative)

ukf^u uknapt'u

Plural indirect object:

Completive

Present yakd^, he gives it to them yakna-we

Past ya'akd yaknapkd
Subjunctive: yak^dwa yakna'wa

Resultative : yaknaye

^ The irregular subjiinctive is clearly related to the conditional gerundive (see

below ^ 105) and may be the survival of another mode.
2 This is probably a case of stem alteration, but the process is too rare in the

language to formulate rules.
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105—115. Verbal nouns

105. Participial or Gerundive Constructions

There is a very full system of participial or gerundive forms,

which are freely used to express all forms of subordination : temporal,

causal, conditional, purposive. Theoretically every tense form

has its corresponding gerundive. Most of these forms are precious,

and only a few are used in ordinary discourse, although others

are readily formed in translating precise English statements. The
whole system, moreover, is double, each gerundive having two

forms terminating in -an and in -p. The an forms are used when the

subject of the following clause is the same as the present subject of

discourse, the p forms when a new subject follows.

The complete participial system of the active transitive verb ito-

foUows. The forms not commonly used are in parentheses.

Singular

Indicative

Present itonan

itop

Past^ (itokdnan)

itokdp

\ eating (having eaten)

\ having eaten

Durative (no -p forms)

Present itowen, right after eating^

Past (itoke^en), having just eaten

Imminent
Present iton^iyahnan

itonHhap

Past

being about to

eat, or, wishing

to eat

(itokdnHyahnan)]^ having been

(itokdnHhap) J about to eat

Resultative itonaknan, having been eaten

Conditional

Present (itonuwan)

itonuuiap

Past (itokdnuwap), if he should

have eaten it

y^ he should eat

Plural

itowena'wanan

itowena'wap

(itowekdna'wanan)

(itowekdna-wap)

itowenape^en

(itokdnape'en)

itowena'wetiyahnan

itowena'wetihap

(itowenapkdtiyahnan)

(itowenapkdtihap)

a'witonaknan

(itona-wanuivan)

itona'wanuwap
(itonapkdnuwap)

Optative itot'un, that he may eat itonaptun

(always with post-position aha)

'^ For these the periphrastic itokdfap (he ate and . . ) and itonapkdt^ap are

visually used.
2 The vise of participial forms is highly idiomatic. This form is based on the

durative, but is not used as a durative. The intensive form itowente

(itowapte) is used for the durative — "even as he was eating." See^ 106.
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It will be noted that most of the forms based on past tenses

(except itokdp) are not commonly used. The present participle is

used for an action synchronous with or immediately preceding the

main subjects of discourse, irrespective of the tense of that state-

ment.

When it is important to stress the time sequence another con-

struction, similar to the participles, is used:

itokdfap, after he had eaten (lit., he ate and . . . .) This is used

without regard to the tense of the principal verb.

itokdfap a-nuwa, after he has eaten, he will go.

There is no -p form in the optative. A preiphrastic agentive

construction is substituted for this (see 1[ 115):

kwahol ho* yelekdptun^ona kwa yu^he-tame, what I have to get

ready is not clear (to me), (kwahol, something; ho\ I;

yelekdptun^ona, the one who may get them ready; kwa, not;

yu^he-tame, it is not clear) Z 173:13

The participial system of the static conjugation is less fully

developed. The present and the past participles (singular and
plural) are the only ones used. Periphrastic constructions based on

the active verb are substituted in the more subtle constructions.

The readiness with which the subject can be changed by the use of

-n or -p forms rids these constructions of any awkwardness or

ambiguity.

106. Intensified Participial Forms

All gerundive forms may be intensified by the addition of -te:

itowen-te, itowapte, even as he was eating; even though he was
eating (note quantity oi n-)

ace-ainapte, even though they hit him hard... 404:53
ho^ iyapte, just as I come... 404:57

kwa antecemanapte, even when he did not want it

107—113. Use of Participial Forms

As has been said, gerundive constructions, with or without post-

positions, are used to express all forms of subordination

:

108. Simple Sequence

In narrative to indicate sequence of actions

:

kwaiHnans an wola^up tcucan-a, she will come out and put them
down for her, and then she will remove the grains. 416: 12

a-wan tcukoclenana rcuivahnan kivihonan a-panilekd, they spit

on them, cleansed themselves, threw them down, (and then)

came down. 422:38
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le'kwap i'finaknan itonapkd, so she said, and they sat down
and ate. Z 125:54

topakd miyap topakd moteala pilfaiap ateacan alup tahtcic

Pautiwa rkd, on one side was a corn field, on the other

squash vines, and she walked about picking flowers, and
meanwhile Pautiwa came. Z 145:50

109. Temporal Subordination

ryaiyu^ya'k^dpa ci^ik^dn-a, when she has begun to recognize

something, she will have a name 396 :

1

itowenapkdfap^a maki acekd, after they had eaten, the young
woman died. 402:32

hon i'tonHhap ho^n aiyokd, as we were about to eat it, he took it

from us 424:57

kwatok^dnaknan tcims atci aHkd, after they (dual) had been

brought in, then they buried them 427 : 109

a'tc iton tcunenan a-tc i'k^ocokd, after they finished eating, they

washed themselves. Z 165:59

rtonap^e'ens fa otin-kwai^in-a, as soon as they have eaten, they

wiU come out again to dance. Z 18:27

tcukih'd'en ok^dkd, after she had soaked the corn, she ground it.

Z 98:16

110. Causal subordination

ace' teckwapa kwa tcuhol . . . tutucukwa, because they are

strictly taboo no one . . . must drink Z 20 : 66

uhson anteceman . . . lawaptsiclenapkd, desiring this . . . they

cut prayersticks Z 22:6

horn piHaciwan'i o^antihap ho' ikdne'a, when they wanted to

make me a bow priest I was angry. Z 37:92

hie vtsumanan kwa alna'ma, she became very cold and could

not sleep. Z 146:79

an a'wokdna'we antse'man . . . hantaklica, because he desires

his sisters he is generous to him. Z 213:28

With postposition ak-d (with, or because of see If 157):

ulohnan tso'yap ak-d hon rkd, this country is beautiful, so we
have come. Z 166:71

horn tsit i'k^dnan ak-d ho* i'yct, since my mother sent me, I have

come. Z 105:5'l

sam-a te'tci cema itse'makunan ak-d cemakd, because she herself

decided to call him, she called him. Z 217:15

telik'witip ak-d, since it is getting dark. Z 223:40
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111. Conditional

aminak^dnuwap ace sunhap a-nuiva, if she should be lazy, she

would go late in the evening. 417:29

fon a^wanap*a kwa elecukwa, if he should find you it would
not be well. Z 166:81

hon a-Jialowil-apa litoTc'dn-a, if we are lucky it will rain. Z 7 : 27

fom anyetsak^dkdp fo^ ainanan . . . son itsemak-felakwikdn-a,

ifhe appears to you and you kill him, then we shall be married.

Z 178:30

horn fo* atinekdfap . . . Ao' il'i paniyuwanaykd, if you had told

me ... I would have taken you down. Z 234:64

acekdfap . . . hon a^wanawatjkd, if she had died ... we would
have found her. Z 194:58

112. Purposive

tutunan kwai'ikd, she came out to drink. Z 99:34

fon ceman haitocip, since he sent me to caU you . . . , Z 102:2

fom aVsuman atine'a, he tells you this to test you. Z 173:15

VTYiunan hakdnans, asking her to sit down. 415:5

113. Use of --te Forms

lesnapte, even so 404:58

onan'te, right in the road Z 77:88

k^onete aklukd, even as he was crying, he built a fire. Z 91 :85

elamekd ydtokwaiHnan-te ho^ i'ya, even as the sun rises on evil

days, I have come. Z 130:53

pa lakd^en-te oy il- alkd, although he had killed a Navajo, he

slept with his wife. Z 134:32

le' luwalan tcawil'in-te, even though you have all the village for

your children Z 160:51

ainana'wapte kwac fo* acecukiva, even if they strike you, won't

you die? Z 46:74

laknakdfapte kwa ton a-p^eyena^ma, even though you have been

beaten you do not talk. 407:163

ik^ean yacentiyahnan-te, just as they were about to die of

'thirst Z 260:3

Also yaman'te, on foot (yam, reflexive pronoun) Z 28:2; topin-te,

only one ftopa, one) Z 36:88; ele-te, yes indeed (ele, well).

114. Infinitive

The infinitive is formed by the suffix -kd affixed to the stem or

stem plus conjugating vowel. The form is the same as that for

past tense, active singular
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itokd, to eat, eating (cf. itoka, he ate)

litokd, rain, from lito, to rain

ydtokd, sun, from ydto, to cross over

aleakd, to sleep Z 57 : 97

a'walacnakd tek^dn-a, (we) shall run after them (a-walacnakd,

infinitive of a'walacnaye, they are pursued; teTc'dn'a, it will

be) Z 104:28

a-nakd petvo, there was talk of going 420:4

Abstract nouns are formed in the same way from adjectives and
static verbs.

laciakd, old age

lanakd, size (la-na, large, from la'a, to get large)

yulakd telfdn-a, there will be war Z 129:23

and elamekd, evil (from fkwajelam-e, it is not good)

elamekd ydto kivaiHnan-te ho^ iya, even as an evil day dawns,
I have come.

The infinitive is used with the nominalizing (or participial) suffix

-n to express purpose:

latakdn a-kd, he went out to hunt
acuivakdn kwatokd, she went in to talk to them

115. Relative clauses

The suffixes -^ona, present, -koa or -kona, past, are attached to

the various aspects of the verb to form relative clauses, either

active or resultative. All of these words are fundamentally am-
biguous, meaning either the one who acts, or the one who is acted

upon.

ho^ itceman^ona, I am the one who loves her, or the one I love

eHactok o^ko\ the girl who had been lost (Z 194:68) and on
preceding line, "the one who had lost his daughter"

i-yan^aiyu^ya-nap^ona, those who are known to one another

ihap^okd^koa, what she had gathered together Z 173:31

aiyti'k^dlnaw^ona, the one whom they hate Z 156:79

Vo^n ante^unapkoa, what they did to you
woleatun^ona, that which she is to take away 417:25

kwatonHhan^ona, the one who is about to go in

woyaklina^kona, those which had been roasted by the fire

422:33

kolehol teatikoa, whatever happened 411:150

wean^ona, the sick one 400:11

mosona, chief (the one who is a chief, from mosiye, he is

a chief.)

ak-d ya-natun^ona, that with which it may be finished Z 2 : 24 ^

rtowaturi'ona, that which they are to eat Z 14:53 »

A

\
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ho^ acetunon^ aha, lukd horn yaknahkd, this one left me there

that I might Z 110:52

hatiatunon^akd, in order that he may obey (hatiatiin, optative;

ona, the one who; ak-d, in order that) See 1[ 107.

116— 136. Morphology of the noun

116. The noun is merely the name of an object; it does not predi-

cate its existence. The noun has three grammatical categories:

class, number, case.

117 . Classes of nouns

The classification of denominating concepts is very much obscured

by certain purely formal factors, phonetic or etymological. But in

spite of numerous exceptions, there seems to be a broad classifica-

tion of nouns into three classes, human, animate, and inanimate.

118. Formation of nouns

Nouns may be formed, usually by suffix, from strictly nominal

stems; from stems that are either nominal or verbal, but more
probably basically verbal, from verbs by suffixing; from adjectives,

which also are basically verbal. There are a few nominal stems used

without suffix, especially those denoting names of plants, but all

verbal or neutral stems, and many nominal stems, require suffixes.

The classes of nouns according to form will be considered below.

119. Nominal Suffixes

Nouns denoting human beings are formed from nominal stems,

sometimes with the suffix -ki, and have plurals in a--, except tcaHe,

child, plural tcawe.

Nouns denoting plants or animals are based on independent

nominal stems, sometimes with the suffixes -ci or -k^o (for animals),

and are the same singular and plural (except naHe, deer, plural

naive)

.

Names of things are various in form and derivation, and all form
plurals in -we.

Abstract nouns or verbal nouns form no plurals. Verbal nouns
in -*ona and -koa, agentive or relative, form plurals in «•- whether or

not they denote human beings.

120. The Plurals of Nouns

As already indicated, number is usually expressed explicitly in

the noun. This does not apply to nouns of the animate class which
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are the same singular and plural and may be used with singular

or plural verb. Abstract nouns are always singular (they are used
invariably with singular verb), and certain collectives (k^dwe, water;

owe, meal, etc.) are used in plural only. Those classes of nouns
which express plurality use different devices. The class of human
beings forms plurals by prefixing ; the inanimate class by suffixing.

There is some obscure relation between the pluralizing mechanisms
of nouns and verbs. The prefix a-- which indicates plurality in

nouns denoting human beings also represents plural subject of

intransitive and plural object of transitive verbs, -we, which denotes

plurality of inanimate objects, is undoubtedly related to -naw- the

pluralizing suffix of transitive verbs.

The dual is expressed by the use of the dual pronoun a-tci, and
either singular or plural noun, more often plural, but the verb is

always singular in form.

horn a'tsan a-tci, my two little ones Z 148:9

ciwan an cHactok a-tci, the priest's two girls Z 165:54

but also ewactok a-tci, the two girls Z 165:80

okcik^ aiyutsana a-tci a-tci akcihnan, picking out two rabbits,

the two smallest. Z 218:39

121—135. Classes of Nouns According to Grammatical Form

Nouns fall into fourteen types according to linguistic form. The
first three types belong to the general class of animate beings ; the

next two are human, the next five types are inanimate. The rest

are verbal nouns, locatives, etc. These are descriptive terms, not

strictly denominating concepts.

122. Class I. No Suffix

Nouns without suffix; same singular and plural. To this class

belong all names of plants (when not descriptive) and many animals.

Tc'dk^dli, eagle

kdne-lu, sheep (Spanish carnero)

mansana, apple (Spanish manzana)
anafe, native tobacco

aceh'd, pine

123. Class II. -ci

Nouns ending in -ci. Same singular and plural. To this class

belong only names of animals.

wa'kdci, cattle (Spanish vaca)

fu-'ci, horse (possibly from Vu-, penis)

to'naci, badger
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124. Class III. -k'o

A few names of animals ending in -k^o; same singular and plural

tsoklik^o, mouse
okcik^o, cottontail rabbit

125. Class IV. No Suffix, Plural «•-

Nouns without suffix; plurals in a*-. To this class belong all terms

of relationship (except tcaHe, child) and titles.

ta'tcu, father, pL, a-'tatcu

su'we, younger brother, pL, a-'suwe

ci'wan'i, priest, pL, a''cHwan-i

also ho'H, person, human being, pi., a''hoH, people

126. Class V. -ki

Nouns ending in ki, plurals in «•-. To this type belong terms for

classes of human beings, especially age groups (except eHactoki,

girl, pi. ewactoki. The abbreviated form eHe is not used in the plural

except in composition, as for example, a'wemosona, the chief of

the girls).

tsawaki, youth, unmarried man (from tsana, small?)

kdtsiki, little girl, daughter (affectionate)

laciki, old man (laci, old)

127. Class VI. No Suffix

Nouns without suffix; plural in -we. The final vowel of the

singular is lengthened or changes before the plural suffix. To this

type belong names of objects and wiha, baby. But this is used also

for doU.

k^ume, log, pi. k^uma'we

wiha, baby, pi. wihe-we

pisa'li, (Navajo?) saddle blanket, pi. pisalrwe

cotca, woman's bordered robe, pi. cofce-we

wem-e, wild beast, pi. tvema-we

128. Class VII. -He

Nouns in -He, plurals in -we. All of these are monosyllabic stems.

AU are also inanimate, except naHe, deer, and tcaHe, child. To this

class belongs also the singular word eHactoki (pi. ewatoki) girl.

k^uHe, seed of a tree, pi. k^u-we

saHe, bowl, pi. sa'we

piHe, thread, pi. fi-we

muHe, loaf of bread, pi. mwioe
woHe, servant, bird, domesticated animal, pi. wo'we
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129. Class VIII. me

Monosyllabic stems with suffix -me. Plurals in we. All inanimate.

kem-e, buckskin (pi. ke-we)

fam-e, club (pi. fa-we)

lem'e, board (pi. le-we)

sam-e, bone (pi. sa-we; cf. saHe, bowl, pi. also sa-we)

130. Class IX. n-e

Nouns in -ne, plurals in -we, with lengthening of preceding vowel.

To this class belong all nouns based on verbal or neutral stems. The
ending is imdoubtedly made up of two elements, an -n, which is

the same nominalizing and subordinating element found in parti-

cipals, etc., and -ne nominal suffix indicating singular. In the

plural, the -n disappears before -w (See U 6.) The great majority

of inanimate nouns are of this type.

p^a^in-e, robe (pa-, to wear or put over shoulder); pi. pa^rwe

ydton-e, day, from ydto, to cross over, hence "a passing over"

of the sun

ydtonan-e, any garment worn over one shoulder (yd'tonaye,

resultative of ydto); pi. yaHona'we

pi^k^aiawe, string, something to tie with; -pi. pik^aia-we (pik^aia,

to tie or be tied)

asin-e, hand
telikinart'e, prayerstick

ma-kinan-e, sewing machine (Spanish mdquina)

131. Class X, Collectives

Collective nouns in -we; used in plural only.

k^dwe, water

hawe, alfalfa, hay
make'we, coals

ma-we, white crystalline substance (especially salt)

o'we, meal

kdwe, wheat

132. Class XL Abstract Nouns in -kd. No plural. Many
of these are the infinitives of active and static verbs.

otsiakd, virility (otsi, male)

lanakd, size (lana, large, from Id'a, to become large)

otakd, dancing (ota-, to dance)

i, sun

I

I
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133. Class XII. ^ona, koa

Verbal nouns (agentive) in -"ona and koa. (See H 115). Plurals ina--.

mosona, leader; pi. a-mosona (mosiye, he is a leader)

te^ona, creature; pi. a-te'ona (teaye, he Hves)

teakoa, the one who was, i. e. the deceased; pi. a-'teakoa (from

teaye)

134. Class XIII. -kwe, people

halo-kive, Ant people (name of a curing society from halo,

red ant)

ydtokd-kive, sun people, name of a clan (ydtokd, sun, from ydto,
"

to cross over)

ydtona'kive, neighbors in the same house group (ydtonaye,

passive of ydto, to cross over)

tsihe-Wocona-kwe, the people who wash the scalp (important

personages in the Scalp Dance)

135. Class XIV. Adjectives used as Nouns

Plurals in a--.

ld*o, hard (also it is hard.); pi. a'ld'o, hard things, beads, (not

any hard objects.)

fowa, ancient, native; pi. a't^oiva, ancient or native ones, i. e.

corn plants (ritualistic name)
tsana, small, little one, i.e. child; pi. a-tsana

136. Case

The noun has three cases, subjective, objective, and oblique

(including the genitive and dative). The exphcit differentiation of

subject and object is not a grammatical requirement except in

cases of ambiguity. Usually it can be inferred from word order,

from indications in the verb, or from the general context. The
usual word order is subject, object, verb. Frequently the object is

incorporated into the predicative complex. It is never necessary

to express by explicit means the subject of an intransitive verb.

A noun in juxtaposition is assumed to be the subject.

mi- lo-oTfdn-a, the ears of corn will be hard 416: 14

s^an tsita teWtokwin kivatonan, so her mother will go into the

other room 415:8

Similarly a noun juxtaposed to a transitive verb, if no independ-

ent pronouns are used, is assumed to be the subject of the verb,

the object being inferred to be an unexpressed third person:

Napalu cemakd, Napalu sent for him 400:11

halikwi ainakd, the witch killed her 402:37
The expression of case in the pronoun is obligatory, so that when an
independent pronoun is used as subject or object, the pronoun

33
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bears the burden of syntactic expression and tiie noun completes

the sentence.

e. g., ho^ patcu ainakd, I killed a Navajo (ho^, subjective

pronoun see ^ 137)

aktsik horn yaktokd, the boy struck me
fo^n atine-na, he will tell you (t^o^n < fo'na, objective pronoun)

onaki horn anapekd, the young woman scolded me
However, where the subject is an unnamed third person, or

where two nouns are used as subject and object, ambiguity may be

avoided by the use of the demonstrative suffix -^ona, the one, (cf.

agentive and relative clauses, and verbal nouns in -^ona), affixed

to the object.

eHactoh'ona le^anihra, he said this to the girl (to her)

(cf. eHactok le^anikwa, the girl said this to him)

patcu ainakd, the Navajo killed him
pat&ona ainakd, he killed the Navajo
eHactok^ona seto'una, she will place it on the girl's back 417:33

mak^ona ank^efsana, he delighted in a young matron 399:5

uwanani'i eHactok^ona hanlinapkd, the Uwanami stole the girl.

Z 192:26

maTfona ainakoa, the one who had killed the young woman
403:44

This is used ahke to distinguish either direct or indirect object

from subject. There is no way of expressing distinction between

direct and indirect object in the noun.

Proper names, and terms of relationship used as proper names,

sometimes take the objective ending -ya in the objective relation-

ship.

tatcuya cemace, call Father Z 52:3

but an tat&ona cemace, call his father

patcu an oye hotn tatc^ona anap^ekd, the Navajo's wife scolded

my father Z 37:100

Relationship between nouns, whether possessive or partitive, is

expressed by the use of possessive pronouns (see personal pronouns,

1 137).

tsi'ta an utcun, mother's dress

k^dkiven an he^ins, the wall of the house

but also e^lactok^ona a-lacina'(we) , the girl's parents Z 189:60

an tatcona Tfdpin hoH, her father's raw people... Z 187:20

mak'on an a-papa, the young woman's brothers 403 : 42

hoiyi kdwona tumokwaive, my sister's stockings 421:20

The true dative or genitive relation, where the object of possession

is not named, is expressed, except in the case of proper names, and

terms of relationship, by the suffix ^ona, sometimes followed by the

genitive case of the pronoun (see ^ 137):
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lukd laciTc'on a-ni, this is the old man's or, this is for the old man
(literally, this the old man, the one, his)

kwa horn han'ona team'e, they are not my sister's 7t ^:Q^

but also:

yatcun a-ni, the month's or for the month 421:13

ots an tsitanan, for the man's mother 419:48

tsit a-ni her mother's, or for her mother, 418:36

Proper names, and terms of relationship when used as proper

names, have a special genitive case ending in -aiya:

luk Flolaiya, this is Flola's

luk tsitaiya, this is Mother's, or this is for Mother

137— 143. Independent Pronouns

137. Independent Personal Pronouns

Independent personal pronouns are used in the expression of

common syntactic relations. They are inflected for person, number
and case. There are three persons, first, second and third, and three

numbers, singular, dual and plural. There are no distinctions in the

plural, such as inclusive and exclusive. The dual subjective pro-

nouns are the same as the plural subjective (except third person).

Duality is indicated by the singular verb. In the third person

subjective, only dual is expressed.

There are four cases, subjective, objective, genitive and dative.

There are no independent pronouns for the third person sub-

jective or objective, singular and plural. The dual pronoun is fully

inflected. However, pronominal prefixes related to the third person

possessive pronouns are frequently incorporated into the verb, but

these are fixed and remain the same regardless of person of re-

ference. (See IfH 37, 38)

leskwakd, so he said {les, thus; ik^-, stem, say; a, conjugating

vowel; kd, past tense singular)

lesanikwakd, so he said to her

horn lesanikivakd, so he said to me (horn, me; les, thus; an,

singular pronominal object; ikivakd, he said)

The complete system of independent pronouns is as follows

:

First Person

Singular Dual Plural

Subjective ho^o (ho^) hon hon

Objective horn ho'na (ho*, ho^n)^ ho'na (ho* , hd*n)

Genitive homa ho'na hd'na'wa

Dative homan ho*nan ho*na-wan

^ Contracted forms, which occur more commonly than the full forms, given

in parentheses.

34
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horn a- wutsi, give them to me (horn, indirect object; a-- plural

object, (see 1[ 46)

ho^n aiyoJcd, they took it from us 424 : 53

Ao' an acanHha, I will make one for him Z 4:77

fom ho^ an ico^aiya^u, I engage you to work for him.

In all the examples above, the objective case is used for indirect

object, but usually this relationship is expressed by the dative:

homan ik'atikd, she is angry at me
homan aca, she made it for me Z 78:14

homan miHe eto'u, put an ear of corn down for me 415:7

ho^na'wan ha/p'^o, gather about us! 404:61

homan fo* otsifu, you will be my partner (homan, for me, fo*

you, subject; otsif-u, may you be a man) Z 71:80

homan Vo^ taku iti, you have a necklace of mine (or for me)
Z 38:9

a-tcian te'u, do it to them (dual, dative) Z 152:88

a'wa ona p^otca, their roads are bad (Uterally, the road is bad for

them) Z 8:51

a'wa horn tcawe wolikd, my children will fill them for them
Z 14:53

yam tsit a-ni, her (own) mother's (a-ni, genitive) 418:36

luk a-ni, this one is his

komackona hap"oka — koyemci a-iva, great quantities were
gathered, the Koyemci's Z 12:23

kwa tcuholi hom-a, they are no one's but mine Z 9:64

luk hom-a, this is mine! Z 162:99

138. Possessive Pronouns

The possessive pronouns also are always independent, and are

related to the independent personal pronouns. There is only one
set of possessive pronouns:

Singular Dual Plural

First Person hom (my) ho^na ho^na-wan

Second Person fom (your) fd'na fo^na-wan

a-tcia

•tcinaya
Third Person an (his) •! ^"V a-wan

The reflexive yam (my, your, his, their, our, own) is used for all

persons and numbers, where reference is to the subject of the clause

wherein it is contained. This need not necessarily be the primary
subject of discourse.

The pronoun a-wa is used as an impersonal possessive pronoun,

'one's".

34^
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a-wa a-lacina-, our parents, ("yours, mine, everyone's")

Z 81:80

a^wa tcawe, they are our children (literally one's children)

Z 8:44

a-'wa wowe, our animals

a-iva ts^emakivi k^okcap^a, if your thoughts are good Z 56:78

a-wa tatcu aiyatsan-te, even if one's father is ugly Z 57 : 95

139. Demonstrative Pronouns

The demonstrative pronouns are few. There are three sets, one

based on lukd, this, on uhsi, that, and le-, this much.

lukd, this, this one, is often used as third person subject of a verb

even where the demonstrative idea is not conspicuous. The plural

is lukno, these. There are emphatic forms luk^'on and luknia, and
luk^on-te, this very one.

uhsi means both that and those. The emphatic form uhsona,

that one, is more frequently used. There are other forms, uhsite and
uhsitapte, that very one.

lesi and le-wi (also lesite and le-wite), "all," literally, "this much,"
are related to, and are used preceding and following an enumeration,

actual or implied.

140. Indefinite Pronouns

The language is rich in indefinite pronouns. Almost all of these

are based on the stems tcuwa, someone, who; kwa, something; and
ko- (koHea, kona), something; especially things in a conceptual

rather than an actual existence.

Among those derived from tcuwa:

tcuwaiya, someone's

tcuwakon, someone
tcuwahol, (tcuhol) anyone (also, no one; hoi is an indefinite

demonstrative adverb, "somewhere"
tcuwetcam'e, every single one (literally, not any left out)

tcuwatikoli, whichever one of them
and the interrogatives tcuwapi, who? (pi. tcuwampi) ; tcuwatikoli,

which one ? ; tcuwantikdp, which ones 1

kwa is used to introduce all negative statements, the actual

negative suffix being incorporated in the verb. (For negative

constructions see below, ^ 164).

Some of the words derived from kiva:

kwahol, something (kwa kivahol, nothing)

kwahol temla, everything, all kinds

kwakona, something, whatever
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kwa tcuwa, no one

kwatik, some kind

kwatikol, somewhat; also, some one of them, anyone, anyhow.
Based on ko-:

ko'wi, a little, a few

ko-mackona, many, much
kokona, something or other

ko^na, each (ko^na ydto'ive, every day; yam ko^n antse'man^ona,

as much as he wanted)

koHea, something (unknown); koHea teVunak^dn-a, they will see

what will happen,

kolehol, whatever; yarn koleholi, whatever he has, i. e. power;

yam kolehol lesnukoa, whatever he did (literally, his whatever
that which he thus did)

There are a few more pronouns: hilapacte, a single one; iteh-o,

both; ham-e, some, others; and the numeral pronouns (see ^ 142).

141. Interrogative Pronouns

The interrogative pronouns are kwa-pi, what ? tcuwapi, who ?

(pi. tcuwampi) ; kowip, how much ? how many ?

142. Numeral Pronouns

There is one set, used for enumeration of all kinds of things,

animate and inanimate. The system of enumeration is based on

five.

1. t^opa (fopin-te, just one)

2. kwiki

3. haH
4. a-iuiten (in counting, a-wite)

5. apte

6. Vopalekd (obviously fopa, one, and another element, but
the derivation of the second element is unknown)

7. kwililekd

8. hd'elekd

9. tenalekd

10. aste'mla (asin-e, hand, fingers; temla, all)

11. aste'mla Vopa ydlto (ten one on top)

12. aste'mla kwili ydlto

20. kwilikdn aste'mla (twice ten)

30. ha^ikdn aste'mla

100. asi aste'mla (ten hands)

. 200. kwilikdn asi astem'la
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143. Numeral Adjectives and Adverbs

first: fopninkdn

second: kivilikdn, etc.

These forms are rarely used, the numeral adverbs are more
idiomatic.

kwilikdn a-na, the second time (the second row?)
ha^ikdn a'na, the third time, etc.

also tcinina-kive, the first time; tcimna-kwe ydto'ye, it is the first day
(literally, for the first time it is day)

144—148. Adverbs

144. The demonstrative and locative adverbs

M'la (with its variants, Irlno, li'Wo, IrWon-te), here, right here

lol, around here

la'kwa (lak-^), over there where we face; lak^hol, somewhere
over there

lahnak^o, different places over there where we face

lehok^, yonder (out of sight)

lalhok"^, thither (out of sight)

li'wan, Irwanem, Irwani, hither, (here behind me out of sight)

lalik, nearby (to that place); lalikdk^on, just a Httle way off

(from there)

ist, isk^on, iskdnk^on, there, in that place

isk^onholi, about there

isk^onte, right there

h-te, near

hoi, holno, somewhere;

holnotikol, wherever

Jiolomace, holomackona, far away (holomackdn, obsolete)

145. Adverbs of position and 7notion

Ifalt, hither, in this (or that) direction

ik^dlt, back

anikton, face to face

ivokdp^a, side by side

kwilimakte, on both sides

wecikd, on the left side

ydlu, behind (verbal stem ydluye or ydlu, he is behind)

ydlukwina-na, towards the rear

ehkivi, ahead (verbal stem)

ydlto, on top (verbal stem)

ule, within (verbal stem)

manikd, below

li
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iyama, above

itiwa, in the middle

palto, at the end (verbal stem)

alakwi, against (verbal stem)

iwa^hina, across (from iwahi, to cross over)

masikiui, in back (of a person, tree, etc.)

hekdpanan, behind (wall, house, etc.)

146. Adverbs of time

tcim (tcimi), next, there

tcim fap, right away
5**, so then (in connected narrative)

lal, then, also

ta'htcic, meanwhile, on the other hand
tenalana, tenala^ap, after a while, later, late (lit. time having

past)

ista-na, next time

alnas, alnate, the last time

camli, early

fecukwa, yesterday

teni, temi, still

kwatem, not yet

fewani (feivap, Vewapi), tomorrow
itcite, this morning
feiapa, at night

ydtokwi, in the day time

ydto^ma, ydtoniti, all day
leHewa, last year (this much, or all the time having passed?)

147. Adverbs of Manner

le*na, lesna, thus (used in composition,

le^kwe'a, so he says; lesnukd, so he did)

hie, very

tomt, just

te^tci, only

elehol, nearly

ace', exceedingly

eletokna, carefully

iho'te, easily, etc.

148. Formation of Adverbs from Adjectives

Adverbs may be formed from adjectival stems with the suffix -ci.

k^eHsanici, happily (from k^eHsana, happy)

teclanici, fearfully (teclana, afraid)
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149—158. Postpositions and Connectives

Instrument, location, time, duration, purpose and mode af action

are all expressed by the use of postpositions attached to nouns or

verbal nouns, including aU the participial and gerundive forms of

the verb.

150. -wa, at

Locative; ending of place names
koliwa, Crow's Nest (stem ko) Z 32:99

pH^naican, at Wind Place (pH'na, wind) Z 29:51

koluwalawa, at Katcina Village (ko, katcina; also crow

luivala[n-e], village, literally, standing things) Z 104:36

151. -n w -an, at

piHanan yaltonan, laying it across the bow (piHan-e, bow)

horn ike'nan uivetikd, my heart hurt; literally, it hurt in my
heart (ike-na, heart) Z 20:60 (cf. 405:69)

ap^ewan ho* wotukd, I put them down on the floor Z 5:85

fak^usna-paltan, by Dry Wood Edge Z 98:20

ydlaivan, in the mountains Z 59:41

k^dtsowanan, to the summit, 422:37

152. -kona, koa, at (distributive), by, along.

The two forms are used interchangeably.

teatcina paltokoa, all around the edge of the field (cf. teatcina

paltokwin, at the end of the field, Z 130:48)

oneala- kwa^inakoa, wherever (their) roads come forth

telipaltokoa, at the edge of the wilderness

lemanakoa, all over the board (lenve, board; an, on; a (?);

koa, along)

Vatekivikona, in all the corrals 425:87

a-wan Tc'dkwe'kona, in all their houses 425:76

contelakoa, aU over his face 403:51

miya^kona, among the corn plants Z 252 : 39

also fewanakona, every day Z 210:69

153. ten-a, along

onealaten-a, along the road of meal Z 188:41

fanaya- ten-a, where the woods are

k^dtul-ulapna teala ten-a, along the shore of the encircling ocean

Z 190:75

sXso Velinan ten-a, all night long Z 239:74
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154. kwi, kwin, at, to, where, 'place; also, rarely, with.

Attached to nouns, meaning "at."

iyamulohnakwin, in the upper world (ulohnan-e, world)

Z 225:76 (cf. ulohnanankivin, Z 225:84)

sakdp^oakwin te^tcinan, reaching (to) the pile of bones Z 226:5

letsilokwin-te, right on the ladder Z 110:42 (see If 113 for -te)

yam hecotananakivin ho^ i-kd, back to my own house I have
come (hecotan-e, ceremonial for "house" ; an(a), at; kwin, to)

Z 110:48

awe-nakwin teHcip, reaching the doorway Z 123:13

feli^okwin kivatonan, entering the inner room 415:8

As a common termination of place names:

hecok^opikwi, (place name) Inside Corner Place; hecokopi, inner

corner between two waUs Z 101:65

kuyakwin, (place name) Clay place Z 99:25

Vesalc'aiyd'lakwin, (place name) Bald Mountain (fe, space;

sak^aia, naked; ydla, mountain; kwin) Z 100:63

p^ocoakwin, (place name) Bending Grass Spring Z 107:87

a'lc'dp-elakivin. Rock Slab Standing 422:28

Attached to verbal forms, participles, or verbal stems, meaning
"where":

ele'lokwin, burial ground (ele'(we), corpses; (wo)lo, bury,

plural stem; kivi) 403:44

VaVa elakwi, where the tree stands

inkwin, where he stays, i. e. his home (im-e, to stay)

a'teakwin, where they live (a--, plural; teaye, to live; kwin)

tcualkiuin, where she is lying (tcuale, to be lying down) 400: 11

k^dtunankwin, where she was irrigating

ye-makunankivi, where it comes up
also p^ekwin (or pekioin-e, pi. pekwvwe), speaker, a religious officer,

from p^e, to speak

"Along", "with":

tojjaktsikwin, with another boy.... 424:56

This is an idiom common in daily speech, but rare in texts.

155. -tea, where (ivhen)

This is possibly related to the stem te-, to exist.

hon i'kdtea, where we have come
kwatokdtea^koa, at the place where she had come in (kwato,

come in; kd, past; tea, where; koa, along)

fafa elakdtea, where the tree had been standing (cf. fafa

elakwi, where the tree stands)

yam ainakdtean, at the place where he had been killed
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yatcikdtea, where the branch had been fyatciwe, branch;

yatci^ka, it was a branch) Z 200:83

tcimik^dnapkdtea, the Place of Emergence (tcnni, adverb, then,

next; -k^d-, causative; -nap-, plural; kd, past; tea, where);

also, at the time of the First Beginning

yam itokdtean, at the place where he had been eating Z 219:57

yam anhetocnapkdtea, at the place about which they had told

him Z 241:19

As a temporal connective:

itonapkdtea, right after they had eaten

fewakdtea, when the time had passed
«

156. tekwin, when, where, ivhere it is

This is probably derived from teaye, it is, + kwin

ho^no a-hoH a-wiyo'kd tekivi, ever since we have grown up
Z 54:45

o-kd tekivi, after it had been made
atela imikd tekwi, where the mountain had fallen Z 54 : 35

elefun tekioin (or elef^untea) , wherever it may be all right

tcimiTfdnapkd tektvin, same as tcimikdnapkd tea Z 29:51

kwin or tekwin are occasionally used to express purpose, where
strength of desire is to be expressed:

olhaktokwi uhs ho* anteca7na, to carry the bowl of meal on my
head, that is what I wish Z 126:78

p^eyenankioin ihatia-wa, listen to what he has to say Z 137:90

an vnananakwin ho* ikwanik*d, in order to pay my debt to him
I am working

litonakwi kwa itonapcukwa, so that it may rain they must
not eat

rleanakd tekwin a'tewukoWa, they had nothing at all to wear
(for something to wear they were poor)

eha uknakdtekwin oknak*dn-a,he will grind to pay for the dress

that was given her (eha, woman's dress; uknakd, it was
given; tekwin, for thsAj) oknak*dna, it will be ground) 418:38

157. ak'd, with, by means of, because of, on account of, in order to.

Attached to nouns its meaning is usually instrumental.

to^niwahd te'we a-pik*aiap*an-a, with ropes the jars will be tied

Z 3:37

yam cotsito motsewahd ixuwacnan, with their sweet corn rolls

purifying themselves 423:40

k^dtsenahd woh'oconapkd, with cold water .... they washed
them'425:79

yam t*am ak'd, with his club 403:51
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Following participial clauses with the meaning because of or

therefore, in order to (see ^ 112):

wp^inan p^otan aha, because the air was full of snow (snow,

being full, because of) Z 214:49

ko'ivi ydtcunan aha cefan mola kivaiHwa, stepping on it a little

so that the cornstalk may come out straight Z 1 :

6

fo^na-wan eHona-nan ho' tse'mak telakwikdn'iyahnan aha ho'

iya, because I wish to marry your daughter I have come
(fo'na-wan, your; eHona-nan, girl towards; ho', I; tse'mak,

thoughts; telakwikdn'iyahnan, having been about to touch;

aha, therefore; ho', I; iya, come) Z 124:21

t'on oyemc ikin aha tcuwa aiyulacin-ak'dn-a, whichever of you
has a husband will be held in respect (t'on, you; oyemc,

husband; ikin, having; ahd, therefore; tcuwa, anyone;
aiyulacinak'dn-a, will be respected) Z 124:23

Attached to verbal nouns (koa, 'ona, t^un'ona) with the meaning
because of, in order to:

litof^un'ona, a-towa i'ho-iya-k'dnaptun'ona akds i-t'inakd, that

it might rain, that the corn might reach maturity, for this

now they sat down
lesna te'onakd, because of this (this, the one that is, because of)

ho' acef^un'on ahd, in order that I might die (I, the one who
might be about to die, because of)

As a connective, because, so that:

el to' itciananvt^u ahd t'o' halowiki, do not be lazy so that you
may be lucky Z 21:86

itop k'okcik'dn-a ahd yam atcian-e yaknahan-a, when he is

eating it will be all right because he will let go of his knife

Z 36:71

piyahnapkd ahd peyen-a, they took him down that he might
speak 405:64

158. ahdp, because.

It precedes the subordinate clause:

ho' antecema ahdp, I want it because .... Z 124:38
ahdp lukd .

.

. mosiye, because this one is the chief ... Z 197 : 22

158a. -s, then.

This is a contraction of the particle si', then, used postpos-

itively. It can be attached to any word in connected discourse.

The frequency with which this particle is used varies with dif-

ferent individuals. Certain individuals use it three or four times

in every sentence, others not at all.
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fewaps, then next day 415:4

s^ake picnans tcuwe wolunans ... so then brushing the grind

stones and then putting the corn in . . .

158b. -ci f-c) interrogative.

The interrogative particle may be suffixed to any word in the

sentence, usually to a pronoun. For examples see ^ 166,

III. SYNTAX

159. Predication

The simplest complete discourse is the predication of an action

or of a condition, state, or quality. In Zuni the two types of predi-

cation are clearly differentiated. Action or condition with reference

to a given field of experience are expressed in verbal suffixes, which
differ for active and static verbs based on the same stem. (See ^ 30)

aklu, he makes a fire (burn, active, present, singular)

akliye, it is burning (burn, static, present, singular)

are examples of the simplest active and static predication concerning

the concrete concept of burning.

Other examples:

akcu, he puts him among them (among, active, present, indica-

tive, singular)

akciye, he is among them (among, static, present, indicative,

singular)

p^iya^u, he hangs it (hang, active, momentaneous, present,

indicative, singular)

p^iyaiye, it hangs (hang, static, present, indicative, singular)

If the stem is not neutral, but active, static predication is ex-

pressed by derivation from the participle. See U 67.

Attribution is another form of predication ; there is no copulative

(teaye, it exists, static oite'u, he does it, is rarely used in statements

of attribution), and the adjective in attributive relations is treated

like a static verb:

lem cok^o^kd, the wood was hollow

le- lid" tacana^kd, I was so tall (tacd*a, it gets long)

kwa fo^na-wan tse'makwv k*dkcmwe, your thoughts are bad.

(kiva, negative particle ; fo^na-wan, your ; tse^makwr

,

thoughts, mind; k^okcoiwe, not good; k^okci, good)

t^o fehyaf^u, may you be valuable. 397 : 6
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160—162. FUNDAMENTAL SYNTACTIC RELATIONS

160. Subject

Ordinarily subject and predicate are quite distinct and ex-

pressed by clearly separate words juxtaposed without connective.

The subject may be a noun or a pronoun, and where no subject

is expressed, third person pronoun, singular or plural according

to number of predicate, is inferred.

A number of cases of subject incorporation, nominal and pro-

nominal, occur, and are discussed inlflf 35—42, and there are traces

of an older, more complete system of pronominal incorporation.

a'tc i-yan-a, both would come a-tcv both (personal pronoun,

third person, dual subject); i-yan-a, "come", active, present

subjunctive, singular)

Wna a-teakd, thus they lived (le^na, adverb, thus; a-teakd,

"live", static, indicative past, plural)

fo' a'k^dkd, you sent him away (fo\ second person singular

pronoun; a-Jc'dkd, go, causative, active, past indicative,

singular) Z. 125:44

hon rtonapce, let's eat (hon, pronoun, first person singular,

subjunctive; vtonajjce, eat, active, exhortative, plural)

Z 125:58

a'tsawaki antecemanapkd, the young men desired her (a'tsa-

tvaki, youth plural; antecemanafka, desire, active, indicative

past, plural) Z. 123:8

p^ena-haiyakdp, the news having spread (p^ena-, words; haiya-

kdp, spread, active, past participle) Z. 129:27

kdtsana.... itotvena^kd, they ate wild grain (kdtsana, wheat
little; itowena^kd, eat, passive, indicative, singular, past, it

was eaten)

a'wan itonakd e^na^kd, their food was plentiful (a'lvan, posses-

sive pronoun, third person, plural; itonakd, verbal noun,

eating; emd'kd, much, static, indicative, past, singular)

161. Direct Object

The direct object is ordinarily expressed by a separate noun or

pronoun, but the nominal object may be incorporated into the verbal

complex in first position. Or else it is juxtaposed. Object incor-

poration is more common than subject incorporation, but is largely

a matter of rhetorical choice. The nominal object is usually juxta-

posed without case ending or connective following subject and
immediately preceding the verb. In cases where there is any ambi-
guity, the demonstrative or agentive suffix -^ona, "the one", is

affixed to the object.
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laiyohkd, he got sticks (la[ive], sticks; -yolihd, take away,
active, indicative, past, singular)

fsinawace'a, she is at school (fsinaive, "writing", literally,

"marks" ; ace^a, "make", active, durative, present indicative,

singular) Z. 20 : 71

ulohnan ya-Jc^dn-a, he would fmish the world (ulohnawe,

world; ya-Jc^dn-a, from ya--, to get finished, causative, active,

present subjunctive, singular)

p^ehan a^up, putting down the bundle (p^ehan-e, bundled;

a^up, putting down one thing, active, momentaneous,
present participle, singular) Z 123 : 15

ho^ ckvan an e^lona yrluna, I shall marry the priest's daughter

(ho*, pronoun, first person, singular, subjective; ciwan-i,

priest; an, possessive pronoun, third person singular; e^lona,

girl, with demonstrative suffix, indirect object; yrluna,

with, active, momentaneous, indicative, future, singular

reflexive) Z 123 : 10

uhson antse*m.an, desiring that one (uhsona, demonstrative

pronoun, that one; antse^ma, present participle; stem, tse^ma,

think)

anime'a, he is setting it down (an-, object, singular; wne^a,

active, durative, present, indicative, singular)

soman ihiki laivaptsiclenapkd, so they cut prayersticks for me
also (soman, from si, now, plus homan, first person, singular

dative or genitive; ihiki, along with; lawaptsiclenapkd,

prayersticks cut, active, distributive, indicative, past,

plural) Z 20 : 77

Independent pronouns are used to express object in first and
second person dual. The third person object, singular and plural,

is not expressed. However, some verbs have incorporated objective

third person pronouns which are not dropped after nominal or

pronominal object of another person. (See H 38.) These may be
indirect objects.

som yafenapkd, so they laid hold of me (smn, from si, now, plus

hom, pronoun, third person, singular, objective; yafenapkd,

take hold of, active, indicative, past plural) Z 21 : 78

el hom il-am-ekdn^iha, he did not want to have me (el, don't;

hom, personal pronoun, first person singular, objective;

il-am-ekdn^iha, with, active, imminent, past, singular,

negative) Z 125 :44

ho^ Vom tapkdn pani-yu, I have come down to get you (ho*, first

person, singular, subjective pronoun; fom, second person,

singular, objective pronoun; tapkdn, get, infinitive plus

?i ( ?); pani-yu, descend, active, present, singular indicative)

Z 226:95
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lesanikwanan, thus saying to him (les-, thus; an-, to him;

ikwanan, say, present participle, singular)

Syntactic relations are frequently implied by the number of the

verb form, participial endings, etc.

:

ciwan an e^le a-tsawaki antecemanapkd, the boys wanted the

priest's daughter (citvan, priest; an, his; e^le, girl; a-tsaioaki,

boys [a--, plural]; antecemanapkd, they wanted; -nap-,

plural subject) Z 123:8

eHactok yam a-tatcu yatinekd, the girls told her fathers (yatinekd,

y, plural, indirect object) Z 239:66

yam oye lesanikwakd, he said to his wife (yavn, reflexive pro,-

noun) Z 238:54'

eHactok oyemci yi'lup . . . an oyemcianfewanan, when a giritsikes

a husband, her husband will stay overnight . . . (the -/; ending

in yvlup indicates a new subject follows) See If 105, 415:1

wdlihaktonan tcukina ol rled'up an hani Tc'dp rhaktonan saH

ileaup s^a-tc a-kd, she set the bowl of stew on her head, took

a basket of sweet corn meal ; her younger sister set the bowl

of water on her head and took a bowl in her hand. Thus the

two went. Z 133:20

tsaivak unap na^setoye, the boy looked at him and (saw) he was
carrying a deer Z 229:56

kwd tsawak uhsonhol tse'manam-en an okcik^ at^unan, the boy

never thought of that, but scorched the rabbit for her Z
219:49

162. Indirect object

Indirect object, if a noun, is never incorporated. Frequently but

not invariably it takes the ending -^ona (see above, H 136).

The pronouns have a dative which is used to express indirect

object as well as other indirect relationships. However, verbs which

have an incorporated to indicate indirect object take the personal

pronoun (if first or second person) in the objective case. (See ^ 137.

)

163. SUBORDINATION
Subordination is expressed by participial constructions, with or

without postpositions. See T[
105—115 for examples.

164. NEGATION
Negation is expressed in the verb by the suffix -nv- (^ma, m'e),

with the particle kwa introducing the negative clause. The negative

suffix varies with tense and aspect.

^ma, active, present

kwa fon a-p^eyena^ma, you do not speak (fon a'p^eye, you
speak)
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kwa antecemand*ma, he does not want to (antecema, he

wants to) 407:104

kwa tern ho' itond'ma, I have not eaten yet. Z 141 : 70

-m-e, static, present

i-natinam-e, without fail

kwa fina-ivam-e, they are not staying there (Vinaiye, they

are staying) 426:98

kwa ho' sama team-e, I am not alone 406:80

kwa an mi Id'am-e tvoluna, she will set down corn that is not

hard flo'o, hard) 416:16

kwa k'okcam-e, it is not good Z 9:70

kwa hoi on ela^n-epte, even where the road is not right Z 16 : 96

-m-kd, past tense, active

kiva hatianam-kd, she did not hear Z 130:45

kwa k'onam-kd, he did not cry out 404:52

kwa ho' lesnunam-kd, I did not do that 400:13

-7ne'kd, past, static

kiva i'name'kd, they (dual) were not like this Z 164:43

kiva t'o' ivname'kd, you were not at home
and tern fo' kwa ho'i teamekd, you were not yet alive Z 38: 18

-mekd, past, durative and repetitive

kwa ye'mak'dna-wamekd, they would not let them come up

Z 157:97

kwa onahk'dnaiva^nekd, they did not kill any game
kwa i-towena-wam-ekd, they did not eat (customary) Z 28:24

-man'iha, present, imminent

kwa t'om ho' uknaman'iha, I don't want to give it to you

kwa ho' yemaknaman'iha, I don't want to go up

el horn ila-wa7nekdntiha, they didn't want to stay with me
Z 140:62

165. NEGATIVE SUBJUNCTIVE
This is expressed by the suffix -cukwa:

kwa elecukiva, it would not be right Z 167:2

kwa hon ipakwicukwa, we must not sleep under one blanket!

But also kwa ipakwamek'dn-a, with same meaning

hva ankohaticuhva, you would not feel sorry for them ! 408 : 107

kwa alcukwa, she cannot sleep Z 57 : 97

kwa sa kunhocukwa, they would not throw out the bones

Z 31:87

166. NEGATIVE COMMANDS
Prohibitions are expressed in three ways

:

1. By present tense, active, with the negative particle el, and the

negative suffix:
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el koyena^ina, don't cry! Z 75:51

el hie ocokvnhna-wam-e, don't really cut off his head! Z 86:78

2. The negative subjunctive:

kwa alcukwa, you must not sleep Z 40 : 46

kwa etcucukwa, you must not leave anything over Z 152:93

Also el to" elate"una'man-a, do not neglect to Z 240:90

3. The optative, with the negative particle el and the negative

suffix

:

el fo' tse'manamt'-u, don't worry!

el fon tenik'dnamtlu, better not delay! Z 166:77

el lesna teamef^u, oh, don't do that! Z 75:54

el fo' p'enamfu, don't you talk! Z 87:4

el fo itcianamf-u, do not be lazy Z 21:86

166. INTERROGATION
Queries are expressed by interrogative pronouns or adverbs or by

the suffix ci'(c) attached to any word in the sentence.

kop ikive'a, what does he say? Z 98:13

tcuwap ho'na tatcu, who is our father? Z 147:90

fonc a'lvia, have you come? Z 139:29

kec fo' yatinekd, have you told them already? Z 173:28

ho7n. papa aiyu'ya-nici', does my elder brother know ?

a'kdci', has he gone ?

hapic tene'aci', or is he singing? Z 203:48

kwac a-tci acuivatina^ciihoa' , don't you want to speak to them ?

Z 157:100

Quac ho' p'enap kiva kole'a'cukiva' , weU, if I speak nothing wiU

happen? Z 163:9

Rhetorical questions are expressed by the particle holi, "whether",

following the subjunctive gerund.

topehol ainawa i-tonuwanholi' , can you eat the one you kill ?

408:118

167. QUOTATIONS
Direct quotations are introduced by the appropriate form of the

quotative leskwa, thus he said, and followed by le'kica, so he said.

Examples from the texts are too numerous to require quotation.

Indirect quotations are expressed by relative clauses in -'ona or

-koa.

komackona fon yam iyanaiyu'ya-nap'ona p'eyea, he says that

there are many of you who know one another 407 : 96

ko'lehol yam na'l aina'koa peyep . . . . , he told them all about

how he had killed the deer . . . . Z 184:52

koHea horn tsit ante'ukona ho yatinap . . . . , when I teU them all

that my mother did to me . . . . Z 107:93


